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An Aroostook Beauty-Spot Lobster Lake on the Penobscot 'Vest Branch

The Maine Woods
~HIS

annual publication, I?-J THE MAINE WOODS, serves as
an introduction to persons unacquainted with the vast Aroostook gameland and vacation country and for the hundreds ,\·ho
make yearly visits to this playground of the nation it is a reminder of happy clays in an expanse which :\ature has endowed
with signal munificence. It does not pretend to be a complete
compendium for it would require many volumes to adequately
cover the manv and di ,·erse attractions of Aroostook- the scenic
charms of its ;nountains, Jakes and streams; the delights of the
forest retreats; the allurement<; which yearly call the angler and
the mystic charm which draws the hunters to the wooded depths
to follow the trail of moose and deer.
Aroostook has come to be regarded as synonymous with hunting
and fishing and canoeing. It is America's greatest vacation
spot - indeed, it i'> known the breadth of the land as The Nation's Playground and each year witnesses a multiplication in
the Illtmhers of its devotees, all of whom, women and men, are
tireless in their enthusiastic laudation of their fa\·orite regions.
After the first visit to J\roostook it is easy to understand the
thralldom of the woods. Nowhere has :\aturc been more lavish in the bestowal of her charms and whether it is for hunting
or fr..hing or canoeing, once th' delights of a woods outing is ex-

V
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In the Maine Woods

pcricncecl no clays arc more
joyou'> than those spent in
the Maine northland.
Despite the onward march
of settlers and the up-springing of the prosperous towns
which line Aroostook's eastern IJounclary and notwithstanding the advance of th
lumlJermcn, the far greater
parl of this vast section of
=-----""'-=-'-----"_;_-"----'-"---'.Maine is an expanse of forGoi ngo Into Cn mp from A•hlund
est and it is a primeval forest abounding in moose,
deer, bears and game-birds. Alll1ough there arc many prime
game sect.ions within easy reach of the Bangor & Aroostook
Railroad, the splendidly equipped system that has opened up

\1~u1y \Vom<.'n urc Devotees of

tlu..·

Aroo~took (;am(•Jand

this country for thl' t>njoymeut of the tlwusancls who annually
takl' their holidays here, lhl'rl' are many places Lhat arc rcacl1ecl
c nly by canoe lhro11gh lhl· pidun:sqtH' waterways.
By no ml'an'i all the comers to thl' Maine woods arc intent
on fishing and hunting-. Tlu:rl' arc those who seek to rcstor ·
IJrok('Jl hl·al th; others who collll' for relaxation after the stress
of ln1sinc<>s or profl'ssional cares a ncl sti ll others who regard the
woods as the ideal <>pot for vacation days For all these the
.\roostook country more than meets expectation . There is no
tonic that surpasses the crisp, invigorating air of Maine; no sur-

T he Maine Woods
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Aroostook's Angling Allurements Are Manifold

rounclings that. excel in scenic charms the wonderful combination of forest, mountains, lakes and rivers that. are found in
abundance m the Aroostook ~------------~
country.
Even in the old days, long
before modem transportation
met.hods had been dreamed of,
the 1faine woods at.traded their
annual visitors who were willing
to withstand the discomforts of
stage and wagon travel to reach
their favorite spots. Small wonder, then, that today, when all
th~ lra vcl conveniences arc provided that the woods enthusiasts arc increasing each season.
l.Jnlike lhc changes in modes
of travel, there is no limitation
or diminution in the allurements
of the forest.. Tl st.ands today
a'> in centuries agone magnificent., mysterious, and despite its
vastness, ever wafting a welcome
to those who seek repos ancl -=====
r fresluncnt in its bal111y depths.
The ~orning Ablution

Off for a Day's O ut in g on Lo n g Pond

Long Pond Days
BY EDWARD L. FREELAND, NEW YORK

)fiHEX two or 1.hrec days of L Jmy sunshiny weather suc-

\J] ceed each other in early .'.\fay, 1ook carefully in the morning
papers and you will find an ilem of lhree or four lines, something
like 1.his:
BA"'r.oR, ;\lg., ~lay J :hh. The ice started
to brl'ak up yesterday and the winter is
now clcclared O\'<:r officially. Ole! fishermen
predict a fine season of sport.

That is all the hint I need. A letter goe'i olT lo .\Ionson by
the next. mail lo say, "Expect me Thursday on J0 o'clock train.
Slay three weeks." That night the camp trunk in the spare rorm
is brought. oul and overhauled. Pack-bag, flannel shirts, woolen
stocking~. moccasim (nol the hotcl-piazz't ,ilk-embroidered kind,
hut stout cowhide with thongs C"Ch:-.ing- on the instep) and
a dozen olhcr thi•1gs need to be looked O\'l'r and replaced if worn
out. Lim·<;, landing net, kackrs, fly, hook and reels are put. in shape,
rocls Yanfr,hed and m:w windings made he··c and there, and all
lo the chant "The ice is oul, the ice is oul."
The night express from Boston leaves one sleepin~ car on the
sidin~ at \'orthern Maine Junction just. outside of Bangor, ancl
at getting-up time lhc B. & 1\.. train hooks on and olT we go again.
The diner is the next car in front, and fresh caught trout with
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hot corn muffins, and dessert of fat red strawb '1-rics and a big
pitcher of rich country cream give one an idea of whal dining
cars might. be, bul usually are nol.
Al Monson Junction, the little "narrow gauge" train is wailing to take us on to U1e village ten miles away, ancl there Arthur
Leeman meets us with the buckboard for the lasl stage of t.he
journey. Soon the village with the cl ust.ering derricks of the
great slate quarries, is lcfl hehincl, and al a turn of lhe road we
come into view of Monson lake, and then of t.he mountains great processions of them marching along with the storm clouds
like purple cloaks cast over t.hcir brawny shoulders.

One of the Slccpinir Camp'

:11

Lonir Pond

We have to drive over the slope of that one and through the
valley hct.w<:en those two, and we arc likely t.o catch a shower
before we get into camp. Soon we reach lh • farm, where a fine
old-fashioned country dinner is waiting, and crisp .Maine air
with the cool breath of th' snow still on it has produced an appropriate appt'titc. But first to gel rid of all thes' city clotltl''i.
Straw hat, stifT shoes, starchC'cl linen ancl business suit arc all
put away in a closl'l until we "coin<· oul." Short trott'i(•r,;,
wookn stockings, mo('casins ancl Jlannel shirt are produced .
The pack bag will hold all the spare clothes we need so clresssuil cas(·s and satchels also are ldt behind.
After dinner we start ofT again, np the first long hill, through
gr('al stretches of silent woods and past little hillside farms and
cross-roads villages until the \Vilsou river is reached. The
bridge is just above the falls, whert the spring freshet is dashing ovc:r a gn·at shelf of black rock in a splurging mass of foam.
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Then up and up wilh the everwidening view of lhe Wilson
valley, the tree-tops as far as
the eye can reach as smooth,
even and unbroken as a stretch
of gr en carpet. Then down
the reverse slope and across
Long Pond stream, under the
shadow of the frowning pinnacle
of Borestonc mountain and so
on to the deserted Brown farm.
This was the home of ''the
Prophet," one of the characters
in Holman Day's "KingSpruce,"
a book which was written in a
camp not far away.
Then we leave the buckboard
to carry the baggage and set
out along the tote road on foot,
although those who prefer it can
ride. Four miles through the
woods and we reach the foot of
the dam where the canoe is
drawn up on the shore and if
the fish arc rising, and they generally are, we can catch our
supper right here in a few minA Polly Pond Snapshot
ute<> and take it along with us .
. \. mil up the pond and we arc in camp, just 24 hours from
:\ew York.
Two or three sleeping camps arc set here and there among the
trees but close to the shore of the pond is a main camp well up
the slope to catch the breezes and a little cleared space to connect them tog ther. It is all you need to make comfortable
hut not a big clear d-out village. The rest is just woods and
------~ lake and mountain.
From
the open door of the cabin,
across the pond, can be seen
Elephant Head, the Blue
ridge, Spruce l\Iountain, and
the tip of ~fount Baker all
flushed with the afterglow.
But trout and flapjacks arc
waiting to be eaten, and
after that the landlocked
salmon and trout are rising
over at the mouth of the
brook and I must throw a
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fly a few limes before: il is too
dark lo sec:.
Lcl me describe a few typical days of last summer. Across
the pond begins the trail to
several smaller ponds where
good sport is lo be had. Pone!,
by lhe way, is quite a relative
tc:rm, for I..<mg Pond is re: ally
a lake nearly six miles long
an cl over a mile wick, \ri th tiO
feet of water in parts.
Tlle trail starts down the
middle of an old logging road
which has grown up in grass
and bushes. Every now and
thell we find the tracks of deer
and moose tliat ha,·e crossed
it, perhaps, that very morning.
A hen partridge and her chicks
flutter away through the underbrush and maybe a deer will
leap up and crash madly ofT
This Prize Wa, Caught at Northeast Carry with a flicker of the white tail
as lte jumps a log. But mostly
the: woods strl'!ch away, quid and mysterious, on either side.
After a while or so tltl' trail turns ofI though the tret·s and is
marked C\Try kw feet by the spots chop1wcl on the giant trunks.

One o f Long Pond's Pit·tun.'"t<Jllt'

Rccc'i"!<.~s

Long Pond Days
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lJp and clown the long slopes of the hills the trail wind<; over little brooks on the stepping stones, and a,_ouncl the edge of S\Yamps
where the cedars grow. At last we sec the gleam of 1.he pond
through the trees and we pull out the canoe from where it lies
hidden under a fallen tree. Over 1.here on 1.hc edge of the shallm1s they arc rising. By the time the sun is overhead ten fine
fish, averaging a pound apiece, have been conquered, and lie in
a rnw in the bow, covered with leaves to keep the 11ies olT. Then
a couple hours to dean and broil as many as we want; a trip 1.o
the spring, and a nap in the shade.
They seem to he over at the oullct in 1.hc afternoon and as
soon as 1.hc sun starts to decline we will put out on the pond
again. Seven more in an hour and then we call it a day, pack
the reel and start. back.

H e rc 's n Happy Dinner Party

Another clay a short trip seems in order and we strike back in
the woods only a mile to Trnut pond where another canoe is hidden. The little circular pool looks very small to yield much
good fishing, but it has a great reputation and justly so. An
hour's fishing, casting into the shady spots under the overhanging trees, and beside the big rocks, rewards us with eleven, not
wry large, but each one fighting to the encl. Two other expeditions to this pond produce along with other fine sport a land-
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Jocked salmon weighing almost three pounds, and the two squaretails a pouncl and one-half apiece, on one cast. In fact a fair
string of gamey ones can almost be counted on.
Or we will start up the pond at (j o'clock with a sti/I wind raising the white-caps and rollers against us. Paddling is fine exercise, when there is opposition li ke this and we arc glad to reach
the head of the pond and give our kgs a chance to do some of
the work. \Ve start ofT up the bed of a dried up hrook and
through plantations of young spruce and pine and then great
thickets of birch and alder llmt almost meet ov rheacl in a leafy
tunnel. Then up the sides of Chairback mountain until we come
to Chairback pond, set in the fold of the mountain nearly at the
top. \Ve can look almost directly down on Long pond, hundreds of feet below, and from the top of the mountain, a few minutes further climb, a wonderful view of the whole region may be
enjoyed.

Partridge Arc

bundant in the Aroo,,took Country

For th' first hour or so tlH' fishing is not good, for the thunder
is growling, and soon a hca\'y storm breaks. \Vt• hurry to the
kan -to on the isla11d and pn·pare lunch, and by the time this is
finished the s1111 is out (lgain aml the sport bq,:-ins. Thirty two
in about two hours, the largt·st just two po1111cls, is all any reason abk man rnulcl ask for, a11cl with a long pacldk l1<1111e, it is ti111e
to sl<>p anyway.
I meant to tl'll of the Pkasant rin·r trip, with the visit to Screw
Auger, and "the gulf," a chasm whnt· the riq·1 clash('s along- in
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a gorge over a hundred feet ,--------------~
deep; of Horseshoe pond at the
footof Elephant Head mountain,
where the trout have peculiar
and very beautiful markings of
scarlet and orange, and where
they fairly swarm to the flies;
of Hedgehog, where they rise
from under the lilypads, and
where you fish from a raft of
logs; of the charms of Katahdin
Iron Works with its ponds and
many mountain peaks and the
two Houston ponds near by; 1111111__....-~"f'
and also of the partridge shooting in September, when the two
cocker-spaniels put the birds up
in the tree, and bark until you
come, hut you must see and do
all these things yourself.
If you want to get away from
the noise and rack t of the llf::~lllilllll•
world of people, away from the
railroad, the daily newspaper,
and the hourly mail, and rest
your soul and body awhile in L!!!!!!!!!:~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~::C::.:::~~!!!!!!
sublime quiet and peace of the
woods, try Lceman's camp, at
A String Worth Boa.iing About
Long Pond near i\Ionson.

'" J he

L~tnding Pl:1c<.~

at Longo Pond

The Canoe ;., tla· h .tvoritt.• Cn1ft in \Voo<ll:tnd W at<-rs

I
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A Good Subject for the Camera

Game Shooting With a Camera
J-XIIERE is a constantly growing company of hunters, women
and men, who do their shooting not with gun and rifle but
with camen::.s.
Camera-hunters find unequalled opportunities
in the "\.roostook country for pursuing their hobby. The pictures in this publication, most of which arc the work of amateurs, afford com·incing e\'idt'nce of this statement. The great
advance in photographic processes and the simplification of
the outfit make it. possible to t'njoy camera-hunting today as
ncYer before.
The photography of game, of the forest birds, trees and picturcsqtLc hits of scenery is a diversion which cannot be surpassed
for enjoyment. l 'nlike many pastimes the pleasure is pcrmam~nt rather than transitory for the photographs are always at
hand. Xot on ly arc they proof of the amateur's skill but they
arc best sort of souvenirs of happy vacations spent in Aroostook's forest playground.
The Bangor & ,\roostook Railroad herewith expresses its
thanks for the contributors of photographs in this issue of In
Tlw :.\Iaine \Voods and asks that they remember this publication with future pictures.
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GoinJ.r Through Stair

Fal l ~

on the Pcnobscot's East Branch
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an age of automobiles, motorboats and aeroplanes it is
paradoxical that the primitive canoe the craft of the
aborigines, should be growing in favor despite the popularity
of the modern devices for travel. It is striking demonstration
of the fascination which canoeing exerts over its devotees. ·wide
as arc the uses of the canoe today, nowhere, it is safe to say, are
there more popular cruises than those that lead through the
waterways of the J\Iaine woods. The Aroostook canoe trips are
famous and the numbers making them increase each season.
Time was when the canoes were used principally by hunters
and fishermen but. now there are many who come to the woods
primarily for canoeing. For this rapidly growing company of
enthusiasts, fish and gam are of i:.econdary interest. Formerly
few women were seen on the canoe trips but now they are near1y as numerous as the men. In the summer vacation season
huncl reds of parties make the various canoe trips through the
Aroostook waters. It is no uncommon sight to sec parties of a
dozen canoes each. Frequently families fathers, mothers and
chilclren, with extra cano ·s for provisions and outfits, may be met
ancl for a goocl proportion of these the canoe outing is an annual
event.
nee a trip is made it is ten to one that the novice will
be one of the regular comers and a member of the great
choms which is t ireless in singing the praises of the charms of
the )laim· woods.
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Beautiful Ripogcnus Gorge

of your steamer from Greenville, after the splenclicl sail
up majestic :\Iooscl!l'acl, your
guides will be waiting for you
providing you hav· mack the
preliminary a rrangemcn ls
with "Tom" Snow. the genial
manager of the hotd ancl
st.ore. Ccnerally speaking it.
is acl visable to have scc·nred
your guick in advance for this
will rnean the <;a\'ing of possil>k delay, part irnlarl y in
the· lntsv l'ason whl'n l here· is
f rc•q 11C"11tly a ;,c;1rd t yof "!licks.
Can<>''S a ud ou Ui ls a re
carted C>\"r th<' "carry" to the
J>cnol>scol 's \\'est. II ranch.
'!'he getaway place for the
c:1llo(• trips is alway!'> a11 int.en•<;ting i;pot
Afkr \\'il1wc;sing thl' ckparlun: of a
p:1rf y sc>tting out. on the
llaga~h trip it is no eas\·
ta k to turn haC'k owr th~·
path to :\[oosehead.

Alt.hough each of the
difTcrcnt.Aroostook canoe
trips has it.s individual
delights, the most famous
of all the inland voyages
is the cruise through the
Allagash waters which
means the traversing of
more than '.WO miles from
the starting point. at.
Northeast. Carry, at. t.hc
head of Moosc.:heacl lake,
to Fort Kent, the lit.Uc
Maine t.own far up on the
SL John river. Northeast Carry is t.hc startingpoint. of most of the canoe
parties. Herc, •10 miles
from Greenville, is the
\Vinncgarnock I Io use an cl
outfit.ting- st.ore where all
preparations can be co111 plc.:tecl. L" pon the arrival

Sourdnahunk Stn•an1, One of tlu.· Hou~dwq
Loc1r..d1t1l V"'\1h:r..., in '\1.tin«.·
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·w hen supplies have been packed and all is in read iness, the
canoes sta rt oiT down river. The Wes t Branch is a picturesque
stream and is a fittin g int roduction to the scenic beauties that
will come in continuous succession thro ughout the trip . Ten
m iles of padd ling and the H alf-Way House is reached. Then
a fter ~Ioosehorn, R agmufT and P inc streams are gone th ough
Chcsuncook lake is en tered . T his is :W miles from Northeast
Ca rry. H is a fi ne ex panse, eighteen miles long, and averaging three miles in wid th . If it is t he canoeist's fi rst visit one
of the rewards will be th e splendid view to be had of l\11.. Katah din. There a re two ro utes from t he head of Chesuncook. T he
more frequentl y t raveled is t hat which leads th rough Um ba zooks us stream for nine mil es until Um bazoobus lake is entered .
Mud P ond Carry means an ove rl and t rip of t wo miles after which
the canoe is pushed into l\lud pond fo r a paddle of three miles to
Cha mberlain lake.

At t he Foot of All"ga;h Falls, Below Allag",h Lake

The other mull' from Chesuncook 's head is not ~ o -;moo th a
passage. It means rougher going and in case of low waterextra
work. It leads through Caucomgomoc stream and lake, over
Round Pond Carry into Allagash lake. From the lake, Allagash
stream takes the canoe into Chamberlain. For the nJyager who
enjoys lca\'ing the lil'atl'n path this lcssl'r used cour-;e will be a
pkasant non·lt v. Om: of the rewards of the extra effort will be
sel' ing the ,\ Jl;(gash caws. 'J'hcse arc just the sort of places
t old about in story books. T hey are black and slimy and arc the
abode of lizards ancl hats. They arc un iqrn.: for .'.llainc. A point
of special interest on Chamberlain is the dam "·hich separates
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the waters of the East Branch and the Allagash and the tramway which conveys the logs from Chamberlain into Hagle lake.
It is a Len-mile paddle lo cover Chamberlain and from its head
there is a run down stream into Eagl · lake. Another ten miles
over Eagle and two miles through the thoroughfare, the canoe
enters Churchill Jake. Five miles of paddling and Churchill has
hccn covered and Chase Carry has been reached. This means
a mile of rough traveling.
From 1.hc carry it is an eight-mile strait-away clown the Allagash to Umsaskis lake and it is a distance of 1;ix miles to Long
Lake. Four miles of cleaclwatcr and a stream of a mile brings the
canoe to Depot Lake. A mile across Depot and there is a dear

run clown the river lo Rouncl pond, a favorite ca111ping place.
IL is three mile<; over tl1c pond IJ ·fore the river is again entered
when there is another slrdch of o.,eventeen miles lo Allagash
falls, one of the many pil'lur ·sque points. '!'he canoes are taken
oul here for a carry of less lhan half a mil· a11cl when they go into
lhc water again it is fot an uninlcrrupl<·d course lo the point of
conflu<·ncc of the .\llag-ash with the St. John.
Th· entire conr"e abounds with many natural beau
ties and scenic delights. The length of lime to be occupied
with the trip varies from a week to a month, acrnrding to the
disposition of the eano<·isl. :-\alurallv the less hurried the trip
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th greater the enjoyment and the more opportunity for taking
in all the sights and occasional side-trips.
At the meeting point of the Allagash and St. john waters is
the village of St. Francis, one of the numerous settlements of
Acadian descendants which fringe both banks of the St. John.
Fifteen mib; dO\nl on the St. ] ohn is Fort Kent the usual terminus of Allagash parties. This is an interesting little town. In
its vicinity are numerous lakes which oiTer splendid sport for the
fisherman and hunter.
THE \VEST BRANCH TRIP
The cruise down the West Branch, from Northeast Carry to
:--Jorcross, is a popular trip because of the fact that it can be made
in a few clays. Then, too, it affords an unexcelled opportunity
for viewing the splendid scenery for which this section is famous.
After leaving :--Jortheasl Carry the course is down the river to
Chcsuncook and from the lake side trips can be made to Caribou,

!\ \Vindy Day on Big Machias Lake

Cuxahcxis and Caucomgomoc and numerous other smaller basins
which ofTcr good sport for the fisherman; indeed, if there is plenty
of time the trip can he lengthened out several days with the inevitable result of a fine str;ng of trout.
To cover Chesuncook from the head of the lake means a paddle of
fifteen miles unless the canoeist chooses to economize in time
and exertion hy taking advantage of steamboat transportation.
The Che'>uncook clam is always a point of interest. It is a good
t•xample of modern con'>ervation methods, holding, as it does,
ten billion cubic feet of water.
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Afler the carry at the dam,
Ripogenus lake is entered and
this is one of the most beautiful
i;hects in this region so 1ich in
piclnresquencss. The lake is
four miles long and at its foot
is a carry around Ripogenus
gorge, a great canyon through
which the \Vest Branch races
in torrenlm:s currents.
The
gorge never fails to evoke admiration. The canoe is launched
again al Big Eddy, below the
gorge, and the quick water
means the exercise of skill. It
is navigated with comparative
case I> y the guides !Jut for a
110\·ice it "·ould lie wtll nigh
an impossible task. The l'pper
Ambajackam<·gus falls can be
negotiated with little c!Tort but
the canoe is taken out at the
lower falls for a short carry.
The I forserace is appropriately
named. The swift waters do
not bother the guides hut not a
An Hour's Catch
few passengers prefer taking the
path which runs along the rapids
lo going through the turlmlcnl stream. \Vhen t lte two and a
half miles of the Horserace has been conTcd, Somduahunk clam
is rt·achccl. I•'ro111 this point there is a fiuc \'iew of ~It. Katahclin.
The canoe is carried arotutcl the dam and four miks clown ,\1)()1
stream and then: is anol lwr carry of a quarter of a mile to escape
Abo! falh. Pot·kwocka11111s falls arc arrived at aftl'r a thrt·t.. mik
stretch and hne tlu.: canoe co1m·s out for anolh<·r carry. 1'ntil
Ikbsconcag falls arc readwcl thl're is smooth travding. J\t the
falls the ri wr lakes a drop of thirty feet which necessi tat cs anol11t·r
overland trip.
\Vith a goo•I pitch of water in the ri\'l'r thC'rl' is hut one mmc
carry at J>assamagomoc falls. Frnm thNt· it is a good rnn to
Amhajejus Jake when· a ska111er may ht· takt·n for a quick trip
through J>cmadt111H'C>0k into :-\orllt '!'win lake to '\ornoss. However if there is ampk tinw it is pkasant to kt·ep to thl' canoe
through Aml>aj<•jns :lllcl to padclk tlw fomk<·n 111iks to :\orcross.
, Torcross is a wC'll known B. & A. station Tft·n· tltt·n· i-; a good
hotel which permits "cleaning up" and getting into city clothes.
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THE CRUISE DOWN THE EAST BRANCH
The East. Branch of the Penobscot is traversed by canoeists less
frcqucnlly than the Allagash and West Branch. However it is a
fine canoe voyage through a wild and picturesque stretch of
forest. From Northeast Carry to Grindstone, the terminus, it
is a stretch of about J ~() miles. From Northeast to Chesuncook
the course is the same as for the Allagash and \\'est Branch trips.
When the head of Chesuncook is reached a northerly direction is
taken, leading through Umbazooksus stream and then nine miles
into Umbazooksus lake. l\1ud pond carry is across the lake and
when the canoe is slid into l\Iud pond it is in East Branch waters
for the first ti me.

CleurinJ? Up the Log Jorn at Sourdnuhunk Fulls

Chamberlain lake is reached after a paddle of three miles and
after the thoroughfare is gone through the canoe traverses Telosmis and Tclos lakes. The camps and farms at Telos make it a
popular resting place ancl supply station. Also, Telos offers an
opportunity for trying the fishing at Sourclnahunk lake, six miles
away by a good road . It is famow; for ih trout which are always
pkntif ul and of good size.
'frlos is interesting- for still another reason. Nature int.ended
it to ntn in cxacth· the opposite direction to its present course,
in fact until the i1ivasion of the lumber operators it followed its
natural route.
Fifty years ago a dam was built between Chamberlain and Eagle lakes and then a canal was constructed to connect Telos and Webster lake. The outcome of this engineering- sdu.·me no mean feat in those days was that the waters
ran towards the south by the East Branch instead of flowing
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north to ent r the St. John
river. With a good pilch of
water the Tclos canal, a mile
long, can be run and \Vebster
Jake entered. Three miles
over Webster brings a stretch
of rough water from Wcbslcr
lake lo Grand Falls. The
current at the falls is so swift
that canoes are usually sent
around by tole-team, a distanc ·of less than a mile, and
then there is easy going to
Second lake, four miles long,
and another stretch of four
On Jo Mnry Lnke
miles to Grand lake. From
Grand lake to Stairs falls there
is five miles of swift water which means hard paddling but after
the falls arc passed there is an easy stretch to Haskell Rock pitch
which means, generally, another carrying point.
The next four miles brings a succession of pitches. First is
Pond pitch, then Grand pitch, next the Hulling Machine pitch
and last, Bowlin falls. This series cf pitches constitute the
Grand Falls of the East Branch. Between the pitches there is
comparatively smooth water but all the pitches, wilh the exception of Bowlin falls, are carrying points. Bowlin is not so
rough thal it can't be run safely. After Bowlin there is a clear
run of fifteen miles lo the junction of the Easl Branch and the
\Vissataquoik. Here is anolhcr chan 'C for a pleasant side trip.

CampinK on Round Pond

:rn
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Going up the \Vissataquoik means a paclcllc of sixteen miles. It
kads into a good hunting and fishing section and also makes a
path to the foot of Mt. Katahdin for a nearby view of the famou:;
landmark.
Another sidetrip in this locality is that into Sebois which is
one of the numerous sections renowned for its game.
From the ferry, just above the \Vissataquoik, to Grindstone,
the finishing point for the Easl Branch trip, is a run of ahoul a
dozen miks. \Vh<:tston ' falls, Burntlancl rips and Crinclstonc
falls can be run wilh safely by the canoe providing there is a good
pitch of water but in case it is low it is better lo carry, parlirnlarly
at \Vhetstonc.
Grindstone, the terminal point, has the aclvanlage of hotel
accommodations. This B. & A. station is one of the hig game
shipping centers and breaks its own record each seaso11.

J>OW~

TIIE ST. JOUN H.f\'EH.

To make the cano · trip down tht• St. Joltn ri vcr means traversing :!:W miles through a long stretch of primitive forest-land
which makes m·cessary the carrying of a 1·0111pkte kit, as there arc
no opportunities for Mtpplies enroute. The start is lllaclc from
·orthwest Carry, now popularly knOl\'ll as Seboomook, and the
canoe is put into the \Vest Branch at that point. The voyage
begins in tl1t opposik dirt ·lion frolll thl' Allagaslt ancl \Vc-;t Branch
trips. l:ntil Cullivtr's falls are readtl·d, a distanee of kn miles,
there is smooth going and this may be rnacle by cardul poling.
_,\fter four mill's of smooth waltr then· is anothn strdch of
rough passing, whiclt n.:quin·s cardul work with pok and paclclle.
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Pittston Farm, at the junction of the Penobscot North
and South branches, is an important station cf the Great
Xorthcrn Paper Co., which has
vast onerations in this section.
Aft.er "the farm is left behind
there are few indications of
civilization until St. Francis,
far up on the ~faine boundary,
is reached. For twenty miles,
or so, there is stiJI current to
paddle against with a probability of having to wade
through shallows and bog if
the water is at a low pitch.
At Abaconctic bog the canoes
must come out for a carry of
two miles to Sweeney hrook
which marks the entrance into
SL John waters.
With a favorable current.
and a good pitch of water a
stretch of four miles brings the
Shot By the Camera
canoe to Baker Jake, three miles
long, which empties into the south branch of the St. John and after
fourteen mi~es the , t. John river, proper, is reached.
With the exception of a few shallows and an occasional piece
of swift water it is now a clear course for 8.) miles down the St.
John to the little town of St. Francis. This is usually the terminus although occasionally parties continue down the SL John,
past Fort Kent and Van Buren, to Fredericton or the city of
St. John.
OTHER WOODLAND \'OYA.ems
Extended description is made only of the longer and more important Aroostook canoe trips. There are many others, in fact
there arc few localities that do not oITer opportunities for pleasant
excursions of this sort. The country to the northward, along the
newer extensions of the railroad, is particularly rich in picturesque
waterways that arc admirable avenues for the canoe navigator.
An example of these trips is on Long lake, a magnificent basin
t welvc mi ks from \'an Buren and comfortably accessible by carriage
drive. Eight miles over the lake brings the canoe to the thoroughfare leading to ~Iucl Jake and after another mile the Jake is reached.
It is two miles over :iiurl Jake and another mile thoroughfare
ends at Cross lake. It is four miles over Cross lake to Square
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lake . Four miles of padclling- <m Square lake and the traversing of
a thoroughfare of the same clistam'l' and the canoe is al Eagle lake.
Six miles down the lake is the H. & A. station where lhe train
may he takcu. The scenic charms oftener cause the canoeist
lo cover the three miles to Fish river and tltcn go clown the river,
eighlCl'll miles, lo Fort Kent. H.cacltecl from Eagle lak(• arc two
other lakes which arc continually growing in favor, SL Froid
and Portage lakes. Al the fool of Portage i·, another B. & A.
station.
The Pin· Ponds trip is another allraelivc route. This covers
'27 miles and starts at l\'"orthcasl Carry and leads clown the West
Branch to Pinc stream. From the same starling point there is
still another course which ends at Lobster stream and lake. The
Allagash Jake trip follo\\"S the Allagash river to Chamberlain Jake ,
up th lake to "\llagash stream and lake where there is a carry of
three miles to Round pond. After four miles of clcacl -walcr arc
traveled Caucomgomoc lake i'i reached. Thence the canoe is
sent down the stream to Cltcsuncook. From Chesuncook the
return is made by the \Vest Brancl1 route.
To reiterate there are canoe trips in all directions in the
Aroostook territory ancl each has its special and incliviclual allu;"C:mcnt...

A <;roup of \V<.·11 Known \f;tiru.• (;uid<·"l

Joe I· r:lnci ...

I n·d l'ittm.111

Old '><:hat

John \l1td1<:ll

Making One of the Falls on the Allagash

Distinguished Devotees of the Woods
'J""c<O catalogue the famous men who have found enjoyment. in
V the Maine woods would mean the printing of a lengthy
list. There are many accounts of experiences to be found in the
works of distinguished authors from the naturalist, Thoreau,
to the versatile Theodore Roosev ·It who chose to designate his
party as "the Bull Moose." Mark Twain, guided by the famous
Old Town Indian, Louis Ketchum, lllade the trip to l\It. Katahdin and back, before the days of the railroad. 'l'hey embarked
in canoes at Indian Island, opposite Old Town, and paddlc:d up
the Penobscot Lo l\Iattawa111kl'ag where they entered the \Vest
Branch to \:orcross ancl then followed thl' canoe path that is so
much traversed today. It seems a pity that the obs ·rvant
humorist could not have 111ade another trip i 11 recent years so
that he coulcl have ·ontrastecl the mockrn scenes with those of
earli ·r clays.
Thoreau, as it is well known, devoted a volume to thC' Maine
woods ancl his story of the asn·nt of I' atahclin is a classic. Jic
also made the West Branch canoe trip.
For contrastin"' th· present clay methods of travelling to
Moose head lake with those of former ti111l'S, the essay hy J arnes
Russell Lowd! is intereslin~ reading and it would he v n more
so, as he himself admits, if h<' had wrillc:n morC' about his outing and 1 ·ss concC'rning extraneous matters. How ver it will
afford entertainment.

Getting Close to Nature

The Restigouche Country
AN BURE~, one of the northern terminals of the Bangor &
Aroostook Railroad, is located on the St. John river, directly
opposite St. Leonards, a New Brunswick town of growing importance as a railroad center. Connecting Van Buren and St.
Leonards is a fine steel and concrete international bridge, erected
by the American and Canadian Governments. \Vith the construction of this link bet ween the two banks of the St. John, Van
Buren, long an important lumber and agricultural center, has
come into new pro111incnce as the natural gateway to the fish and
game land in the ~cw Brunswick wilds.
This region, known broadly as the Rcstigouche country, is
one of the choicest spots for fi'ihing and hunting in Canada. It
is reached hy the International railway, 11:2 mile'> long, of which
distance 1()() miles are thrr.ugh a wilderness known only to foherman, hunter, trapper, and lumberman. The road is the connecting link between New York and Boston , via the Bangor and
Aroostook, and the sportsman's paradise of Canada. Since the
building of th road some settlements have been made along
the line. Th re arc just enough of these to make convenient
D
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st.epping-oIT places for
the sportsman or tourist
at. the door-ways of the
primeval forest.
Van Bur 'n boasts of
one of the best. equipped
hotels, outside of the
larger cities, to be found
in N cw J~ngland. The
Hammond with its complete appointmeHts and
its cxcell nt table comes
as a surprise t.o the
traveller visiting Van
Buren for the first time
for it is decidedly more
than is expected for a
High Waters on Allagash Falls
border town. Van Buren
visitors are always delighted with The Hammond and are loath to leave its hospitable
surroundings.
Its guests have made the hotel famous by the
complimentary reports they have given their friends.
A fine
hotel is also being built in St. Leonards at. the New Brunswick
end of the International bridge, which, when completccl, will
have all the modern conveniences and will be a credit to the
town.
Ever since the railroad reached \'an Bur('n it has been a starting point for fishing ancl hunting parties for the woods and waterways of northern Maine ancl now it is the natural setting-out
point fer the sportsmen bound for ~ ·w Bnmswick. A few minutes drive from The Hammond, over the international bridge,
ancl the St. Leonard's station of the International railway is
reached. A glance al the map of New Brunswick will show that
the Jnlernalional places the touri'>t right in the c('ntcr of the
best hunting and fi ,hing region of Canada. As the International
has been op< n•·cl for such a shmt time only the rnost recent maps will
shr:w it. But place one finger on Van Bur('n, on the map, ancl
another 011 Campbellton al th(' head of th<· Bay Chalcm.
The
Jim· of the ntw railroad will tlwn lie hetw('tn the tm> fingers,
and while nol l'Xactly sl raigh tit does not meancl<:r much. J\ rnither
paradise for sportsmen, r •ached by the International railway,
lies to the north of the rC'gion trawrsl·d hy the rivers named, the
touri ,t making Camplil·lllon his point of departure .
.Another look at lht map and you will see how this hitherto
inarre ibk region is now in dirtct connection with the great
cent ·rs. From Bangor the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad takes
the tourist direct to Van Buren.

In The Restigouche Country
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The International Railway runs modern, comfortable cars
between St. Leonard's and Campbellton and these give a unique
feature to a sporting trip to this region. As the International
Railway traverses the wilderness, the sportsman's camp or
headquarters need not be far in miles from the railroad. When
he desires to reach town for any reason, he can step on the cars
to take him to Van Buren any forenoon. He can stay four or
five hovrs in Van Buren and go back to camp in the afternoon.
Or, if he is nearer to the Campbellton end of the road, he can
take the evening train into Campbellton and get back into camp
the next morning.
Salmon, trout and other game fish are in the streams and big

On th e St. John River Near Van Duren

game abounds in the woods. It is the best spcrting ground
that can be found and it is now reached without toilsome travel
or inconvenience.
For more than one generation the select. few have known that
the rivers flowing into Bay Cltaleur supply the finest salmon
fishing in the world. 1'l.1e R~stigoi:che is the principal of these
rivers, although scmc of its tnbutanes arc almost as large as the
main stream at the confluence. The Metapedia, the Cascapedia
and the psalquitch have with the Restigouche the well-deserved reputation ~iven them hy sportsmen. The Internati0nal
Railway touchc<; the headwaters of the Restigouche within a
f w mile<> after I avin~ the set.tlementc; at the southern terminus. Before the road r aches Campbellton it crosses the Upsalquitch. This is the most renowned of the salmon streams
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of this region. The right<; of this river arc owned by l\lr. Malcolm who is always ready to make arrangements with pflrties
for the salmon fishing. The fisherman on this stream is al ways
sure of the best of sporl.
At Five Fingers station, about thirty-five miles from Van
Buren, the tourist is within a very few mi1cs of another stream
which traverses 1.hc wilderness of central New Brunswick. This
i~ the 'l'obiquc, a large affiuent of the SL. ]Dbn, renowned for big
game and <;plcnclid fishing.
Another point of intcre-;t in New Brnnswick, only a dozen
miles from Van Buren, is the famous Crand Falls of the St.
] ohn river. There arc few pleasanter clay's excursions than from
Van Buren to the little Canadian town which is soon to be famous
because of the approaching development of its great water power.
The road on either the 1\Iaine or New Brunswick shore of the
river offers a comfortable drive or automobile trip in fact going
one way and returning the other gives an opportunity of viewing ho th hanks of the picturesque St. ] ohn.
The falls with their heavy mist and the foam caused hy the
churning waters tumbling over the chasm, the rapids and the
deep wells, burrowed out of the rocky river bed, all go to make
up a splendid spectacle and one that well repays a special trip.

Makini,: Ready to Break Comp

A Romantic Spot on Round Mountain Lake

The Romance of Aroostook
~IIE Aroostook country is rich in romance-the romance of
\...) primeval days when the now famous waterways were
avenues traversed solely by the canoes of the aborigines, of the
Acadian refugees and the early boundary con t.roversies and of
present. day engineering and industrial supremacy. Above all
these looms the romance and mystery of hundreds of miles of
forest. denseness, a vast. region which has many unpenetrated
d pths and unexplored lakes and st.reams.
The early chapters of Aroost.ook's romantic story tell of the
days before the coming of the French explorers and adventurers when Maine was an important cent.er for the Indian tribes.
Then old .JlL Kineo, now the idol of summer Yisitors to beautiful
Mooschcad lake, was the source of supply for arrow-heads and
other implem nts of war and peace. Periodically the long lines
of primitive canoes wound down the water courses from Canada
or ascended the Maine rivers for supplies of flint. Later, with
coming of the French, the Aroostook waters lured the early adventurers, some spurred on in the hope of finding the fabled
rich 'S of the new world, others intent on the advancement of
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their king's domain while still
others ventured into the
unknown abyss of forest b aring the intrepid missionaries
who sought to bear th torch
of failh to the Indian horde.
Anolher chapler relates the
slirring evenls of the colonial
wars when France and England
struggled for the mastery of
the New World and sought
alliance with the Indian tribes.
The woods trails and canoe
courses were often travelled
The Old Illockhouse at Fort Kent
by bepaintcd war parties
hurrying to conflict in New
England setllemenls or lo recnforce the garrisons at Quebec or
Beausejour. Historians of today often oJTer their speculations
as to whal might have been the outcome of Benedict Arnold's
expedition against Quebec had he sought the French stronghold on the St. Lawrence by the Penobscot waters rather than
ascending the Kennebec. Fr quently it has been asserted that
had the Penobscot route been followed history would tell
another tale.

Rafting the Lolls on n "''oodland Luke

The Romance of Aroostook
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The outcome of the French
and Indian wars- the establishment of English power,
is responsible for the interesting towns of French-speaking
inhabitants along the St. John
river, in northmost Aroostook.
Notre Dame, St. Luce, Madawaska, Frenchville, St. David,
Pierre, St. Francis, St. Froid,
St. Agatha- these are names
given to their settlements by
the descendants of the Acadian
refugees. The Acadians, immortalized by the Maine poet,
Longfellow, in Evangeline,
following the historic deportation from the Annapolis
valley, in Nova Scotia, settled
at St. John and other points
in the neighboring province
of • cw Brunswick.
Later at the opening of the
Revolutionary war, when the
loyalists flocked to Canada
from Boston, New York and
After the First Snow
other centers of American
patriotism, the English authorities again ousted the French
to make room for the new-comers and the Acadians ascended
the St. John river and established settlements on both its
banks. At t'le outbreak of the Revolution the Penob cot tribe
of Indians, long denizens of the Aroostook wilderness, through
its chief, Orono, ofTered its services to the Continental army
and mt nerous of the Maine aborigines fought and fell in the
cause of liberty. Descendants of these redmen still navigate
the Aroostook waters and act as guides for the sportsmen
and tourists who travel the same trails trodden by the Indians
three centuries ago.
The Aroostook \Var was an unique afTray. It threatened to
embroil the Cnitecl Stat s and England into a third conflict but
it ended without the shedding of a drop of blood. The fuss was
the result of boundary disputes hut notwithstanding the presence
of troops and that. a fortification was erected at Fort Kent which
still stands, peaceful measures prevailed. Taking part in the
arbitration were Daniel ·w ebster and Lord Ashburton and the
treaty which bears Ashburton's name solv d the boundary
difficulty.
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In contrast to this bellicose chapter in Aroosi.ook's history
is the establishment of the Swedish colony which was brought
about by Hon. W. W. Thomas, for years this country's minister
al the court of Sweden. l\fr. Thomas recognized the adaptability
of the Swedish characteristics for pioneer colonization and the
prosperous towns, Stock ho! m, N cw Sweden, Jcmtlancl, W cstmanland, are monuments to his good judgment. Th sturdy
immigrants have prosper d in the great Aroostook gardenland and have played no small part in th development of the
newer sections of the potato country.

The Guide and His Hunter's Outfit

Lcgcncl and history have contributed larg ly to Aroostook's
story but for paramount interest there is no chapter more absorbing than that which has to do with the moclcrn ·nginecring and
industrial activities which arc making the Aroostook country
widely famous. 'l'h · story of Millinocket, the 1\Iagic City, sounds
like a fairy talc and sur ·ly no piece of fiction has greater gripping quality than the recital of the invasion of the forests by th
modern masters of adiicvemcnt, their harn ·ssing of the wooded
lakes ancl rivers, and the estahlisluncnt of the mushroom town.
Th plans to the av ·rage practical man sounded like the vain
ideas of a dreamer hut Millinocket, with its mammoth paper mill
and its surroundings of commercial and manufa luring progr ss,
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is another witness to the
greatness of modern accomplishments.
..
Throughout Aroostook ..
are other examples, on a
smaller scale, of industrial
development and the next
decade will see a great
exploitation of hydroelectric power.
What Aroostook has
done in agriculture is
known the world over.
It is a story teeming with
romance- a story of the
conversion of thousands
of acres of barren land on
the forest frontier into
countless farms of famed
fertility. Today the Aroostook potato is celebrated
and with the mammoth
production has come
wealth in great measure
to land-owners whose rise
A Party of Sportsmen
in the world is oft-times
well nigh fabulous.
This is a suggestion of Aroostook's romance. The complete
story would cover pages devoted to water powers, timberland
wealth, industrial and agricultural pre-eminence and the great
human-interest recital of what the Aroostook type of man has
accomplished in forest, farm and factory.

A Catch of Trout at Slaughter Pond

Aroostook's Attractions for the Angler
"Angling is an art, and an art u·orth learning; the question is whether you be
capable of learning ii.' For A 11gli11g i 1· something like Poetry, men are to be
born so. I me'in with inclinalio11 .1 to it, though both may be heightened by discourse and practice. nut he tlwt hopes to be a go J, Angler, must not only bring
an inquiriug, searching, observing u zt; but he mu st bring a large measure of hope
and patirucc, and a love and propensity to the art itself; but by having once got
and practised ii, then doubt not but A 11gli11g <cill f>roi·e to be so pleasant, that it
will prove to be like 1:i1 tuc, a rc1rurd to it;i If."
~H

S saith the fisherman's patron saint, Izaak Walton whose
modern followers look upon the Aroostook gameland as
the anglers' paracli.·e. It is pleasant to think of the rhapsodies
that good old \V alton would pourforth had it been his privilege to
explore the str ams and lakes that are accessible to his presentday disciples. No territory surpas es the Aroostock country
as a fishing ground. The network of waterways which criss-cross
the map offer opportunities that are unequalled. In all directions arc angling attractions.
Happily, for the sportsman, the Aroostook waters are still
remot fro•n the advancing settlements. The streams ard lakes
arc sprimd d from sources in distant and primitive forest sections and contamination is unknO\VJl.
nder such cond itiom;
it is but natural that fish should thrive. Again, the cool waters
e¥plain the r ason for good fi shing in Aroostook when there is
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practically no sport in other
localities. Here, even in midsummer, the waters are comparatively cold so that the fish
seldom arc driven to the deeper
recesses by the sun's rays.
The result is that there is good
fishing from the going out of
the ice in May to the beginning
of close time in October.
The news of the clepartt·re
of the ice is the signal for the
annual influx of fishermen
who plan to be on their favorite
grounds at the earliest possible
date. Each year the number
of out-of-state anglers grows
greater.
There is no finer
sport for the devotee of the
rod than in the spring. FlyA Clayton Lake Prize
fishing and trolling is at its
best from the opening date
until the middle of June and from the late days in August
through September.
It is superf1uous to enlarge upon such famous waters as Moosehead, Sebec, Sebois, Onawa, Schoodic, the orcross Jakes, 211cl
those around Katahclin Iron Works. They have long lJccn justly
celebrated and they bid fair to hold their records without d'rninution despite the popularity of newer waters on points far thcr
up on the B. & .'\. system. These northerly fishing grounds St.
Froid, Eagle, Portage, ancl other basins in the Fish river and
Aroostook valleys are winning 11ew laurels each season and their
devotees are enthusiastic over the fine sport which they a1Tord.
The prizes olTered by the Maine fishing waters arc the finest
in the worlcl. For size, quality ancl gaminess nowherl' can he
found trout, toguc or sallllon that surpass them. And in addition to these pri11ces of the finny tribes nre the lt11111bler members perch, pickerel, black bass, muscallonge, and white fish.
Though tl1cy are estecnll'd kss highly than the aristocraticsalmon
and trout they arc not lacking in charackristics that mark most
Aroostook fish. They are of good size and are so gamy that
not a few anglers aver that fly-fishing for bass ancl perch cannot
be beaten for sport.
It is time wasted to set forth mies for the fishermen. As
Izaak \Vallon, himself, observes, the clilkrent localities call for
difTerent. tactics. Likewise what one man may recommend for
tackle may call forth only condemnation from the next an~ler.
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If the fisherman has a good guide it is certain that he will learn
more from him regarding the special waters which he is fishing
than from any other source. And, too, the general information
imparted by a skilled guide is generally more practical and safer
to follow than the advice put forth by bookish experts.
On the subject of flies, alone, there is a good sized library.
Tl-.ese books may be read and then the fisherman will experiment. for best results. Some of the favorite flies a re Silver
Doctor, Parmachenee Belle, Silver Hackle, Montreal, Professor,
Alder, Red Hackle, Jungle Cock, and Cowdung. Every Waltonian has his favorite theories and he generally regards himself as the last authority on matters piscatorial. As in the case

On Rippling Sebois River

of flies so it is in rods. The choice is according to one's personal
ideas. On one point, however, there is an unanimity of expression the cheap rod is to be shunned. The catalogues of
lhe sporting goods houses that advertise in this publication contain much information of interest. Therein will be found such
favorites as split bamboo, greenheart, bethabara and the steel
rods.
Tackle will \'ary according to whether the waler is swift running or comparatively smooth. For fly fishing, fifty yards of good
oil silk line on a <>ix foot leader of best. salmon gut is used, while
for bail, a plain snclled hook or gut hook is satisfactory. The
i o. ;; braided silk lin , :200 yards in length, will do good service
for trolling, with a short leader connected with a spoon hook.
IIook,;, in sizes six to twelve are the proper thing, and will do
good work.
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Here are some useful reminders. In fishing in streams, fish
from below, and in pools from above. When you throw out an
anchor keep on the side away from the sun so the shadow will
not fall over the pool. If the fish arc slow in rising, bait your
hook with a grasshopper, a piece of pork or a worm, or, perhaps
letting your Dies sink three or four feet may have a good eJTect.
Strike your fish quickly when fly-fishing but when bait fishing a quick strike may lose the fish. A minnow on a hook,
snelled with a hook gimp should be u~ed for trout and toguc.
For pickerel, the old red and silver spoon with three hooks is
still regarded as satisfactory. Trout tackle may be used for
black bass and white perch. Long casts are not advised, instead
of jerking the fish out suddenly, he should be tired out.

Taken at Camp Caribou. Indian Pond

Because of the limits of the siz of this publi ation and for
the r ader's convenience it has become customary to group th ·
various fishing waters und ·r dilTerenl heads. First comes maj ·s
tic Moosehead lake, ils lributari ·s and adjacent waters; next is
the Katahdin Iron Works section, then Norcross with ils wiclc
expanse of rich gam ' country and last, the new game land to
the north of orcross, extending to th Canadian boundary.
Mooschead lake is reached from Gr •en ville Junction where
the Bangor & Aroostook railroad makes connections with the
Canadian Pacific Railway. At this point, as well as at Green
ville village, half a mil away, arc accommodations for sportsmen,
outfitting stor ·s and facilities for engaging guides and completing all arrang ments. Mooschcad is regarded as one of
the great scenic attractions of th east, and it is unn ccssary
to dwell at length upon its beauties. Th' sail from Gr envillc
Junction to the head of the lake, a distance of forty miles, is a
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trip that always lingers in the
memory. On both shores of
the lake are numerous resorts,
hotels, and camps, beginning
with Capen's, on Deer Island.
Twelve miles by steamer
from Greenville is Lily Bay,
one of the largest inlets of
Moosehead. Here is the Lily
Bay House, an excellently appointed hotel conducted by the
cordial F. L. Gipson. Here
again is an opportunity for
getting supplies and other necessaries. Overland by a broad
and picturesque highway which
leads for seven miles through
the woods is Kokad-jo Inn,
formerly known as the Roach
River House, and here is
Roach Pond, another of the
beautiful lakes for which this
wonderland is justly famcus.
Another seven miles brings
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Good Luck at Hurd Pond

the angler to Second Roach.
Other ponds in this vicinity
are Mountain, Ragged and Caribou and Deer lakes, all excellent trout waters.
Farther up Moosehead from
Lily Bay is flint-coated Mount
Kineo, the splendid and abrupt
eminence at the base of which
is the Mount Kineo house,
America's finest inland water
hotel. Here there is every entertainent for the guest. Beside hunting and fishing and
boating, there are golf links,
beautiful drives and attractions in the way of canoeing
and motor-boating.
Far up the head of the lake
are the Moosehead's two arms.
One rum in to make orthwest Carry, now known as
Seboomook. Here is another
attractive hotel, the Seboo-
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mook House. At Northeast Carry is the Winnegarnock House
and both places have supply :;lores.
From ortheast Carry are reached Upper and Lower Wilson
ponds, Trout, Hedgehog, Rum, Horseshoe, Squaw and Lobster
Jakes and Fitzgerald ponds. Lobster lake is regarded as one of
the fairest of all Maine's beautiful basins.
:By the B. & A's Moosehead Lake division is reached another
fine fishing ground. This is Sebec lake which is readily accessible from the twin towns of Dover and Foxcroft. Beside the
Packard's Camps which are open to sportsmen, there are numerous private cottages and the resort enjoys a wide popularity.

Fisherman's Luck at Hurd Pond

earby are Millbridge, Garland and the three Buttermilk ponds.
Farther north on the line is Abbott Village which boasts of Whets lone, Piper, Foss and Juanita ponds, and Deer and Tom brooks.
The town of Monson is justly proud of beautiful Lake Hebron,
Spectacl and Monson ponds, also inviting to the angler. Within
easy distance of Willimantic are Lake Onawa and Grindstone
ponds, while from Shirley, the birthplace of Bill
ye, the
humorist, may be reached Moxie, Indian Notch, Ordway, Round,
Trout ponds.
Katahdin Iron Works is the gate-way to a locality which has
long enjoyed distinct.ion as a fish and game center. The vil-
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!age, once the scene of industrial aclivily because of the ore
which was found there, is now
only a reminder of what once
promised lo be an important
center. It is rea hed by the
B. & A's branch which leaves the
main line al Brownville and then
skirts the Pleasant river, crossing th Canadian Pacifi railway
at Brownville ] unction.
Even in Maine there are few
localili s more richly endowed
in sceni attractions. The village is nested in a semicircle of
mountain peaks and at the very
ntrance are Pleasant river and
....,____-II Silver lake. A half a n ilc away
is Ore Mountain and further on
are Big and Little II ouston
ponds. Big Houstc n, where arc
~!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~~=====,,,,,!]located Moore's Camps, as well
as its neighboring and small r
A Prize Specimen from Seboomook
Jake, are fine fishing spots.
Elsewhere in this puLlication
mention is made of the nu ncrous peaks in the Katahdin Iron
·works range. There is found even a greater number of ponds and
lakes, in facl accessibl from K. I. W. are thirty or more prime
fishing basins. These include Easl and West Chai1 back, the
Houstons, Big and Litt! Lyford, Sprue Mountain rond, Trout,
IIorscracc, East and Wcsl Branch and Yoke ponds. For brook
trout fishing lher arc Pleasant river, and its cast and west
branch ·s, and Mountain, Hay, While, Beaver and Guernsey
brooks.
] ust north of Brownville and within a coup! hours' ride of
Bangor is Schooclic lake. This i-; one of the best known waters
and is partirnlarly famed because of its togue, th fish caught
there frequently tipping the scales as high as twenty pounds.
In this neighborhood arc founcl Se boo is, Eheemc pond, and
Roaring brook, • orlhwcsl ancl Cedar pond, Scboois stream, Ragged Mountain pond and stream and Bear and Patrick brooks.
IN TUE

RCROSS CO NTR Y

Norcross at once suggests fishing and game hunting and it has
long he n on of the most important gam c nters of th Aroos ·
took country. If you wish to save tim you can make the trip
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up the lakes by the steamers of the Norcross Transportation
Co. Ambajejus lake, where the West Branch waters come into
the lower lakes, is an old-time favorite and equally popular is
Pemadumcook. From the latter it is but a short 1.rip to Nahmakanta or Jo Mary. Going up the West Branch, past Ambajejus
and Passamagamoc falls, the Debsconeag lakes are reached and
from the first of this quartet of fine waters a trip may be made
to Hurd ponds and Rainbow lake. It is needless 1.o attempt a
complete list of fishable waters in this locality. Some of the
places easily accessible from Nahmakanta or Debsconeag are
Cooper brook, Tumble-Down-Dick brook, Wadleigh, Mud,
Church, Doughnut, Luncheon, Pollywog, Female, Musquash,
Penobscot, Long, Henderson, Rabbit, Leavitt, Prentiss ponds,
and Salmon, Farrar and Bean brooks.
Sourdnahunk stream and lake and the adjacent waters have
long been famous. The lake is reached after an eighteen mile

Lower Shinn Pond

A Fine Fishing Spot

trip up the stream. \Vestward from the stream, and 1.o the east
of 1IL Katahdin, are Kidney, Slaughter, Daisy, Beaver, Little
Beaver, Rocky, Little Rocky, Tracy, Ulbow, Windy Pitch, Jackson, Lily pond, Lily Pad, Draper and Deer ponds. Still farther
to the west arc Harrington lake, Forest pond, Soper brook and
Sandy stream. All these waters are proven fishing grounds of
the first-class.
Well up among the leading fishing grounds are the East Branch
waters. The starting points for the choice spots in this locality
are Grindstone, Stacyville and Pat.ten. The Wissataquoik
stream and tributaries, Katahdin stream, Dacy pond and brook,
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Seven ponds and Big pond and Pogcy and Turner brooks are
noted for th ir big trout and salmon.
Other East Branch waters are Scboois and Little Seboois
rivers, Day's pond, White Horse lake, Hay lake, Scraggly, Snowshoe and Scboois lakes, Center, Mud and ] ones ponds, Hay
lake and Dead brooks, Lunkson pond and brook, Bowlin pond
and brook, Springer, Mud and Swift brooks, Soldi r pond and
brook, Burntland and Youngs ponds, Sand Bank brook, Messer,
Littlefield, Blunder, and Frost ponds, Trout brook, Wadleigh
brook, Saddle pond, Webster lake and brook and Telos lake
and brook.
Beautiful Chamberlain lake is at the head of East Branch
waters and has numerous tributaries. The Shinn ponds, ten
miles in from Patten, arc famous fishing waters and abound in
fine trout and salmon. The cool waters oiler good fly fishing

GcttinJC Rcudy to Broil the Trout

even in the midst of hot weather. The same conditions will h
found at Grand lake, below Grand lake dam, at the head of the
East Brauch.
P-NORTII WATERS
With the expansion of the B. & A. system to the northward
has come the opening to fishermen of numerous choice angling
grounds, indeed, this new section is following close on the heels
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of the older territories so far
as records for big catches are
concerned.
0t so many years
ago this regicn which is now
attracting many out-of-state
fishermen was considered quite
inaccessible but now this is all
changed, because of the splendid traveling accommodations
which this up-to-date railroad
system provides.
On the Ashland branch, for
instance, is Big Machias river
and its neighboring waters
which include Little Sou th
Branch, Greenlaw and Sam
Hayden brooks, Center and
Spectacle ponds, Big Machias
lake, McGowan, Pratt, Billings,
Caribou, Horse-shoe, and McN ally ponds, Twenty Mile,
Fourteen Mile, Indian, Farrar,
Rowe, Conners and Lucky Northeast Carry is Famous for Prizes
brooks and Rowe lake, all of
Like These
which are justly celebrated for
fine catches. From that renowned game center Masardis, south
of Ashland, are reached St. Croix stream, Black water, Beaver,
Howe, Tracy, Little Smith brooks, St. Croix \Vest Branch and
St. Croix lake, all good trout waters. Farther in are Um.--------~-------~ coleus lake and stream,
Shield, Houlton and Trout
brooks, Ott.er brook and
pond, Cut lake, Hayden
brook, Burnt pond, Mooselukstreamand lake, Chandler brook and pond, Middle,
Smith, Big and Little Hudson and Mule brooks, Upper
and Elbow lakes, Spring,
Bartlett and Blind brooks,
Bartlett pond, Leonard pond
and Chase brook.
Farther up the Aroostook
and Machias rivers, are Little Mooseluk, Spring brook,
Millnocket lake and st.ream,
Moore's, Boody and Jones
An Evcoin1r Catch at Round Pond
ponds, Ismis stream, Milli-
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megassett lake, Beaver pond
and brook, Caribou and Munsungan stream, Long, Snowshoe
and Island and Mud ponds,
lml"":':9~I Chandler, Bog, Beaver, Mills,
-..~-..,,....,
Norway, Chase and Currier
brooks, Echo lake, Reed pond
and brook. From Squa Pan, at
the junction of the Fort division and the new branch which
runs from Stockholm to Squa
Pan, may be reached Squa Pan
lake which is one of the best
salmon grounds.
p on the Fort Kent division
ar the Fish River waters which
have rapidly come to the front
within the past few years. The
larger bodies in this section are
Portage, St. Froid lake, Eagle
lakes, Square lake, Cross, Mud
and Long lakes and Madawaska
lake. Some of the tributaries
of these difierent basins are
Dickey pond, King, California,
i===...;_;=--....:...::==:..:====---= Damask, Daigle and Little and
A Record Square-Tail at Round Pond Big Coddard.
From Portage or
St. Froid Jakes fishermen can
enter Birch stream, Red river and its branches, Mosquito brook,
Fergeson, Moccasin, Hat, Mud, Carr, Hour Glass p nds and Fish
lake. As has been said all these waters arc oming to the fore
and offer inducements to angl rs who look for large and gam ·y
prizes fish that will give tltem their money's worth in the sport
of landing them.
On the main line north of Houlton, Fort Fairfield off rs good
sport al Fitshcrbert and Johnson brooks and at the renown d
Caribou pond . Into the Aroostook river Oow the Madawaska
river and its contributing brooks, Cain, Halfway, Brandy, Greenlaw, \Volvcrton, Black Johnson, Bearslcy, Armstrong, McCluskey
brooko.; and Madawaska pone!. Near Caribnu arc IIarclwood
er ·ck and Otter brook. These wat rs may be reach d from
Caribou, Perham, Stockholm and other stations in that vi inity.
West of Caribou, arc Presque Isle str am, Clough, Adi r,
Shields, Burnt Lane!, Wells and Beaver brooks, Salmon, Little
Salmon, Upp<·r Salmon, Otter, Beaver, Bull, Burp e, W 'bstcr
brooks and Little Machias river and lake all waters offering
exceptionally good sport.

AUTO LOADING
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Breakfasting at Slaughter Pond

A Matter of Dollars and Cents
#RHEN the plans for a vacation are being discussed one of tbe

\JJ most important matters for consideration with most of us
is "what's the expense to be." And it is on this point which
gives so much concern tbat the Aroostook country has the advantage of most localities. Nowhere on this broad continent can
sucb a return for money expended .Je obtained as in this land
of never-ending delight. There i a variety to suit all purses
from the modest. camp to the splendid hot.els that seem all the
more imposing in the isolation of the woods.
After railroad fare, expenses for camp or hotel are provided
for it rests with the individual as to what the outlay will be. The
rate for sporting camps ranges from 810.50 to . "}.') per week.
This is the average. If canoe trips are taken or fishing or hunting excursions are part. of the program there will be, of course,
additional charges for a guide (S:3 to .::3.50 per day) and for canoes.
An extended canoe trip, like the Allagash or West Branch cruise,
means, necessarily, procuring provisions for the time that is to be
spent in the open. Another item which will be met with at certain camps which are distant from the railroad, will be the charge
for the additional transportation, team, mot.or boat or canoe.
Correspondence with the various camps, hotels and outfitting
stores whose advertisements appear in this publication will bring
detailed information on the subject of expenses. In case a canoe
trip or camping-out expedition is planned for, the wise course is
to make your choice as to the route you are to follow and then
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Sportsmen nt Bill' Machias Pond

Shot in High Brook Valley

submit your choice 1.o a
guide, camp or outfitt.ing
store in the locality of the
starting-out point and the
result will b that you
will have a pretty complete estimate of the ex
pense. It should be borne
in mine! that a legitimate
charge is the transportation for the guide and his
canoes from the tcrmin us
of th trip hack to the
starting point.
Also it should he re
m mbcrccl 1.hat the Maine
woods guide is a great deal
more than a woods pilot.
Paddling a cano' and tak
ing th lead through the
forest wat rways is only a
small part of his work. I k
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pitches the tents, makes the
night's camp, cuts the wood,
builds the fires and- most important of all- he is the wizard
who concocts the good things
to eat that satisfy the craving
appetites that are keenly whetted by the invigorating Maine
air. After one trip with an expert guide and you'll place him
at the head of the list of geniuses.
So numerous are the families
who come to the Maine woods
for an annual outing, frequently
extending for a month or longer, that most camp owners
make a special rate which docs
not appear in their advertisements.
Correspondence with
camps will bring information
not only on the n at.t.er of exAnother Hurd Pond Picture
pense but as to the special facilities in the way of private cabins, canoes, etc., which are provided
for long-stay parties.
Whether one is ~oing for a long or short camp visit it is always
wiser, when possible, to make arrangements in advance of arrival.
This will make sure that there will be no disappointment because
of failure to make connections with canoes or the wagons which
run to the camps from the railroad station.

Cnught nt Chcsuncook Lake
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The Maine Game Laws

0

0 sportsman should go into the Aroostook country without
a familiar ity with the fish and game laws, particularly
those applying to the sections in which he plans to hunt or fish.
Ignorance of the laws may lead to serious difficulty . A resume
of the general l<ms has been published in previous issues of this
publication but docs not appear this year owing to the fact that
the i.Iaine Legi..,Jature is in session in H)l:~ and there is a possibility
of changes in the various sections.
The game laws should be read not alone for information as to
the regulations of time of shooting anci fishing and amount of
game that can he taken but also for directions as to shipping
your trophies. Another important matter incorporated in the
ga•ne laws are the sect ions relating to building fires in the woods.
I krdofon.· serious damage has resulted from carelessness of huntl·rs and fishermen and it ,,·iJI he admitted g-encrally that the cautionar.1· measures arc important.
Information regarding thl' laws as they will stand at the close
of the Legislature may he obtained from the Passenger Departllll'nt of t hl' Ban!{or & .\rno took Railroad or from thl' >Iaine Fish
and Came Commission at Augusta.

C)bt Qlbt.St

Xnbabitant

By W. \V. Adair, N e w York

He stood upon the platform with his pipe between his teeth,
He wore an old Prince Albert with blue overa11s beneath;
'Twas plain he'd never been beyond the Pine Tree State's confines;
No money could have tempted him to penetrate her lines.
"Born and brung up, By Suds!" was he, within her proud domain;
To him, "there's nothin' to compare with this old State o' Maine."
No care had he of Wa11 Street or of this year's Hippodrome;
The War of Italy and Turks was quite too far from home.
The baseball series of the W or1d might rage- and a11 of thatHis fondest joy was when Pete Smith of Brownvi11e went to bat.
"Where would you go," I asked, "if you possessed the whole world's
gain?"
Said he, "By Heck, I'd never go outside the State o' Maine!"
To get his goat, I answered him, "Your state's behind the times!
We deal with mi11ions in New York, while you folks gather dimes;
I'm sorry, but I'm sentenced to stay up here a11 this week;
I surely wiU be happy when it's time to make my sneak."
Fierce was his wrath, his whiskers bobbed upon his trembling chin;
He shook his fist and shouted in a voice both high and thin;
"You blarsted fool, I'H bet my socks you' re crazy-or insane,
If I was young I'd boot ye dear'n out the State o' Maine.''
Ancient, thour't right! Thy pardon sire! It would be hard to find
The equal of your land, when one is tired of the grind;
The beauty of her forests, birches white and spruces green,
The charm of lakes and rivers interwoven in the scene,
With timid deer receding toward her mountains grim and greatWho questions that she's earned that happy name- "The Playground State.''
And when the Red Gods ca11 us and we rush to take the train,
May they drop us off- "way yonder" in the good old "State o'
Maine!"

On Mt. Katuhdin's Summit

Mountain Climbing In Maine
a mv, indeed, arc

the kinds
of spo• t for the enjoyment of which opportunit ies
do not exist in '.\laine. It is
the premier vacation state and
offers allurements at all seasons. For the rapidly growing
circle of mountain-climbers
there are numerous attractive
heights heights that are not
too difficult for the amateur
and yet not so easy of ascent
as to lessen the zest of this
im·igorating pastime.
'.\It. Katahdin, '.\Iaine'<; highest peak and one of the chief
scenic boast'> of the Aroostook
country, has long evoked the
admiration of the lovers of the
woods. Thoreau is but one of
many famous men who haYe
paic( their tribute to ".\ aturc's
bcauties that arc unfolded to
the eye from Katahdin's st11nmit. Katahdin towers .i,n.i
feet abo\'C sea IC\'Cl and is ap-

D

"You Would Think it l11d R:iined Ro<·k,."
11,,,n r111 ' s Kaluhdi11 ('ha1de1·
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proached by three trails, known
as the East Branch, Abol and
Hunt's trails. Whichever route
is taken 1.he mountaineer will
find sport a-plenty, particularly
wh n the ''ridge'' is reached.
The scramble up and over the
granite boulders which cap old
Katahdin is a good 1.est of the
climber's endurance and enthusiasm. Prom the summit is a
never-to-be-forgotten view of a
vast expanse of forests, lakes
and rivers.
Parties generally take two
days 1.o climb Katahdin and the
night's camp on the mountain
is one of the enjoyable features
of the trip. It gives an opportunity for a genuine camping
i==----~--------::.i out knowl dge and for the uniniGetting His Bearings
iated it is a novel experience.
Katahcl in Iron \V orks ofTers
unusual opportunities for the amateur mountaineer. The village is picturesquely located on Pleasant river ancl in its midst
is beautiful Silver lake. The Katahdin Iron Works range well
nigh surround the seltlement for it is hardly mor than a settlement altho in the days wh n iron was being mined from Ore
mountain the sanguine ones predicted rapid cl ·vclopment into

Hoar tone.• Mountolin
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a city. There are many reminders of the minin~ boom. The
time-worn smelters are there still and the road down which
the ore was hauled has withstood the travel of tote-teams and
1og-haulers.
Katahdin Iron Works boasts the second highest mountain in
Maine- Whitecap by name. Chairback mountain is a comfortable day's climb and from its summit there is a magnificent
panorama of lakes and forest. Chairback and Saddlerock are
so named because of the shape of their heights and appropriate
titles they are.
Atop Sactctlerock, which ofTers a pleasant two days' trip with
a night's camp, is Crater lake, a beautiful sheet which comes as

Mt. O. I. J. From Kidney Popd

a surpri.se to the stranger. Across Big Houston pond Columbus
mount.am looms majestically and then there are also Baker,
Ebeeme, Shanty, Big and Little Spruce and Elephant mountains.
Between the K. I. \V. range and the mountains surrounding
l\1ooschcad lake are Boarstone and Barren mountains on Lake
Onawa, a singularly attractive spot. Boarstone, the .Maine
l\Iattcrhorn, so called h cause of its likeness to the famous Alpine
peak, is a popular climb. It can he made a day's excursion of
continuous cl ·lights. l\Iidway up the mountain are three little
lakes abow1ding in trout.
Boarstcne's crest is a huge barren rock and to surmount it
means a not too easy scramble of several hours.
Across Onawa, opposite Boarstone, is Barren mountain., 2700
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feet in height. ~lost parties give two days to climbing Barren
ancl spend a night in the camp on the top.
:\It. Kirn.:o, on :\I' oscltcad lnke, altlto a lesser peak, is one of the
best known of :\Iaine's motlntains. It is an easy ascent ancl can
he made comfortably in an hour or two, according to the disposition of the di111bcrs. <ltl1cr hcigltts on l\Iooscheacl arc Little
Kin<:o, Spencer ancl Squaw 111onntai11s and they offer scenic
charms of exceptional attraction. In nearly every locality are
peaks llwt arc im·iting t'> the Illottntain climber and which oJTcr
the Zl''it of the ascent and an opportunity for enjoying marvelous
panoramas.

J)in1H'r On \Vhi1<.·c;1p '\1ou11tai11

Om• of the llniqlle 11101mtai11 lancl111ark is 0. I. J. mountain
near Kidney pond '!'he an·o1npanying photograph txplains Lill'
rtason ior its 11a.11c, altlwttgli the camera has faikcl to bring out
tlH' ll'lter-; \\'ith the distinctm•<-;s of natun·'s kttl'ring
<lther
photograph<> l'!:tkl' it apparent that womt·n enjoy mo11ntain-di1111Jing just as they do ca11ot:ing, Jishing and h11nting in the :\Jaine
woods.
\lot so many )Tars ago a well h10w11 mtlbon·ss and writer of
nature st11dics c<>tllcl boast of !icing tht· only whitt· 1roman to have
a~C('ll'lt·cl l'atahdin .
\Vithi11 tht· 1rnst ckcadl', howt•\'l'r, tll<·rt•
havl' bel'n 11um(·rous instances of \\'Ollll'll making the cli!llli and
tht·ir p11hlislH'd l'Xpcril'11tTS Inn· givrn graphic accounts of the
trip 11p :111cl hack and of the gorgcousm·<;S of th(' view \\"hich is to
lie n1joycd from the ::-tL111111il.

·1 he \foo.,e I . Monarch of the Mt1in

Wood~

The Hunter's Bij!J.:CSt Trophy

Where the Game Trails Lead
O

FTER a glance at the map of the Aroostook country- an
area approximating 1.) ,000 miles and for the most part
an unbroken stretch of wilderness, it is easy to understand why
this section is the pre-eminent big game region of the nation. Except for the towns on the extreme eastern and northern boundaries there is a vast forest ar a. There arc many localities that
have been pen ·trated only by the forerunners of the timberland op rators and an occasional hunter, for comparatively
few sportsmen leave what may he called "the beaten-path" of
the game country.
This unexplored xpanse explains the undiminished supply
of moose and deer. In spite of the great amount of game brought
out ach year from the Aroostook country the supply seems to
have suffered no diminution and the constantly increasing army
of hunters find no falling off in the sport which has been :\1aine's
boast for so many years.
To catalogue the game centers of Aroostook would mean the
inclusion of nearly c\'ery station on the railroad. The Mooseheacl country, Katahdin Iron Works and the region thereabout,
the famous !\orcross section, Grindstone, Patten, long celebrated
as a game section, Squa Pan, Ashland, ~fasardis and Portage these arc a few of the regions renowned for the moose and
deer. 'Vl1ile all the older game centers make new records with
each succeeding year, the newer country, north of Oakfield on

,-1
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the Fort Kent division of the
B. & A., is making a mark that
promises to equal those of the
older and better known sections. This nortlu:rn cl is trict
has been accessible by railrnad
for only a comparatively few
years but it is rapidly coming
into favor with sportsmen. It
is particularly popular with
moos' hunters and some fine
prizes arc brought down.
There are nunwrous Iarge
Jakes and many little-travelled
water· ways in this newer game
section which oJTer uncommon
opportunities for the huntsmen.
;M~~O The fact that they have been
opened so recently explains the
plenitude of game and it is
;;;;~;:;;;;;;ii but natural that the whole re-

1 15~1ii~~ii~

gionenjoying
from Oakland
to Fort favor
Kent
is
additional
each season.
In referring to the table showing t.lw season's game shipments
Shot at St. I roid Lake
and print.eel dsewhcrc in this
book it should lie ren1emb(·H·cl
that thl'rl' ic; uo an:ount of the moos(', deer and other game killed
"ll-'·.Zl.J#r"1ojf
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by woodsmen and consumed in 1.he camps. It also should be
observed that the shipment points are the clearing centers for
game sections :\orcross for instance, handles much of the game
which is killed within a wide range. With this in mind there
will be no comparisons which might be unfavorable to a region
which actually has a good record but which sends its game to
one of these shipping points.
Chiefest of the prizes that await the spoi-tsman coming to the
Aroostook hunting grounds is the moose, rightly named "the
monarch of 1.he forest" and 1.he largest antlered animal extant.
The :\Iaine woods have Jong been their favorite abode and it is
1.ltc ambition of every sportsman to bring down a moose, in fact
until they come out ''ith one of these envied trophies they have
hardly qualified for a place in the inner circle of the huntsmen's
fraternity. During the summer months the moose are frequently come upon by canoeing parties. The big animals feast
on lily pads that are found on the lakes and, too, keep near the
water for cccasional swims to rid themselves of the J1ies. During
this period the moose are comparatively tame and allow close
approach and oftentimes make favorable subjects for photographs. With 1.hc coming of the cool crisp weather of autumn
they retire farther in from Jakes and ponds to the hardwood
ridges where they obtain sustenance from the bark and twigs of
various trees.
Iker are so mtl1ll'l"Otts in the , \.roostook country that they are
anything but an uncommon sigh t. They can be counted by the
dozens during the sununer months and frequently large herds
arc seen l>y canoeists. Like the moose, they seek the cool waters
during the
warm weather
and later take
to the inland
swamps and
ridges. With
the l'oming of
snow they
gather in yards
in localities
which offer
food from the
eccl a r, h(·mlock and other
trees. \\'hen
the stories are
heard of the
l'Ltnnin)! the Day·, Gampaig-n
ckoreclations of the deer in gardens and on farms it is easy to
rc:~lizc how abundant they arc and another convincing piece of
evidence is the gmne shipment record. Time was when caribou
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were as plcntif ul in Maine as th deer and moose but for some
reason unaccounted for by natural ists and woodsmen, lhc caribou
made a pretty general migration over lhc Canadian border. They
arc apt to come back al any tim , naturalists say, but those remaining in the woods arc protected by a close time. There arc
numerous fur-bear ing animals which arc frequently shot. Bears
arc always plentiful and lhcrc arc sportsmen who aver that bcarhunting is as good fun as can be found. Proverbially crafty,
Bruin is no easy prey and it means ski lled work, oftcnlimcs, to
get him

Sn:1pped nt

ort h cast Carry

For the gunner lherc arc part ridge, woodcock, black clucks,
geese, snipe and quail so i~ is p lain lhal llterc is every opportunity for sport wh ·ther w1lh nfle or gun.
Sportsrnen wlw yearly come lo the Aroostook gamclancl count
their ammal ou ling as the banner clays of the year. 'l'lwre is
no experience more foll of zest, more stimulating ancl replel ·
with gn·ater fascination than hunting in lhc great Maine woods.
Plentiful though lhe deer and 111oose may seem in warm weather,
with the arri,·al of autumn they seek seclusion and it is the Jinest
of sport to . <'l out on the trail. Some sportsmen veterans of
many seasons go inlo the wilds without guides Intl for the
avera,;e hunter the s('rvice of a guid · means a more successful
excursion in every partic11la1.
In the <:arly fall, with the 01wni11g of the game season on Oct.
1, the wcHicls are generally dry. 'i'lll' 110\'ice is apt to make a

Maine Deer Arc the f· 1ncst on the Continent
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racket through inexperience by
walking on dry leaves ancl passing t l1rough the t hickcts. 'l'he
<.Tunching underfoot and the
crackling of twigs and branches
is to lie guarded against for tlte
noise way mean the loss of a
prize. A good guide will clcmon.;lralc how the passage over
the trails may he maclc most
quietly, in fact he will prove to
he a constant source of information on wooclscraft. \\' ith the
fall of the first snow there is
the added pleasure of tracking
the game. .:\Iany sportsmen arc
of the mind that the best lime
of all is after the early snowfall altho 1.lte October rains do
much lo minimize the noisy
conditions that obtain at lite
season's opening.
After all it matters little what
time in the hunting season the
sportsman takl's his outing for
it is a certainty that, whatt·vcr
Her First Deer
the elate, it will be a paramount
pleasurl' and there is little doubt
hut that he will secure his full quota of deer and, if luck and skill
arc his, that prize par t·xcdlt•IJlT a moose.

'J he \\'illow \Vall< at Kokad-jo
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Ad vice as to the type of riile
to use is a delicate matter.
Every sportsman has his favorite and his arguments to
support his choice. One man
may advocate a certain type
ancl the next two men you meet
may have exactly opposite
views. If you are not sufficiently skilled to make the
decision for yourself, consult a
fellow sportsman or guide in
whom you have confidence.
••-·-"'' The gun manufacturers whose
advertisements appear in this
book, issue catalogues and other
reading matter which contain
a wealth of interesting sugges-lilf--'"'·1"'''11
tions and ideas. They will be
of much assistance on the subject of riile selections.
There is no need of an extensi\·e kit for a hunting trip, as r
matter of fact the smaller it i,
the more comfortable for sportsL-------------=-"= man and guide. \Voolen clothes
are preferable by far to the
A Hunter of Teddy Bears

Startin'!' Do ·w n Katahdin'' Rocky Ridg-c
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fancy suits that are oITered
frequently for the enticemenl of the hunler. They
are nol only warmer but
their softness makes it
easier lo go oul on the
lrail without making a
noise in going through
bushes and underbrush.
J\n old suit, a couple of
flanne l shirts, a cap, preferably wilh a visor, or a
b1 oad hal, extra undcrclolhes and woolen stockings, moccasins or rubber
overshoes, known locally
as "lumbermen's rubbers,"
and, of course a sweater,
Good Luck at Jerry Pond
and you have an outfit
sufficient for all needs.
Of course the sportsman will have a goo l sized pocket-knife
and a light match box and il is well lo have a pocket map and a
compass . If he wishes to be on the safe side and be prepared for an em rg ncy which probably will not arise, he can
take along a couple of hanclages and a packai.;c of plaster. However, accidents rarely happen to mar the sportsman's holiday.

J[unh.•r..,· .. 1.rophit.·~ 1tl

orth<•a.,t (;urry

Measuring Up The Trophies

The Lure of the Big Woods
By Dr. L. A. Sexton, Department of Health, New York City

B

OR many years I had heard of "The Big Woods" up in

Aroostook and had tried to get up there, but had to be
satisfied with a short vacation in the Adirondacks. This year,
Craig, Budington and myself had all of our plans made and as
usual something unexpected happened. Budington could
not get enough time ofI and Craig let a doctor friend talk him
into letting him take out. one of his kidneys. Well, I didn't
want to go into the woods with a one-kidneyed man, so on October 12th, I found myself
on a train bound for \Vinterville, which is located
on the main line of the n.
& A. on t.he east side of
Lake St... Froid. I arrived
there at. 2.:H p. m . the next
day and was met by Mr.
Low who owns and operates the St. Ft oid camps,
much to the pleasure of
the angling contingent in
the summer, and the
hunter in t.he fall.
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These camps arc easily reached by motor boat from 1.hc station and arc situated 011 the west shore overlooking the lake.
One would have to travel far and wide to find a more beautiful
spot. This chain of lakes, rnmposcd of SL Froid, Eagle, Sq ua1 e
and Long lakes, makes a chain about thirty miles in length.
They arc surrounded by the most beautiful range of blue hills
one could c\·er wish lo sec. These camps offer every ccmfort
that a sportsman could desire. Particularly is this true of the
meals which Mrs. Low looks after herself and secs that even the
hungriest man in the cnmcl is satisfied.
George. the proprietor, is the best hearted fellow in the world,
rough and ready, and one of the best guides in the country. The
man who goes to Low's Camps, and is not 1.horourjhly satisfied,
and docs not get his game, i~ a poor sportsman.

'iho1 in tla• Ka1:1hdin Iron \\'orko; Country

.\s I 1..1\'t' stated l>don', I aniq·d at the camp at <11>01tt :~ p. m . ,
and wa<> o\ •r anxion.., to try 111y Ill'\\' gun, a \\'indH·..,ter :;::, <io I
got Clwrlit· and a canoe. Ife took 1m· about a mile around the
point and tht·n up on a hard \\'ood ridgt· ancl ldt n1e to wu1<'11 for
whatt•ver might l'<illlc 111y way. I (lo Jwcl 110( l>l'cll gonl' 111ort·
than fort\' 111im1tt, wht•n a nil'l' littll' l>ul'k can1cgamlioli11g :1cross
to 111y ldt . \\'hl·n lit• c1111l· into a 11icv opv11 '>}l"lt'l', I let hi111 han•
it j11"t lilhi11d t.lw -;Jiouldvr. Ilv lurnl'd a nnnpll'll' ~<>llll'r~mill
and strnck lilC' gro11rnl dl'acl. l kvpl 111y plal'C' \\'ith lhl' hopl'
that so111c otht•rs 1 had heard walking- in th(· lcavl's iurthl'r down
would come in si"hl, hut thvy did 110!. Charlie ca111c al"11g
about dark am! wt· clrCS"-l'd the buck and dragged him do\rn to
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the canoe and reached the
camp in time to get a
bully supper. I was pretty
tired from the clay's travel
and my first outing, so I
turned in early, feeling
pretty well satisfied with
my first afternoon in the
woods.
The next clay was spent
in preparing for a trip up
to Square lake where we
expected to tent for two
weeks and look for moose.
This trip we made by
canoe. On the way up, I
killed three clucks and four
grouse, which we added to
our already abundant supHalf an Hour's Sport at Camp Fairview
nly of food. \Ve reached
Square Lake, pitched our tent, got boughs for our bed and ha
supper by dark. The next morning we followed some tracks all
the forenoon and at about 2 p. m., came upon a small bull, a cow
and a calf. They got up lazily and walked knowing, it seemed,
that they were protected by the law. The next day, and so on,
for the week we saw an occasional small bull or cow but nothing
worth shooting and carrying out. \Ve could have killed twentyfive deer easily during the week but we did not shoot at them.

Giving' 1hc 'foo;c Call
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On our way to camp each clay, we would shoot as many partridges as we needed for camp use.
We moved camp at the last of the week back to Eagle lake
where we occupied a camp kindly given over to us by Mr. Frazier.
This was well furnished and we were quite at home there. After
hunting two days here we ran out of !Jr acl and our m at was
getting low. I sent my guide Lo Eagle Lake mill s for some bread
and I went out 1.o gel some meal. I walked about a mile up the
lak from camp, then turned on to a hard wood ridge where I
knew there would he plenty of cl er and perched myself on a fa llen tree, about eleven feel from the ground and began my vigil.

The DininK R oom ut Third Mu,quacook Lake

This was about l p. m . Nothing ca111c n1y way until about dusk,
except red squirrels of which there w TC many lhousamh. Sud
d ·nly I heard a stick break, then I knew there would very soon
be something doing. I was all ey ·s and cars until I <;aw the in
trud ·r. Then I was all eyes. Such a buck I had 11 ·v ·r seen
before. Ile was walking leisurely across an open space about
110 yards away. I was not Jong in letting him hav' il. With
the crack of my thirty-three he cam· down and a t th same li111l'
I came off th· Jog.
I never knew how I got clown. With the speed of th wind, I
went down through those woods to where h · was thrashing his
way clown the hill with a brokc:u back. I just kept mm for ta
l>ly near lo him and we proct· ·cl 'Cl down towards th· lake, but
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very soon he gave up the fight without having to be shot a second time. My, but wasn't he a bouncer ! He had a big palmated
set of horns with eleven points and weighed 248 pounds after
hanging two weeks.
Before I had him dressed it began to snow and was soon black
dark so I hurried as fast as I could back to camp, built a fire and
sat down to think it over. Then for the first time I realized that
I was a very tired man. About 8 o'clock, I heard something
walking around the camp and tried to get a look out, but each
time my lamp blew out, so I gave it up. My guide got back at
10 o'clock with the bread after a paddle of fourteen miles.
I related my experience of the afternoon and then we turned
in for the night. The next morning we got up early and had a
look to see what I had heard the night before and found that a
big bear had been all around the camp. vVe tried to track him
up but the snow was not deep enough and we had to give it up.
vVe went out then to get the big buck and at 10 o'clockstarted for
the home camps which wc reached about dark.

Guide• nnd Sportsmen at Pratt Lake

A Group of lluntcrs at Can111 Fairview

When Doctors All Agree
~ HE

old adage "when doctors disagree" doc'>n't apply to the
,\roostook vacation country for many members of the profession unite in the Jaudation of the restorative merits of the l\Iaine
woods. Countless arc the m ·n and women who attribute their
recovery from shattcrccl nerves to their on lings in the great forest
land. '.\'"owhcre, it is safe lo venture, arc lhc natural remedies
more potenl than in lhis sc·clion. Affiictions like hay-fever are
immediately relieved and there is no better place for general recttperation after lhe strain of business or social activities. For the prc... ection of tlteir guests most camps exclude tuberculosis patients.
Previous issues of this publication have contained statements
hy e ninenl physicians as to the beneficent results of woods out
ings. And there are 111any "testimonials" from persons wlw O\\'C
U1eir present good health to the benefits of the pure, invigorating,
halsam-laclcn air of the forest
An outcome of the general acknowkdgment of the healthful ness of woods lift. is the t·stablishmcnt of lltllllC'J'OttS s11111111er
eamp'i for st wlcnts, girls and boys. They arc sit uakd in sttrrounding'i that make for tht· fullest enjoyment of the opportunitic-. for canoeing, swiJ11111ing, fishing and tramping and arc
Hn l<·r the charge of co111pl'lcnt instrnctors. These \'acation
schools are gro\\'ing in popularity. It is co111111011ly agn•('d that
thev aITord lhl· })('-,t sort of a \\'<IY for ..,pending the s1unnH:r aml
not only clo lhn· furnish compll'te changC' and rt'laxation Intl
they make po silik the learning of \\'ood..,eraft which will always he a source of pkasur(' the art of swimming, of m:.maging
a canoe in the waterways of the forest and of handling tlH' rod
and the ri Ot•

V

W hi tecttp '\tountain fron1 Randall' ,.., Cnmp

The Story of a Successful Hunt
By "The Guide"

IRELL, boys, I am going to
spin you a " true" yarn
about a four days' hunting trip
al the foot of Big Russell
mountain. To make the story
easy we will use the first names
of the boys. The party consisted
d Bill, Joe, Prof. and the writer
whom they called "the guide."
They arrived one Tuesday night
before Thanksgiving. I met 'em
al the train and they stayed at
my home Tuesday n ight. \Vednesday morning earl y " 'e took
to the bush enroute for "The
Hunter's Haven" my little camp
at :\fountain pond, between Big
and Lit tie Russell mountains.
After a hasty lunch and before
the noon hour we had all started
out in search of the deer, each
one with the thoughts of Yenison
for supper in his mind.

\JJ

A Typical 'Voods

Sc~ne
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At .") o'clock we were all in empty-handed except Bill whom
we had not seen since we parted at noon. Soon after, however,
we heard a crash in the underbrush and Bill's face glowing with
the brisk walk and excitement was thrust into the door.
"Come boys and help tote him in," was enough to make us
leave hot coffee, ham and eggs, spring to our feet and begin pulling on hoots, caps and coats, all talking at once and asking if it
was a good one, wh re it was, how he happcnecl to get it.
"Not so fast boys, and I will tell you all about it as we go
across," says Bill. I will repeat his story in his own words:
"After I left you boys I w nt straight onto the mountain and
followed along to the west blulI; from here I started off down the

Wash-Day at Pockwockllmus Gump

side, in a north ast rly direction.
I so n strn k a track which
I followed for over a mile when I caught sight of th d er frantically trying to climb the 1-;icl ' of a steep ledg . I saw at a glance
that I had driven the big fellow into some of thos ravin s peculiar to th' wilds.
"Of course as 1-;0011 as h got th' sc 'nt he was away, but as the
ravine was small, inst ad of following his tracks I cut across
thinking that he would go around and out the oth ·r side. In my
hurry I ran into a tangl of mountain vin . TL took aliout fiv,
minutes to extricate mys ·lf from this, and by th tim I reach d
the other side 'my hire!' had flown. I started out on his track
in hot haste for he was a big fellow and I hated to lose him.
"Just as Ir ached the cclg of th opening of th ravin , I saw
him standing broadsid at a clistanc of about a hundred yards.
It did not tak me long to give him a coupl' of tiny pills from my
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30:3. I found afterwards by talking with a fellow, that he had
fired a shot down below me about that time so I rather think
thal's what slopped him.
"Well boys, that's all there is to it only that I dragged him
down 1.he mountain and it is up to you to help me get him to
camp."
We spent that evening discussing Bill's deer, which proved to
be a fifteen point buck and a good one al that. Prof. had been
up on 1.he top of 1.he southern blulI and glancing down toward the
camp he saw a deer not many rods below him, also looking toward
the camp. It was a good shot, and Prof. was the fellow to take

Kidney Pond and Sourdnahunk Mountain

advantage of il, lumbling him before he had time to think. This
was a lhirleen point buck and a prelty good match for Bill's.
Joe got his in lhe woods north of the west bluIT al a running
shol. That aflernoon Bill got his second one, shooting him at a
long distance shot as he ran through the soft wood growth. The
next day Prof. and yours truly each brought in a doe.
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The Sportsmen's Directory
1"'c<IIE advertising section of this book is an invaluable feature
V
of the publication. It constitutes a sportsman's directory
wherein can he found the sources of information on many matters of inten.:'>t. If you are undecided as to where you ''ill fish,
hunt or '>pend your woods vacation, the list of hotels and camps
will he of assistance. In case you arc desirous of expert information on the subject of firearms, ammunition, fishing tackle or
camping-out supplies, here again you will find help. If you have
secured your 11 rst trophy of ~he hunting-grounds and wish to
ha\'C it mounted as evidence of your skill, the list of taxidermists. ;ill highly endorsed, will lie read ·with interest.
Thi" \\"ill indicate the wide range of information contained in
the aclHrtising pages. If you don't foul sullicient enlightenment,
cmrcsponclenec \\'ith the ,·a rious ad\'ertiscrs will bring answers
to que~tions and dctaikd facts and figures.
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A Potato Digger in an Aroostook Field

Aroostook-Industrial and Agricultural
h P to within a comparatively
U
claim to fame was based on

few years Aroostook's chief
its resources in the direction
of hunting, fishing and lumbering. Now, however, Aroostook
has taken a front place in
the local ities that are
pushing to the front as
the result of the development of resources tbat
heretofore have been
allowed to remain dormant. In agriculture,
thanks to the potato,
Aroostook occupies a preeminent position.
The
Aroostook potato is known
the world over . Likewise
the wonderful productivity of Aroostook potato
farms is talked about in
agricultural circles all over
the land.
No section
Grund Falls on the St. John River
surpasses Aroostook for
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potato yield per acre. The average farm will yield between 200
and :mo bushels to the ane while there arc farms that have
records of more than :;oo bushels for the acre.
As in agriculture, so Aroostook has also taken great spurts
because of its rapidly growing importance as an industrial locality.
At many points throughout the great expanse of territory may be
heard the whirr of machinery. Naturally the larger side of its
ind us trial activity is explained by the vastness of the lum bcr supply. l'p at \'an Buren, for instance, one of the companies
operating mills is the St. John Lumber Co., whose plant is the
largest in :\cw England. There, too, is the Van Buren Lumber
Co., which, like its neighbor, has an establishment which is a
model for up-to-date equipment and completeness.

A natHr:il concomitant of the potato nop is the starch industry
and starl'h factories arc found in IIoulton, Fort Fairfidd, l'n·sqttc
hie, Caribou and in other towns where thnc arc potato mat kl'ls.
In this publication it i'> not practical to attempt a list of Aroostook's industrial planh. It is sufliciL·nt to indicate in a general
way the growing importance of this phasL· of the country's l'Xpan ion. Xor doe-, spact· permit 111ore than passing mention of
till' watt·r-powL•r weal l It which is dL·st i1H'd to play an important
par( in >Iaim·'s dl'\·vlop111l•n( along the Jim·s of hvdro-('kclric C'Xploitation. I•:n·n a ca ual study of tltl' ,\roostook map will 111akc
it pl:iin that !hi~ land of pro111i"l' has 1111li111ill-d po(l'ntial possi
liilitil'~.
Throughout the J\roos(ook rt'gion thC'rl' arC' munlil·r
lc.... · itL's for indtt trial plants and great advanlagl's await the
manufal'lurer who has to consider proximity to the :.ourcc of
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lumber supply. The limited industrial development-limited
in comparison with what lies undeveloped- makes it apparent
that the immediate future will see a much greater utilization of the
resources. Not only does Aroostook enjoy the superior railrcad
transportation facilities afforded by the Bangor & Aroostook railroad but it also possesses the benefit of a seaport connection.
The B. & A. terminal docks at Stockton are what would be expected of this enterprising and energetic system. They are of
gigantic proportions, equipped with modern appliances for the
facilitating of shipments. Between Stockton and Kew York

Aroostook Rai"" Fine Cattle

there is a line of steamships which arc used mainly for transporting potatoes and paper and lumber shipments. Here, too,
are loacll-d steamers " ·i th lumber for European ports.
To return to the potato . The Aroostook varieties possess
characteristics that make them first quality for either table or
~t·t·cl purposes.
For domestic consumption hundreds of carloads
arc shipped i ito Boston, Xew York and other metropolitan mark<:ts each season and other trainloacls are sold for seed purposes.
The uncommon adaptability of the .\roostook potato is well
illustratccl by the fact that in \'irginia where the principal object
is to obtain an early crop, the .\rooslook tuber matures from a
week to a fort?1ighl earlier than other varieties. This adaptability makes the .\roostook potato a favorite for seed and each year
witnesses a greater demand from growers all over the country.
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In the light of the marvellous agricultural development of
Aroostook it is hardly necessai;y to 1>ay that the Aroostook farmer
is a practical busine1>s man. He recognizes the importance of
modern methods and of scientific advanc . He is always on the
lookout for improvements. No small part of the agricultural
success of Aroostook has be n clue to the continued co-operation
of the 13. & A. railroad which has at all times been the farmer's
unfailing ally.
To the p rson who bases his idea of a farm on the doleful and
over-drawn picture of the "deserted farms" of which so much has
been said and written, a trip through Aroostook will be a glad
awakening. Here is a stretch of country which is not out-ranked

llarvc.o:.;t ..rime on a Potato Furm

for progressive methods and productivity of soil. On all sicks i iay
be heard stories of the prosperity of the farm rs ·stories that
tell of gradual progress from small beginnings to positions of
afllucncc and all due to successful potato growing. The farmbuilclings indicate sttccess. The lwuscs arc modern, eqltipped
with all city conveniences, ancl lacking n ·ithcr automobiles or
pia11os. As for utensils and impk111enls, the Aroostook farmer
docs not consider himself in the race unkss he has all the facilities necessary for up to-elate planli11;_{, growing and har\'C'sling.
Under conditions such as these it i'> not strange that Aroostook
has attracted new-comers from all point<> distant and near.
Herc arc opportunities fully equal to thosc of the nuch vaunted
weslc-rn sectiom. But an advantage' not possessed by these faraway localities is the proximity to the markets for handling shipments; lo eollcgcs and univcr~ities for the education of children;
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and to the cities for occasional trips. Aroostook has grown
wonderfully during the past ten years and there is every indication that there will be a far greater expansion within the next
decade.
The phenomenal potato product in Aroostook has naturally
caused this crop to overshadow all other agricultural activities.
However it should not be overlooked that Aroostook also produces large crops of hay and grain. The country is particularly
well adapted to this purpose; for wheat growing it is unexcelled,
the average yield per acre, under ordinary conditions of soil and
cultivation, being about :35 bushels to the acre. The high percentage of nutritious elements and the freedom from weeds make
the hay crop large and of supreme quality. Because of the wide
expanse of smooth fields the work of harvesting is done at a minimum cost which makes hay a highly profitable crop. The abund-

There Ts Well Ilred Horse-Flc•h in Aroostook

ancc of hay and grain will eventually make Aroostook an important stock raising section, although at the present time this
branch of husbandry has been rather neglected because of the
paramow1l interest in potatoes.
The expansion of the Bangor & Aroostook railroad and the
rapidity in the development of the potato industry has brought
about a wide demand for Aroostook farms. There are many
Jocalitie<> which arc still comparatively unopened and each year
secs an increasing inOux to this section. For a well cleared farm
under good cultivation the cost is about ~JOO per acre. There
is of course no fixed price and oftentimes a highly desirable
piece of property may he had at a bargain price.
The stand:u-cl size of the Aroostook farm is the regulation ] GO
acres. :\.t the present time this is considerccl a large farm. \ear
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any of the business centers of the county, in a locality easily accessible t.o a railroad shipping point, under good cultivation and
with ample buildings, such a farm will range in value from :!:il 0,000 to !S:W,000 according to the percentage of good potato raising land it contains. The buildings on an Aroostook farm must
comprise among other things ample lnrn room for the storage of
hay and grain, a good frost-proof potato storehouse capable of
holding from 2,000 to ;~,000 barrels. The equipment must in
elude all appliances for planting, cultivating and harvesting the
potato and other crops, such as seeder'>, planters, diggers, sprayers, mowing and reaping machinery, etc. Usually from four to

Lunching- on till' Table-Land on Mt. Katahtfin

six h<'avy draft horses arc n·quir(•cl, and the investment outside
of lltl' la11cl runs from !o:i:.WOO to s:moo and, many times, much 1110re.
The Bangor & Aroostook railroad, which has played so impor
tant a part in the clcvelop111ent of this section, is continuing its
co-operation. It maintains a bureau for the distribution of information regarding its great territory and gladly answers general
or sptci lic q11<'stions from ]>tTson-; inlnl'Sft'ci . Inquirit's addn·<;secl
to Bangor ,'· Aroostook Railroad, Bangor, wil! receive prompt
attcnliou.

A Loll" Jam Below Debsconeag

In Praise of Aroostook and its Resorts
'l"'c<U compile all the " tes~imonials'.' of pleasant days in the AroosV
took country, the little stones by men and women of outings at sporting carnps and woods hostelries, would make necessary the employment of numerous volumes. Obviously in a publication of this sort it is impossible to include even one from each
of the yarious resorts. lf this were practical it is hardly necessary for the common expression would be enthusiastic acclaim
on:r the beauties of the country and praise for the camp-owner<;
and guide·
Besides eontaining the personal messages from woods devotees laudatory expressions, of the }Iainc woods and the hosts that presick over the various resorts this concluding chapter is given
over to casual notes of individual experiences and various jottings.
Here is what one sportsman, S. IL \\ratts of ~cw York, has to say
of tlw Aroostook county and the pleasure it provides:
"The wood-; jo.; the place! '\ o man kuows what it means to live
until he has bt·en in the wilderness. Tlwre everything is healthy,
dean and fresh. The weather makes no diJTcrence; whether it
is dear and bright or whether it rains or blows it is delightful.
"One cl<,es not have to sit in camp in bacl weather; when it is
ra ining and the "incl blowing it is the best time for still hunting.
<Jn such a day one can creep without_ noise and the falling rain
destroys the scent. I>11ring a storm 111 late October, two years
ago, the writer with two guides, stalked a bunch of moose with
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the greatest success. We
located them by the noise
they made, and, c1ccpingt1p
carefully, we came out. into
a small opening and there
they were four cows, t.wo
cal vcs and two hulls, one
with a very good head. \Ve
were so near one of the
c<,ws that we could haYc
~truck her with a long pole
Of course I got the big bull,
it. was an easy shot, and he
was a fine mark. The rest
of t.hc herd went olT in a
hurry, but the lit.t.le bull
he was a. yearling hung
about t.hc place all the
Off for Jerry Pond from Camp Fairview
time WC were skinning and
culling up. Several times
while we were at work he came up to within twenty-five yards of
us. It was a fine chance for a photograph, but, of course, I Lad
no camera with me, having left it. in camp on account of t.hc rain.
"One oft.he most successful hunts I ever had was 111 Ma.inc. \Ve
went up Pinc st.ream, which empties into the \Vest Branch about
four miles from Chcsuneook lake. On Pinc st.ream there a1 c
several fine dead-waters; the upper one, where we located is over
three miles long, and hack from il, on either side, arc a number of
ponds and bogs. On this trip I saw twenty-six moose seven of
them bulls, besides beaver, otter, and a great number of deer. We
lived in perfect comfort, and our bill of fare would have clone
credit to Delmonico moose meat, venison, part.riges a.net clucks,
and last lml not kast., wild cranberries of our own gathering.
"Of course, if you arc after moose, you must work hard I
have killed a. number, lml I have worked hard for every one of
them. With deer il is clilTerent. It. is no trouble to gl't deer in
Maine, if the hunter will only gn a little way ofT tne heateJ1 track
of the camping parties to S()me quiet spot wlier · the game has 11ot
been disturbed ancl he can find a thousancl places that. have
seen no human h<:ing since the kgging crews kft the woods in
the <;fll ing.
"It is cliffintlt lo make p<'oplc htlieve, who have never hccn in
Maine, how plcntiful t.hc deer ltr(» 'l'ltc writer ha:> sat on the edge
of a lake a mik long and counted thirty-seven deer out feeding at
one time. 'fo be sure, this was in August, but in October I wrnl
hack t.o the same lake, and in Jess than a week, saw rnore than two ·
hundred.
"I have sh'>l in (Jnt·hec, Xew Brunswick, . ·ova Scotia and
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Newfoundland. There are probably more moose in New Brunswick, and the caribou of Newfoundland are the finest in the world,
but in none of these places will you find the variety of game,
coupled with the convenience and comfort that you will find in
Maine. The Maine guides are the best canoe men and the best
cooks-they make you feel as comfortable as you could be in
your own home-they have camping reduced to a science. If
you are tired or over-worked, don't go to a fashionable summer
resort hut take your gun and your rod, and get out into the fine,
beautiful open air and live a:; you were me:mt to live. When
you come back from your trip you will pi:.:k up a newspaper,
look at it and say, 'What's this all about, anyway?' And when
you get back to the city you'll look at the crowds and say, 'What
a sick, pasty lookinz lot of people.' "

That the hosts of the Maine woods are always on the lookout
for new forms of entertainment for their guests is apparent from
the fact that one of the attractions of the Seboomook House, the
famous hotel at Northwest Carry, Moosehead lake, will be automobile trips over the splendid new highway which now runs
through the woods to the Penobscot's West Branch and to other
points of interest in that locality. The road, an exception1l
thoroughfare because of its excellent construction, has been b:tilt
by the Great orthern Paper Co. to facilitate hauling supplies to
its various camps and farms. Automobiles have penetrated the
wilds in other sections but traveling by the Seboomook speedway
will be decidedly different from jogging over the average tote-road.
Motor-boats, of course, are a common sight on l\1oosehead and
some other waters and there are several fine craft of this class.
Even on the West Branch, so long an avenue traversed solely by
canoes and an ocrnsional batteau, is heard the chug-chug of the
fast boats of several of the owners of private camps on Lobster
lake. The motor\1oat regatta at Kineo is one of the season's
functions at this celebrated inland water resort.

A:\OTHER \ ' ACATIO\T STORY
.\not.her interec;tin~ narrative of ~faine woods experiences is
told by Mr. L. F. Brown, of New York. "It was an easy drift
from Kineo over the Northeast carry at. the upper part. of ?lfoosehcad to the Penobscot. river, and thence by canoe up Lobster
ere( k, where we camped on a beach. A good meal means comfort,
case and delight. in a camp. A bad one means discomfort, hun~er,
repulsion, exposure, and abandonment of a camp. And how
well our guide knew this, and worked for us! He placed his
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beds of spruce twigs on pole benches each side of the tent; when
we rose from those beds, we did uol have lo rise as if lying prone
on an oflicc floor. There were pins sticking beside our little
mirrors; an cl wash basins, towels aml soap, and mills ancl mixtures
for protecting hands, necks aud faces from the bites of the
mosquitos and black-f1ics and sand gnats; there were wire nettings
on each sicle of the tent to secure good air, even when it was tightly
closccl at night; a rustic table and chairs, hammocks made
quickly with ropes ancl willies and more spruce boughs! A dry
path across a swampy place on one sick of the tent was secured
by means of fine brush laid along the walk-way. And this i\laine
man baked potatoes, pork and beans, and bread in the ground,
using two kettles; and hot liiscuils were made with the tin 'reflector' oven. There were !Jerry puddings, some wild honey, ancl
cushions for the :-,cats of our fishing boat. Then that guide
apologized for it all, promising lo do much heller the following
week.
Grateful memories of how he spoiled us with delicious cofkc
and venison remain vivid after over twenty-five years. \Vhcn
we wanted a drink of waler, as we ale off the cozy table under the
:-,heller tent hack of our canvas sleeping lent, he was not satisfied
if the waler hacl been taken from the spring over five minutes.
And he cslablishccl a curfew after ten o'clock each night; his
party must not have their skep disturbed. Xo doubt our
rccolkctions of the loveliness that forever broods over that dear
grct·n water jewel of ~Iaim', are far more grateful liccausc, as 11·~
lunl'hcd daily on the ]>Dint of the little peninsula that t·xttnds
into the lake from the south, as if in very love of the pellucid
water, this guide, pl1ilosopher and friend performed marn•ls in
cooking stunts. Birchliark plall's ancl drinking cups were made
i11 a few moments front what ht· took from a tree right at hancl.
Vt·ni'->on was broiled on coals and kept hot on a heated half of a
sedion from a liirch log.
Those were our I.1st clays in l'a111p early ( )dolicr. 1\ncl ht•
km·w how to cut and fashion :1 long wooden fork from the notclwcl
stem of an alclt•r hush, and to spit l lH' lake trout on it, pushing
them do~e togdher until a dozen wt·n· hdd liy till' liig prongs
put through the ht·ads and tails, and lht·n to hold those :-.easontcl
fish o\'t•r the coals and roast tht•111 to a nit"l'l 1·. l>l'licio11'>? f ust
tl1t· IlH'nHJJY of those fish makt•s Ille liungr);. ,\ncl he was sure
to insptd our clothing and put cl;i111p garnwnh wht·n· they
would clry, turning them and hanging the111 away in the knt when
in prnpn condition.
The gniclt's efficiency in tlw woods is ~urpri'>ing-. I fe can
t·asily take care of three sportsmen, the law allowing him lo takt·
charge of not more than Jive. fk will shm~ them whcrt• the 1noost·
has his lair, and tl1t· trout, salmon arnl togu<.· have their hiding
place . In the streams rig II t near Lohstl'r lake, h · will show the
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best pools, and what. parts of them 1>hould be fished first, and how
to approach them with least. risk of frightening the fish. In
short, for even one angler and campet the uniquely efficient Maine
guide is all but. indispensable there. For a party of three or four,
he is vitally necessary to their comfort., and the establishment
of pleasant. memories of sport. after they are far away from 1.he
campfm::s that he unclcr!-it.ands and watches so well . A l\laine
guide will boil coITee on a fire not. larger around than an ordinary
drinking glass.
Almost. a fourth of Maine's whole area has been swept from
time to time with great. forest fires largely by reason of the
carelessness of sportsmen whom the law did not then compel to
be in charge of guides.
A -..ital at.tract.ion of Lc,bstcr lake is its handsome and easily
traversed beaches. One of the best fights the writer ever had\' ith
a square tail trout was on the beach close by where he had pitched
his tent.. Kc fish were rising t(J Hies. It was a cold, raw forenoon.
\\ ind s were pouncing in catspaws and gusts down to the water,
gathering force until, as they blew from that shore, there was a
flurry and turmoil of waves and curling whitecaps. From a
point. thirty feet out. in the lake, and hip deep in the water, I cast a

The Enrly Snows Make Good Moo•c Huntin;>

single Pamrn.cheene Belle fly. The favoring wind helped to carry the
Enc and the kacler out. until the fly kissed the water, probably
anotlwr tighty feet from the shore. And this lusty bull trout did
not rise to that. fly. Ile took it after it. bad sunk a couple of feet.
bdow the su1 face of the wind swept water, and just as I had
started to n:d in. l\ot even a cautious feel of the hook, but a
savage rush, and circling- cross-run, 1.hc line cut.ting the water.
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My comrade yelled to the guide that I had 'got a whale,' and to
fclch lhc landing ncl. The fish took about fifty feet of line in one
of his fierce rushes, for I had to depend on the reel, and to use the
butt of the rod, in whose reliability, I had small confidence. It
was fully ten minutes before I caught sight of the sides of this
trout. Then, as he was drawn toward the shoal water, the guide
waded out beyond him, and a succession of side rushes followed.
At last he made one grand leap and started again for deep water,
a noble fish, and I told the guide to stand back and give him every
chance for his life. But he was already tired, and I pulled him
back to and upon the gravel, a three pound beauty. Xot even
the taking of the large Beardslee, blue-black trout on Crescent
lake, not the bringing to gafI of an eighteen pound salmon in
western 'ewfoundlancl, gave me more pleasure than the struggle
with this crimson-spotted, Jierce lighter of Lobster lake.
But it is the environment which it furnishes that is far more
attractive than even the fishing. Dawn, midday, sunset, starlight glinting on the little billows, evenings when its forests glass
themselves in the mirror of its waters, Erebus darkness of stormy
nights through which flashes from thunder storms show its waters
lashed by wind and rain, splashes of waves under moonlight, long,
graceful contours of hills and shores, splendid forests, balsam
scents, wild flowers and birds, good water, purest air, excellent
fishing. I have yet to sec the mountains and the hills around
Pinc and Deer ponds when the autumn colors have turned that
wilderne'is to scarlet and gold among the green splotches of spruce
and pine. That is an experience slated for a later date."
Finally is oficred the "testimony" of a member of the army
of canoeists \Yho look upon Maine as the real paradise for the enjoyment of cruises in the primitive craft. Herc is what Dr.
]. A. Cruikshank, still another New Yorker, has too 1Ter to the
chorus of Aroostook praises:
"In all the world no outing like this; put your business affairs
in as good shape as you can, dose your desk, pack a kw plain,
rough dot11es iuto a canvas case, trawl a few hours, stt·p into a
cano<.', swing your hat in joyous fart·\n·ll, and plunge into the
heart of the woods for a wt·<:k, a fortnight, a monf h, or mayhap
a whole stun mer! Thl'n shall you enjoy that one stimulant,
"·ho~e frl'e use every medieal authority sanctions; that one
panacea for human ills, against which no charge of quackery has
ever been made'
"'J'housancls of happy ,\nwricaus arc annually making these
ddi~htful and invigorating pilgrimagt·s intr, the woods, ancl
thousands more would be kl'eping thl'm company, if they had but
r('a]ized the si111plicity and t·asc with which the <>ttting can be
made - the unique novdty ancl rare enjoyment of its l'H·ry moment the lasting- benefit which is its sure result.
"Therefore am I a self-ordained prtacher, with a kst from the
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Book of Nature, selected when Autumn turns the leaves, and a
sermon !-iomcthing like this: 1. I have spent five months during
the past two years canoe cruising in northern Maine. 2. It has
been the most delightful and the most beneficial five months of
my life. :3. 'Go thou and do likewise.'
"Go almost anywhere in the Pine Tree State; and you can
hardly make a mistake. God meant it to be happy hunting
ground for the tired fc.lks of the busy eastern cities, and thanks
to wise legislation and up-to-date business methods, even nature
itself is being improved upon. Wild game is carefully protected,
the taking of game fish is reasonably restricted, the increased
means of communication with the outside world has brought
better equipment for the tourist, indeed, luxurious parlor cars will
now carry you to within a stone's throw of the canoe that awaits
you, while the baggage car will carry anything you fancy as to
outfit and supplies.
"Go almost anywhere, I said, I mean it. \Vell do I remember
getting oiI at Brownville, one Saturday night, because, forsooth
the train went no further. The guide book strongly hinted that
not much sport might be expected in that region, but a local
druggist who sells fishing tackle generously made me, a total
stranger, his guest, and I have rarely had such sport with the
black bass and white perch as we found within an easy driving
distance. I remember suddenly stopping ofI at Winterville, on
the shore of St. Froid lake, largely because the little lady beside
me said 'it is so beautiful, it must be fishy.' Winterville in those
days consisted of one house, the station over which a train crew
bunked; not a soul spoke English; not a boat could be found;
not a trout had been seen recently, yet, within an hour, in sight
of the station, from an old lumberman's batteau we took more
than one three-pound square-tailed trout.
"Such experiences warrant the belief that these gocd folks do
not really know their own wonderful country, and that he who
chances it, is not likely to he disappointed."
Issues of In The ).Iaine Woods prior to Hll2 arc out of print
owing to the fact that the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad offices
am! their cont.cuts, including the earlier numbers of this publication, were burned in the Bangor conflagration in 1911. Copies
of the I!) 12 issue are obtainable and will be mailed to any address
by the Passenger Traffic Department of the B. & A. Railroad,
Bangor, l\Iaine, upon receipt of fifteen cents to cover postag".
Among other features the l !ll 2 i'isuc of In The Maine Woods
con tai nee! :
In the Whitecap Region by William Hickox.
Down the Penobscot l Tp Katahdin by Palmer H. Langdon.
Thl' Story of a :\loose Hunt hy Ilarry G. Sheldon.

SOME AROOSTOOK CAMPS
From the numerous messages received by the passenger traffic
department of the Bangor & Aroostook railroad, selections have
been made of the fellowing:
In part n·tun1 for your gnod Ln·afm('nt of 11H' and my fri<.·1Hls during Jll:rny visi1s to Bow
Ian Fnlls Camps I sh~ill bt glad to havl' you us<.· my ·1rn111(' as n n:frr<:JlC't' with m1y prospl·<:tivl'
patrons. r have bcl'n to a grent many camps i1,L 11orthtn1 1\fainc but 1H:vc:r to on<.· wlH'n·
nny bt'tlt·r table is s<·t or any bl'! kr treatm<. nt is n·<.~dvC'd nnd !i:ivt• found n:ry few iudc.·c·d
wher<: tla·s~ con<litious nrc ns good as a.L Bowlan Camps.
1.'ht• trout flsliing in tiH: 111anr
ponds and brooks around your Camps, ns wc·ll :is in thc: maitL rivl'r I havC' 11l'\'{-r sc.·c.·n <.·xtTll(·cl.
Tht: SC..'l'JH:ry in your tl.:rritory is <.'SJJl't'ially attrrn:ti\'<: so that I n·gard Bowlan as an i<knl
1

place for tht' summt•r vacatio11ist. You have a woud<.:rful grim(' c01111try for tlH..' hunkr
n11d b<.·ttl'r ~wides I ilav<' nc_·,•c_•r md. Not tlu.· ]('ast.. attraelivc_• part of th 1 • visits to BowL111
is the trip in with yoor saddk• ho.rs<:s and I :dwnys Jonk forwrird to st·t•i11g- you f11row tlwt

Our part~r of S<"\Tll "ho visit1·d you 1 liis fall \\'('[(' dt·iu·xt fa!J and slay l1111"'l'f and all of tli<:m \\',lilt to
join ml' in tlw fi~hins.1 trip to Bo\\l:t11 rwxt s11111111<·r
'flH· ski11 of lll<' hl·nr which l shot at
Bowlan t!Ji~ fall has j11o..;t b<.'l'll n«'t'iVl'<I frmrt th<.· taxicl<-rrni-..t n11d jl looks vt·ry wdl
dinmcJJJd hitd1 ov<•r my dunnasz(•

li~htc.:d w11l1 the_• pl:it·<.• .:111d c_·xp«<:t to g-o

CECH, (.21' 1NC..:Y AnA~J~, :~5 South

.St,

Bosto11, M:1ss.

11 T 1111 \·<.rr .'!:lad f<i Held my tt'stilllo11ial , partkuhrly so afll·r lwvi11g' tlw pkasat1trst two
\\'(•(·ks .at 1IH: Rc-d RiV<·r Camps that J hav<· t·v<·r !-.J><'nt in :\fairtl'. H.l'd H.iv('r Camps ;1n•
situa\l'ci on I .tkc· St 1·roi<l npposit<' tlw \Vi11t('r\'illl' statim1 011 tla· B;111~c1r & .\roo!-.too:h
R:tilroad
Thl· proprit'lr1r is T fl Twl·<·dy 1111d l1H·n• art' Sl'\'l'ral ("~11Ji1 1 "i \\lddi ~•rt: <·quip
1wd to su11tht111n111 fasticliot1s l:t<;{(•s
~flH· foo<l i"i t·X('(•lk11t ;iud l'Vl'rytlli11g .,,,·:is \.Tf~' s;1tis
fot'tory, partiC"ulnrlv tlw trip up tri tit(· t1pp<·r lak<•s
'Tla·r ~1n· about fourtt·t·n 111ik~ frc 111
tht· main C"•1111p, and :in· rl':idwd hr «1111<1<.· :ind tr·til
Tlw .1oun1n· is l".. JH'<·j,dly intl'n ..,rL1
ht<:a11<..1• r1f till' lw,111tif11) -;n·11t·r;i. tlnm~ lht: rivl'r .u1d tilt. <'Vt·r C'h•m~dnJ.!" <"onditiou of <kt r

:tt1d

mr10..,( t!1at

lhin~:

you

tli:it T !'\'t·r

Jll(·<·t 1111

('KfHTl\·cl

tlu lrail.
to

('01/Jt'

The trmll fishing (1{ th(' 1q1pt·r lr1k1·~f h 1Jl·ynnd ;111y
in conLwl witl1. 111\ld~Y n \\"1·:HSTt·:1.:., Sprim!fi(·ld,

Jlf.1
Syl\';m l;1kt'. in the ""11tlwa IC'fll part of Pis< ,ttaqlli ... , i~ uoll·d d1idly for it lH·.11111£11(
c;ec·m r\' sir u.itl·d :1s il i, irt tlH· heal! ,,f I la· J,!n!Hl .riL1i11<· fc1rl' ,1-;. llhlf llu foo1 nf J{u ~H<l
Mnu111 1i11
Jn its s<·aSl'111 tlwn b l'X('l'flt'lll tf(l1ll and togtll' lishi11g- a11d thn·'· Y<':lrs as.:o i lit·
\.\.akr n.1
trn.:k<·cl with dn10n Tht· outld of Sylv;111 f ·1kl· flo\\ 11110 Thorn(· brook, 111ll'
of th< be_ t sahtH1n .1n·:1ms 1J1 this M·1·t1011 of i\1a1111"
"rril>11t.1n tn Thorm· Hn1,1k an· i;e\'
(.:r;il ~mall strtams wlH'r<' trout an· ul1ut1dant
'1'111·n· an· ll prM. .1·11t '·t:"o:tvt·11 ,·ollaR"l'" 011 tltv
Shon·S of thi-s lake lW<l tourist~ frolll olh~·r (.1((·-.. tli!lrll (lrnl tht· •('l'TlPry ('01t1hiniz1g IHOllJl
lain, hkt· t11d fon·st i:-i u11-.urpa~ 1·d i11 i1s \did ht··111ty
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\\rc:~tcrly thl· forest exll'nds for many mik!-> \\ ithout a break nnd is the natural home of
moos<.>, deer, bear and many smalkr animals. This great hunting ground is of <..·asy access
hri11g near the lint' of the H. & .\. R. R. and all parties will be met by .M r. Hayden's teams
a n d cnnY<..'Yt'<l to the t·amps of their c.:hoicc wlll'thcr 011 this lake where autos run to thl:'
door or hunti ng lodgt· 011 )lotunain po11c.l, a little sltc<.·t of water lying between Hig :md
Lit tit· Rus~<.·11 mo1111t;ti11s
'J'ht· latt<.·r 11H_·n ns a walk of about two miles over a good trail.
'fo ]O\"l'TS of mou111ai11 t•Jimhing Big Russell offers good opportunitic:s. rp the gorge is a
line trip, houldt•rs of till' sin· of a commmL living· rooin arc carpeted with mosi.,, lichtn and
tht' beautiful rfH: k fc.·rn. ~traight walls of rock bare and impassable, caves, dt.:ep cr<.·\'ices,
pools, falls <llld the.· wild life..· of the woods make this a favorite walk for nature lo\'l'fS.
A SYLVAN LAKE ALJ~Til{E]{.

Locating the Landmarks
I h;in· just n·t unH·d from Lhunt ini..;. trip in tlw :\1aim· \\ oocls. I wc11 t to thl' c::unps of \\'.
P ;\k:\"all)· i11 tltc..· 'I u·hias Lakl· rq.:io11. l ha\'t' h(.'C..'11 goini; to th<: ::'\lainc woods t·v<:ry yc..·ar
lor a m1111h<T of ~'c.:;tr~ 111(1 I h:t\T lwc..·ll in d1fTcn·nt loC'alitic..·s. I have had considerable ex
J1<·ric..·11t'C' in c..·amp lift• :ind l c..·n11 s:1~ 1111n·sl·n·c..·dly that T n·cc..·ivc..·d the hc..·st trt.:atmc..·nt and
han· f11t111cl mon· c..·c1111fnrt.1h!c..· <·a111ps a11d lKlt<:r hunting in that locality than any other
pl;1n· I han· l"\'<T bc<·n . :'\ot\\ith.,.t;m<li11g the..· fol.'t that this }"l'ar, wh<.·11 f \\"l"lll into the
w1111d-. J <·11cn11J1tt·n·cl a snow storm" hkh ~asu... <l two d:1ys and thn..·l' nights an<l ,,·as obligc..·d
to d11 my hunlin.g m lfi i11l'ht•S of snow, 1gotaJ1 point bu!J moose.', two <k<·r and a Jargl' n:d
lox i11 tw11 day s hu11t1JH!. trn d saw two othc.:r bull mrio:-.l', c.·ithc..·r of whid1 I cnul<l have shot
' rta·y '' l·n· hot h i,:-ood ont•s. I am c..·ndo.,ing you a pictun· of till' hull moose i shol this year
011 hi.I! 'Joo-.l' Hidg<•. 11<.· had 11 ptliuts :iml lO ind1 ~pn·a <l. Tam also <:ndosin,I.!" piuurv
nf 01 bull 11100 l· I "hot on my Ja..,t trip 011 a ri<lgl' <dong- th<.· :\Inc.: hia~ H.ivc.·r bclO\\ the Lakl·
lk h:1d IS p11i111S and a;;:! im..:h ~pn·ad
If I ::im Pl·rmittl'd to go again nc.·xt ~l'uson it will
su rdy ht· t<1 "\h:'\"n llys l·:1mps.
lln\\".\IHI l'l.l;<.:h:, Jl·nki11t"w11, Pa.

r·: . Ch:1dbr1urrn·r
Jknutiftilly situatc·d, 011 a vt·ry large Jak<', surroundc..:tl
hy lh<• JTJP1111t,1111 • tht·n· i-. an u1dk-.;s 1t·rrilf1ry for safr hunting:, .\s to th(.;' hunt mg itstlf
I hl'lit·vc..· 1hc.·n• 1111· 11111 many pLln·s in :\lailH.' wht·r« mu· t•·rn lincl tktr and hc..·ar ~" plt·ntiful.
I 111,1y nr11;1rk 11!'\o, tlut the.· h11"pit;ili1y of till' h11sls .ind tht• good table they pro\·i<l<·. add
111:1u·riodl • to !ht· pk·1sun· of a star i11 tla·M.' l'Hll1pg.
P1<011 Jus1~1·11 ADA'.\lO\\'SKJ, C.1111hricl~e • .\l a
F1~r t1w l:1st thn·<· yt·:1rs I han• bt·t·n \·isitinj! '\oli<.-sc·mic l".11t1p, .A rthur

pro1 ridot, in :.\lilli11rtt h·t, -:\l:n1H'

l ll.l\'t' rn·\·t-r t·njo~Td 1 !'t .lSo!I nf li s hini.t ai I did :11 K"kadjo in th<" month of,\ u~ust \'"ou
h:..tn· s11d1 a n l'Xn·lh:rlt location th.it d:1y trips can 1H· takc..·11 to diffc...n·nt ponch and n·t11r11 at
m~ht 1101 ru:n s...,i1ati111.:" till' !'L1ying o\'l·f uig:ht i11 (':1111pi11.(!.
Jt will lH.' my pk-:1-.un· to n·c..·om
11u·ncl t lw K11k ;.1 c1.io Jun to anybody dt·~irini.:: :t n·stful pl:tn· for ;1 \·:1cat ion\\ ith l'Xn·lh-nt ~po rt ,.
h11th fi hi11~ ;111d huJJt111g. I-: C. C11.u111u·1..\t~. !Ji \\'"arn·n ~lrttt. :'\cw York

In The Maine Woods
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"Xotidng your rcquc•st for photos in your Maine \\"oodc.; Guide Hook, I take pkasttT(' in
S<•nding you some pic-tun·s that \H•n• tak(·11 till' past two ~H.·asm1s in the territor;• wlwre Mc·
!\·all}' Bros. run a set of sporting cumps, namdy Ashland, Aroostook Cou11ty, M<.· T also
wish to s:ty that the hist ('ight yc·ars my'\ ift• a!lcl J lirivc• s1w11t our vacatiot1~ in the state
of .Maine.>, and think Aroostook County tops tlw list in rt'gard to th<-· fishi11g nttd hunting.
During our last trip wt· saw about t.'ight .noosl·
J)(•t·r ''(' w('n· unahh.· to kt•(•p tra<:k thl•rc
wc·re so many
Coming dowu from Pratt !ah· to Hig Mathias Jakl' 011t· day we saw tw('nly·
two dl·<:r
This was during junt. and I undtrstand that i11 July aud ..:\ugust tlu..·y are still
n1on.· numerous along the ha11ks of tl1c lakt·s and stn.•nms. l f a1 1y 011<.· cnrt·s to photo live
game, such as dt·c·r and moost·, this is ct.·rtainly the tc.•rritnry for that form of sport
Jfone
should stop nt ~fc~ally's camps, he would hc ablc to t.•ancw, fish or hunt on a diflc-n.•nt lake
each day for a month as tlwrc are camps or lt.·:111 tos at rn·arl~.- all of th<.·m
Thl·se arc suppli<.·d with provisions early in the sc:ason so tlwt tlw sports111a11 a11d guide 011ly hav<.· to take
but l<'r afid t"ggs. Ifr C'Hll also pic:k out lakt·s when· t h<.'r<' rould 11ot ht· a half clon·11 visitors in
the S<.'aso11, prac.·tit·ally virgin <:(lttntry Jn a th;<.·c \\C.'l'ks' trip to tlw famous l\1usquacook
l:ikt.•s, fiv<' in numbt.·r, we did not run ac.-ross a single.• sportsman
'\'<.• had thc·m all to 011r~
selves
Our iar2est trout weight<l fivt.· pou11ds. The bt"st fishi11g w<.' had was in Little
Pkasant . just bc.•yond the.· 1\fusquacook lak<.·s. Jn this lak1: no t.·xcusc <.· v<.•r has to he made
for !rout ,,, .. L:l;ng, in fact they bite so 'vdl that one soon tirc:s of fishing l'Vtn , . . hl'n flies
nr<' usc.·d with h:irbless hooks. Hop<.' no fish hog l'V<.'r reached this lake• \\'c11ild aho advise sportsml·n to ta.kt• their wiv<.·s alonj.! as J do mi11('. They certainly enjoy it. \Ve look
forward th<.• whole year for our trip to th<.· 1\lain<.' woods, and <·an hardly bt·ar thl' thought
of spending it in any otht•r \\.·ay , RAt.1·11 HgcK1;1<, !\'"<.·w York."
""~t• have hcen at J;'owkr's 'Fairview Camp'i' on Low<'r Shinn Pond, Maine.', i11 t1w early
summ<·r also in the fall. and arc looking forward to taking the trip again
Arriving at Pntten }tOU are met hy nutomobilt• whi<:l1 t·on\·<.·ys you to th<• bridge at T..owtr Shinn pond, \\·hc•rc
a motor boat is wailing to take• you tht· thr<.·e miits to 'Camp J~airvic.•w'.
The.· camp'i arc
fin<'; v<.·ry C'lt.•an and comfortable.· in t·vt.·r}' way and all th<.·y arc.• adv<.~rti.,.c.•d to ht.·
As for
fish nnd garnc.· }'OU will not find a hl't t<•r "'IH>t than Shinn ponds, J>avis pond , Jl'rr)-· and
).fn.rblt• ponds. \\'l' had ~n·at hu:k in th<.• c.·arly summ<.·r gl'tting our full sharl' of trout aud
Iandlcx:kc:d salmon
Jn the.• fall we yot our shar1: of game also, as somt• of the.• pinun•s in
this book ''"·ill lt·stify to
Ma . .r\:\"D MHS. HnwAHU \\r LHNT, !'\c.·w York City"

"One of t)I(' most <lc.·sirahl<.· plac<.·s '' hh:h l hav<· visitt•d is th<.· St Froid Camps at "'int<.>rThe plac.·t· is tu..'l't•ssiblt.•, l)('illJ:" only half au hour's ride in motor hoal fro111 th<.· rail road, t11l' food is {'xn:lltnt and tla.· huntin$! the.· hc·st that I havt' <.·v<.·r fouud i11 Mainl·
A1.111~Kl 11. Cu1n1s, Boston ."
'Villl'.

l .. ibby Bros. Ox How Camps. rnu· tllld{'rsigm·d ~f)('Tlt '>C.'Vl'ral wc.·t·k ... duri11g tlil· :-illJllHl<.'r
of JOI:! in that 1110~.t hc.·.Lutiful {'<·tion, 1lu: lH·adw;lfc•r, of the.· .\roostook . Tht.• d1arm of
this n•gion ddit..•5 ck. ·riptio11 n11d must IH' vi ... it('(l to be appnTi;ltl·d
A ca11ol' trip up the
bc.•autiful .\roo!'>took rivt·r i·., Hfll' of a c.·outinuous dn·,1m of hc.·aut:•,.r. To sit in your <:anoe
on one of the.· hkc.·~ and l1u1k ahoot y1m affords a vi('w of unsurpa ~('cl i.:ra11ckur.
"T'Ju: J,1 ... , , J:rns. , Ox Bo\\, Maim· 01H·ratl· 1t 1111111h(·rof lari.:-1·a11d ('Omfortahly t.·quippc.·d
camps in t111 o; rqrion
TIH" hnmt.· t•i unp is 011 ~111 j .J.111cl in lak(• \lill11o('kc.·tt. Othl"r <' tlllll)S
ar<· on Lakes ~Iillimc.·J,!"aS ·t t and ~lt111..,11nl>!a11 a11d t·o11vc.·11i<·ttt points along the.· riv<·rs.
Thc.·sc ('lllllp5 wt·n• pla1111C'd au cl opt·ral l·<I for many yi·ar·, hy ?\1 r • •\ t kiooi;. Tiu· guidl·~ are
·.w U Hl''lttaintt·d , ... ith tht· ('f11111try :.and :in· l·nrdul i11 thl'ir work nnd c.·011rt<.·ous i11 th<:ir st·r·
VIC' • •

Th·· T.ibh}· Bros. n·ct·in· you rovall~· . "lu·n you c.·0111t· a11cl go, at tlu·ir nt t r;u·tiv<· IHHI<;\• ut
Ox Bow :rnd d11rin5{ your star in tlw wondo; <·11clt· 1vor to lll;tkt• your outing st·;L~ml a pil.-:1!\•
nnt OJI(.•.
HAY 10SI> Hi·:'""~'·~ l'nrli " " l'a ..\[ !\111. SEI( s~n·sr·:K, ?\la ·1rdi-;, .?\-h·. IL IL
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Summer Tourist Fares from Boston and New York and Miscellaneous Points
To

Frum . .. .. .

NewYork

Bosio•

Portland

8anror

ND. Me. Jct.

- - -- -- - - - -- 1----- 1- - - - -----1-----1- ----

S e a rs port .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .
Stockton ....... . . .. .. ........ . ...
W interport . . .. . . ..........
Southl>ebec ... . . ......... . ...... .
Dove r & Foxc roft. ... . ...
Gui lford .. ... . .. .. .. .....
AbbottVillage.......... . .........
Mo n son Junc tion ........... . ... .
Monson . ......... .. . ... . . . . . . . .. . .
Blan c hard . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. • .. .
Shirle y .... ... ....... . . ...... . . ......
Greenville. ........ . .. . . . .... . .... .
L ily Bay ... ..... ........ . .. . .. . . . . .
D ee r Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .
Mt. Kin eo Hous e . .. . . .... . . . .......
orth \Ves t C arry . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. .
orth Eas t C a rry.. .. . ...
Moose h e ad . . . . .......... .... . . ... ..
Jac kman ...... .. .... . . .. .. . . . . . .. . ..
Holeb ... . ................. .. ........
Lake M c ganti c............
Lowe lltown . . .
. ..... .. ...
Brownvill e........... . .. . . . . ..... .
Brownvill e Junctio n .... .. ... ... ..
Onawa .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .
Iron Work s .......... . . .... ........
Rand Cove . . ... .. ... ......... .. .. .
M e dford . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . ..
S c hood ic ......... . ..... . ... . ... ....
West S c boois . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .
Norcross. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .
Mi lli noc ket. .......... . . . ...... . .. . .
EastMi ll inocke t . . ....... .. .. ... . ..
Grindston e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Stacyville . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . .
Sherman . . . . ... . ..... ... . .. ... .. ...
Patte n ...... . ....... . . . . .... . . . .... ..
lsla n d Fa ll s . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .
Oakfield ................
Smyrna M ills..... .. ................
How e Brook . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. • .
Masardis.... . . . . ... .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .
Ashland . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .
Portage. .. . . . .. ... . . .. . .. .. . . .. . ..
W interv ille....
F.agle Lak e..
Fort Kent. . . . . .. .. ..
Fort K e nt Vil lage. . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .
St. Fran c is..... .
........ ... . . . .
Ludlow .
........ . ......
e w Lime ri c k ....... . ...... . .... . .
Houlton ....... ...... .. . ...........
Little ton .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .
Monti c ello ... .. ........... .. ......
Dridg-c w a te r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Robin,o n .
. . . . . .. . . . .. . ..
MarsHill .......
........ . . . . . . .
E a ston ..
.. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. •
Fort H1irfie ld ....
Prc'QU C Is le . . . . . . .. • . .. .. . .. . . ..
Mapl eton . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. • . . .. .. . . . .
P e r lrnm. . . . . . . .. ... ... . . .. . .. . . ..
\Va , hhurn ...
... . ..... .... . ...
Ca rib o u .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .
Lim s ton e
. . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . .. .
cw Swe d e n. . ..... . .... . ... . . ....
J e mtland .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. ..
Sto c k h o lm . . . .. .. .. .. • . . . . . . .. . .
Van Bure n .................... .....
Grand hi e
.... .. .. . .. .• ....
Fren c hvil le ..
. ..... .. .. . ..
Madu,v:t<.. ka
__..:

$22. 70
22. 15
21 . 55
2 1 .:15
21 . :i.5
2 1. 60
2 1 .00
22. 10
22.80
22. 60
2:i. 20
2:3.90
2 1 90
2·1 80
24 80
25 65
2.5 6.5
2:J. 90
t25. 1.5
t~~·~:?

t21 . .J,,
t26.:l.5
2:J.20
2:1 ,;Q
2·1. 4.5
2·1. 10
2:1.90
2:J. ]()
2:3.85
2-1. 10
2·J. 4!i
24.8.5
25.60
25 . 25
2.5. 25
25 25
2.5.9.5
25. 50
2:i Hf>
26.00
26 %
27 S.5
2~ 60
2\1 2.5
:l0.2ii
:io. 50
:i 1 50
:i 1 50
;1~ . :l~
2.i . ~:>

25 s;;
2.5.8!i
26 15
26.70
27 _;j!)
27 !iO
~7 . 7!)

28. :!ii
28.:J;i

2X :1:;

2.,. !HI
2!I 60
2!1 li.';
2·' :i:;
20 :1;;
29.05
211 45
2!1.65
29.kO
:!0 ..5"
:11 .:10
:{O . fl!)

8 13. 20
12.9.5
12.00
ll .85
11. 85
12. 10
12. 40
12.60

J:l.:JO

1:J. 10
l :l .70
14. 40
15.40
l 5. :JO
15.:Jo
16 15
16. 1.5
14 .40
t 15. 65
t l 6.:l.5
tl 7 .8.5
tl6.90
l :J 70
14.00
J4. !);;
14.60
11.40
J :1. 60
IJ.:i5
11 60
14. Q.5
15 :J .5
16 I O

I 5 75
l 5 7.5
15 7.5
J6.-l .5
16 00
16.:J5
16 .5()
l 7 :1.s
18. :J5
19. 10
19 7.5
20""
2 1 . 00
22 00
22 00
22 . 1->5
16 . :!'1
16 :J5
16.:1;,
16. 05
17 .20
17 . ~.5
18 00
11' . 2;")
Jfl :-;,;
18 8.5
18 8.5
19 ·JO
20 10
20 15
1\ 85
19 8ii
19 ;;5
]() . O:;
20 J.5
20 . :JO
2 1. 0.5
21.1'0
21 .4.5

s

s

5ci'

7 .50
7 . 60
7.90
8. 10
8.80
8.60
9 . 20
9 . 90
Jl.1 5
10. 0
10 .80
JI .65
11. 6.5
10. 15
t 11 . 15
tl 1.85

t 13. 3.5

9:20

9 . 50
J0 .45
10 . ]()
9.90
9. 10
9.1>.5
JO. JO
10.4.5
10.8.5
l l. 60
11 .:i.s
12. 10
12 :15
l :l.0.5
12.85
1:i. :l 5
l :J ..50
14. :l()
15 ;3,5
16 10
16. 7,5
17. 7.5
18.00
19.00
19.15
19.85
1:1.:15
J:l. ;3,5
l :i.:1r,
J.l . 15
11. 1;;
J.5.00

" ji;'.5i1 "
J.5.7:i
1.5. 7,5
16.00
16.40
17. 10
16.70
16.00
17 .00
16.70
17 20
17.20

17.20
17.95
18 70

IX :Hi

2 .10
1. 85
.95
2.50
2. 75
3.25
3.40
3.55
4.25
:i. 90
4.25
4 .50

5. 75

5.50

5. 75

7.00
7.00
5. 10
6.60
7 .20
8. 70
7. 75
2.60
2.90
:3.85
:1.50
:i.20
2 .50
:i. 2.5
:i . .50
:l.85
4.25

5.00
4.75
5.50
5. 75
6.45
6.25
6. 75
6. 95
7. 70
8. 75

9. 75
10.40
l 1 .40
11. 65
1:i. 50
1:i. 65
J4.:J5
7 .45

8.20
8.20
8 60
9.05
9.70
9.85
10. 10
10 . 70
]() . 70
JO. 70
11 .00

11. 70
11.60
10.70
I I . 70
Jl .40
11.80
12.00
1:1.20
J:l . .50
J:l . .50
1:1 50

s

2 .10
1. 85
.90
2.50
2. 70
:l.25
:J.40
3.55
4.25
3 . 90
4.25
4 .50
5.75
5.50
5. 75
7.00
7.00
.5. 10
6.60
7.20
8.70

... 2:60 "
2.90
:l.85
:J.50
:l.20
2.50
:1.25
:1. 50
:J.b5
4 .25
5.00
4.75
5.50
5 .75
6 .45

6.25

6. 75
6.95
7.70
8 . 75
9.75
10 .40
JI .40
J 1. 65
J:l.50
J:J.65
14.35
7.45
8.20
8 . 20
8 . 60
9.05
9. 70
9.85
JO. JO
10 70
10 .70
J0 . 70
11. 00
11. 70
11. 60
10. 70
11. 70
11 .'IO
IJ .80
12.00
1:3.20
13.50
13.50
J:l ..50

tT.im ikd to <·rmti nuous passa£"(' in C"ac.:h di rt•ct ion . l nlimitt·d ra tes perm itti ng stopover
~n routt• \\Ill h<· furnis lwd <>11 HJJpli<.·ation
Ti<:kt·ts "ill})(• 01 1 salt- ~l ay l!..t t,, ':\'ov(·rnb(' r :~O t h, good for retu rn passage un til D ecem ber
li>th of yc.-a r sold
Ti<:k<'ls n:adi11g via st<•amer or sta~c lines will be good on ly du ring
Sl'as.nn <•f ~t;rvin-. Ratt-s from B a ngor and :-...·orthern Ma ine ] unct ion ure fo r tickets li m ited
t o :lO d ays fro m dat<• of sail', cxc('pt t h at whe n sold between M ay ls t and Oct ober 3 1s t
tlwy w ill he limill·d to ~ovt· ml ><: r :iOt h
Rnt<.·s shown fro m !\"t'w York nre via din·ct rail li nts a nd Boston; the rat es v ia. Sound
L in< nn· I JO ll' s than quou·d aho\'r
Ratt·s from Boston via sttamer to Bangor, thence rail, nre ....G.50 more than above rates
quott·d from Bangor , not indudi ng transfer of pns~enger or b aggage a t B angor.
Tht· ratt·s shown from ~~c•w Vork, B os ton a nd Portla nd an • topied from tariffs jc;sued a nd
til <·<l w it h t he Tnttrstnt(• Comm (•rc.·e Commi!'ision by initi al roads.
Fan·'t from :\'<.•w York do no t i nd u dt~ transfc.r through Boston.
Fun·· from Xt•w York apply via Doc;ton o nly.

M isccllancous
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When you go on that hunting or fishir>J! tr.•p
yourself with a pair of Palrnc:r's

roVJde

'' MOOSEHEAD BRAND"
Spo1·ting Boots and Moc"aslns
Do you realize that in a little walk ,)f ,en miles each
foot strikes the ground nearly l!lcv ·n thousand times?
ls it any wonder then that the slig111e:;t misfit in your
shoe will quickly raise a bliskr that\\ ill put you out of
business!
Now is the time you want to 1ook out fot t i comfort of
your feet. On them depends the success o• far lure ol
your trip.
You r·; n do no better thai: L'llow the
example of the men wr.0 spend their lives ir, the woods,
-and they wear Sporting Boots and Moccasi1.s
Send for our Catalor1uc Showing Styi<•s and Pric, •

JOHN PALMER CO., Ltd.
J\lASl FA('Tl HEHS OF

OJL TANNED WATERPROOF FOOTWEAR
FREDERICTON, N. B.
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THE VJ NEST PJSJIING
IS AT SEBEC J,A I{]~
Tlotl'I EarlL•y offers first.da~s accommodations, partirular altt·ntion hting;:iven to th<· tahk.
lksidt·s the main houc;e tlwn· arc six
outside c·otta.l!t's.

In do~<." proximity an· sixkl'n olht:r
fishinJ.( wakrs.
Raks: $10 JHT 11('nwn; s 1><.·dal raks
ror parlit·s and childn·n.
('otlagt•s for ramilit·~ wi~hin~ to k<.·«.·p
hou·H· a qH'r ia lty .
11

St·nd for hookll'l.

W. L. EARLEY

The B. & A.
IS

The Ideal Rou~e
To Majestic
Moosehead Lake

Willimantic, Me.

Through Pullman Sleeping Cars
between Boston and Greenville.
Dining Cars betwcl'n Northern Mc.
Jct. and Milo Jct.
The Bangor & Aroostook Route
affords opportunity for the Splendid
Sail up Moosehead a Never-to-bcForgottcn Trip.

B. & A. l'imelab/es and Folders
Give Full Information

l'Jt.,.,c Mention II. & A. (;uidt· in Writinv ,\dnrli trs

----+
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Van Buren
is the Gateway to the Restigouche
Gameland

Hotel Hammond is one of
the best known Hotels in
Maine. It has every modern convenience and a cuisine worthy of the Me t ropolis.

-

The Van Buren route to New
Brunswick shortens the distance between Boston and
Campbellton by 200 miles.
Sportsme n should come by
the Bangor & A roostook R.R.

THERE IS G OO D FISHI N G AN D H UN TING
WIT HIN E ASY RE A CH OF VA N BURE N
For detailed i nformation w ri te

HOTEL HAMMOND
Van Buren, Me .
GEO. B. McDOUGAL, Manager

Plca'e Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Ad vertisers
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Kokadjo Inn
Kokad-jo, Maine

::r-c<ms
Attractive Home-like
V Hotel is situated at the

foot of First Roach Pond, seven
miles from Lily Bay, Moosehead
Lake. It is reached by a picturOun Ari HACTJVE lloTEL
esque well-built road. It is unsurpassed for natural charms and offern a rare combination of mountains, lakes and river.
The region abounds in moose, deer, bear and fox. Here is the best partridge
shooting. Kokad-jo offers fine fish ing trout, togue and land-locked salmon. There
is opportunity for fly-fishing right at the door and the numerous waters can't be
beaten for canoeing and motor-boating. The woods trails are well defined. The air
is invigorating even in the midst of summer because of the location 1500 feet above
sea-level.
Connected with the hotel are clean, cosy log cabins. Fresh vegetables from our
farm, berries from the fields and woods, fresh milk and cream and pure spring water
make our table distinctive.
Hay fever leaves one like magic after breathing the clear air.
No Tubercular Patients taken at the Hotel.
Rates: $2.50 per day ; $15 to $20
by the week. Special rates to
parties with children.
For Booklet Address

W. IRVING HAMILTON
KOKAD-JO, MAINE
Hdcren<·es: C. B. Haymond , ()gd<•n
PJnn·. Morri s town. N. J.; E.G. Chamhcrlain, 97 Warren St., New York

Ocu Cosv I.or;

CAJUN~

Lily Bay House
Moosch cod Lokc

~r

First Class Summer Board
Our own Garden and Dairy,
Glorious Fishing and Hunting. Send for Booklet.

F. L. GIPSON, Prop. 1
lily

Ba~~~~~:.
!'lea e Mention B. & A. (;uide in Writing Advcrti ers
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New Mount Kineo House and Annex
MOOSEHEAD LAKE, KINEO , MAINE

In the Centre oi the Great Wilderness on a
Peninsula under the Shadow oi
Mount Kineo.
On the East side of this beautiful lake, which is forty miles long and
twenty miles wide, dotted with islands, and with hundreds of smaller lakes and
streams in easy proximity, is the

NEW MOUNT KINEO HOUSE
and Annex
remodelled in the winter of 1910.1911, and with many other improvements
added in 1911-1912; making it second to none for comfort, convenience and
recreation.
In connection with the hotel are cottages occupied during the season by
families from New York, Philadelphia and other leading cities.
Mooseh<·ad Lake and region lead all for Spring fishing and in the open
seasons for hunting. The new ANNEX opens May 9th and closes October 15th.
The NEW MOUNT K INEO HOUSE opens June 25th, remaining open to September 25th.

Write For Illustrated Booklet
containing full dc.cription of its attractions for health and pleasure during the
Summer season. First class t ransportation facilities offered during the seasons.

RICKER HOTEL COMPANY

Kineo, Maine

C. A. JUDKINS, Manager

Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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CAMP FAIRVIEW
On Lower Shinn !''md, twelve miles from Patten. In tlw h!'art of the l\lainc
Woods, but easily reached by Auto lo the lower end of lake, thence by motor
boat three miles to camp. Log cabins arc comfortably furnished and heated
by open fires for the comfort of our gu<·sts. All rnbins have covered
porches and overlook the lake with i\lt. Chase in the distance. Our outlying camps at Jerry Pond are famous for del'r, moose. bear and partridge
hunting. Our table is furnished with fn·sh n·gclahlcs from our own garden,
also plenty of fresh milk and eggs. Purest of Spring Water.

The Fishing

We Furnish Guides, Boats
and Canoes

In Lower Shinn, Davis and
Jerry Ponds with Fly or Troll
is urll'X('l'lled and good all
summer t·ithcr for Trout or
Salmon.

Rates: $2.00 per day;
$12.00 per week

·---=

\Vri<c for h1rthcr
Information to

The Hunting

Edwin F. Fowler,

Whdher for Iker, Moose, Bear
or Birds in Camp Fairvi<·w
locality cannot be bl'akn.
The outlying camp,; an·
always popular.

l'l(·a c :\h.·ntion B.

c..'\·

West Upton, Mass.
A ft!'r th al date to

~\.

Cuiclt· in \\"riting

~\d\'nti

c·rs
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<tamp

New bui ldings on favorite old site of Mattawamkeag Lake,
four miles by buckboard, seven miles by launch from Island
Falls. BEST OF HUNTING and FISHING. Canoes
and Guides furnished. Tennis Court and Croquet Grounds.
Runn ing water in a ll camps.
Camp under the personal
supe rvision of Mr. and Mrs. Sewall t hroughout the season.
For Rates, etc., Address

W. W. SEWALL,

Island Falls, Maine

Long Distance Telephone

Camps
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Hunt's Famous

::;~"~!
I
I II

Offer attractions unsurpassed in the Maine Woods.
Easily accessible, handy to 23 ponds all famous for
fishing close by Mt. Katahdin which can be climbed by
otur otwfinh~rail, iTn ab sec !ion rfen ?_wnteQd fo r.tbig garnet ab nd
rou s mg.
a 1e 1'arc o 1'll"S
ua 1i y vcge a 1cs
from our own garden, fresh butter, milk and eggs in
fact everything is of the high class order that you'd

A

I

~

~

I

In!~~~~~~~=~:::NS .I
1

1

11

Many Ideal Side Trips for Which we
Furnish Canoes and Experienced Guides

II

Our new hoohl('t tells mon· about our camps and this choice country
Write for it

I. O. HUN'I'

•

Norcross, Maine

From May I to [) 'C. I, Address lfompdcn ,
Moine. \Vinter Addrc"· Norcro", Maine.

.

l

j.J--·---·--·-·--·--·-·-·-·-·----

J
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In the W .lds oi Ma1·ne

Home Camps on East Branch
of t he Penobscot River in the
midst of fifteen ponds and as
many brooks all stocked with native trout, string of outside camps covering large terr itory. Summer visitors are assured of the most comfortable quarters. The best country
table and the wildest, most impressive scenery in all Maine. Write for booklet.
)

Charles E. McDonald, P. O. Address, Sherman, Maine Bowlan Camps

...Camp Uno..
R A I :N now L A K E
For furthn particulacs
addr<•ss

C. II. COLLINS

F OR the best of trout fishing that can be
found i n the State of Maine is at Rainbow
Lake.
EVERYTHING
UP-TO-DATE

Rates $2.50 and $3.00 per day, Guides' board,
$2.00 per day.

NO U CR OSS . ME.

ORCUTT'S CAMPS
Are Famous
Th<'Y arc >ilunkd <in. J:ig Fi ·h Lake, reached by way of
Porta~c Lake and are 1n the heart of a section renowned
for fi hand ~C:\me. Co".'fortabk Camps and Careful Guides.
My llookkl giv<•s particulars and references from visiting
s1mrtsm<:n confirm my statcm<:nts.

For lalc still hunting, I use my camps on Greenlow
Stream. Tlwy are thirlc<'n miles from Ashland and are
n·achNI by knm. The Crcenlow country is mountainous
covn<·d hy hardwood growth, which is OP<'n and easy t~
lrnnl in. ll contains lots of deer and more moose than
any region I know of.

LEON A. ORCUTI, Ashland, Me.
J'lca>c Mention II. & A (;uiclc in\\ riting Advertisers
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A FULL HAND IN THE "GAME"
You know what it mt.•ans to ''Padd)(• your own canoe'' down tJw Wvt.•r of Life, hut J.!t.'t a f.{Uidc to
paddle you down the Wt·st Branch of the l'enol»t'ot, on tht· Allc11;ash trip and gel a nt·w idea of living.
1'orth East l'arry, at tht• head of Mooseht•acl Lak<". is the starting point of this world's famous
trip through the ~l~tinc Woods hy its natural wakrways.
It is the camp life for those in ~H.·arrh of rest and ht·alth.
Campers' sup1>lics of nny dcsrription in the ston• nt"ir the Ilotel , ranot-s and tents to sell or let.
Guides \\'ho arc kiJlful ("i.ltHH.·mt·n and cook~. may he hind by the day or trip.
Sporting Camps connt·t·ted with the Jloll-1, situated on the shore of the Lake, mak!' this an ideal
summer resort, where fishi1111; and hunting arc unexccllccl. Write for details, booklet, rates, etc.

"THE WINNEGARNOCK" ·r· R· SNOW Nor th EJas t Carry, Mame
·
OUTLET llOUSE AND

CAMPS

Moosdwad,Maint·. 11 mil1~ from (;r<"t·n
ville hy ('. I'. H'r or by f' lc:anH·1

Here's fishing, Hunting and Health in Plenty!
H('~t fi-;hin~ in \1oost:lwucl Lakt• t•arlit l
un1l lat' l i had hnt·: hig- ~anu: i3 al o
abundant. 'l'ht' hou ,. 1 1wwly fur·
ni lu·1l; ha!ii hot and «nltl w;llt·r and
11;1th . 'J lw ground an· altrarti\'dy
grad1·d, ,-.ith plot ~ for rroqod, and
t'Vt'JH I nll1,1flin· \\oml~ roads art· laid

out No ~·uidt• tlt"eclt·d at our hou t·,
alt1101.gh wt· furni h guich , boat and
Halt-S $:l.Otl and

t·an11t•s wht·n ch· irt·tl.

A. J.

\VILSO~.

Proprietor, Mooschl·nd, Main<•
l 'h-u

t.' ~lention

$l.50 pt"T da}'• On notifiration hy mail
or '"'iH·, Wt' will nu:t"l partit· al (;rt·t·n·
villt· .Jd . with our own 111 iv ale launrh.
Write for dt Tript1vt· hookld.

B. & A. (;uiclt• in \Vrit1nl-{

;\ci~nti:-;l·r
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Lake Hotel and Cottages

Here throughout the season the Landlocked Salmon and Black Bass fishing
is unequalled in the State of Maine, as the house is at the head of the Jake
where the best fish ing grounds are located. The house has modern plumbing
l and sanitary arrangements. Clustered near and in connection with the House
t are a number of cottages containing from th ree to five sleeping rooms and a
sitting room with open firep laces in each cottage, also three log cabins. They
are entirely furnished and well cared for. Each cottage has a piazza overlook-

l

l
ll
[

l

l

ll

!
{

l

t

l

I

ing the Jake, making an ideal place for parties or families to spend the summer.
There is a tennis court well cared for, for the use of the guests. Steaks, Chops
and Fbh are broikd over a charcoal broiler. Postoffice and telephone in th e i
house. Bath room in Cottages. Booklet and rates sent on request. Address
r

i

b~::~~;~~~~~~~~;~~~J
SPORTSMEN

Here you will find everything in
the line of C lothing, Mackinaw
Frocks, Sweaters, Shoes, Rubber
Goods, Moccasins, etc. Nice Fishing
Tackle, Rifles, Shot Guns, Revolvers,
Ammunition. A fine line of Moccasin Slippers for ladies' wear.
Daily Papers, Books and Magazines. Call and see us.

Moosehead Clothing Co.
MILLAR D METCALF, Mgr.

G r een v ille Jct., Main e
Opp. B. & A. R .R. Stat ion
Plta• e Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Adverli,;er ,
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l MOOSEHEAD'S CHOICEST SPOT l
~

T he Seboomook House at
North West Carry has the
most beautiful location of
any Moosehead Lake Resort. It is in the heart of
the best fishing and hunting region on Maine's most
famous lake.

~

~
~

[

I
~II

/
~

I
/
/
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This Hotel is Modern in every Detail. Unexcelled Table. A new feature will
be Automobile T rips over the New Woods Speedway-a Highway
of Modern Construction thro t he Forest.

e:.P.~b~Se~'.:~ Ho~~::.:.::.::.
:FOR

Deer
Bear
Grouse

llOOl{LET

AND

PARTI C l'LARS

WIUT E

Chadbourne's Camps
ON NOLLESMIC LAl{E

I

Trout
Pickerel
White Perch

Ikachecl from Millinocket by team or canoe. Separate Camps for all parties. Good
comfortahl<• lwds and h<·'t of table fan·. Fresh eggs from our hcnnery here at camps and
fresh vt.·gctahlcs of all kind~ from our gardens. Pun· spring wakr and ice. Fish und gnmc
in season. Telephone connection. An A 1 vlacc for hunting, fishi ng, rest or recreat ion.
Write for booklet and rail's. Hcfen·ncc• 1riven. Camps op<·n all the year.

[

~~~~~~-·-·~~~·~~~-·~~~~~~~·~~!

CAMP PHOENIX

If you want your fill of fi shing, if you want to ·hoot the higg<·st of hig game; or if ·ou
~t wa nt to loaf in lht." f\ hadl· and IW1.l' at till' tow<·ring penk!i of a dou·n mountains. tfH·n
harlcy J)ai <.·y' s ramps at Sourdnnhunk Lak<.· i?' the place fo r you to go. The trout fishing
ht·rc from th<" tim« th<• kc l<•av«. unt il Ol"lolwr 1 is un<un>as•<·d in Am<•rirn. Th<• biggrst
moo ,., <l<·t·r and hlark h<·ar inh:ihit the wood• of this n·g ion. TlH' trip lo camp up lh<• hrautiful Wt'st Brunch and Sourdnahunk Strram, i in itsdf worth <'oming for. Tht· lll'sl of tahlc
furr. ro <'Y cam1is. and ull the <"om forts of ram11 life. The h«'t of guides and canor._ You
can't beat it anywhere. Long distance lt:lt·phont·.
For particular, write to, tclephon<• or klcgruph

CHARLES DAISEY,

NORCROSS, MAINE

Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Adv<·rti st·r•

l
!
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Unsurpassed Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing and Bathing. Comfortable Cabins
.and well conducted. Separate Cabins
for all parties

I

Good Comfortable Beds and best of
table fare. Special accommodations for
ladies. Guides and canoes furn ished.

ATTEAN LAKE CAMPS
P. 0. Jackman, Maine
RUEL E. HOLDEN, Propri etor,
We are 38 miles above the famous Mt. Kineo House. Fishing in thi~ wilderness is
unsurpassed. 11 trout ponds and 75 miles of fishing along the Moose River. We are
reached by Canadian Pacific Ry. Write for free circular.

======== TROUT

BROOK CAMPS

Furnish Good Trout and Salmon. Come in May and June to get the 10 Pounders. Good Fishing
all through the Summer for Trout and Salmon weighing 1 to 3 lbs. The best of Partridge, Deer,
Moose and Bear Hunting. Cosy Log Camps. For particulars address

Somerset County

•1 c
Wesm U amps

R. R. W ALKER, Prop.

Mackamp, Maine

Located on Great Pond, Sixteen Hundred feet above sea level, in a
beautiful evergreenJor.est. Excellent Trout, Togue, Salmon, Pickerel
. and Brook Troul Fishing. Abundance of Moose, Deer, Bear, Partridge
and Small Game. Beautiful Canoe Tnps to 25 Lakes, Ponds and Streams. Camps have Ice, Pure
Spring Water and Open Fires. :pecial Rates to Summer Boarders. Camps open Summer and Winter. For rates, particulars, descriptive circular and map of surrounding country, write to

GUY P. PATTERSO N, Great Pond, Maine

Northern Hancock County

ANDREWS PAPER COMPANY WRAPPING

PAPER

AND

TWINES

54 INDIA STREET, BOSTON
Heprescnted in Maine by ERWIN H. BOODY, Portland, Maine, W. H. DALEY, Bangor, Maine

+We are Headquarters for all Hotel and Camp Supplies
BOTH WHOLESALE AND
RETAIL

OSCAR A. FICKETT CO.
10 AND 12 BROAD STREET,

BANGO R, MAINE

+·--------------------------....
~---Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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PENOBSCOT LAKE CAMPS
J AC KMAN, MAINE
-f)ENOBSCOT LAKE CAMPS siluakd as they arc '(of a mile from the Canadian Jlord('r
J::,l. in the t·xlrem(' Northern part of Mai1w. furni . h the rnr<'sl kind of fishini.: and hunting lo
he had in the slate. 15 Pond• and Lakt•• withi n a day's Outing of Cam1is . We will guarankc
sporl..;mc.:n fishing and hunting in its sc:nson. Thr camps ar(• (•ntin:ly undt:r a ll('W manag-crnent and have hct•n fitkd and furnisht:d throughout. Telephone l'onncctcd with camps.
For terms, booklet, etc., write

W . J . ELLIOTT, P ropr ietor

+-------·

P. 0. JAC KMAN, MAINE

'

·o{·

Mountain View Camps
Spencer Lake Camps.
.-\l Gerard, :\Taine:, in tht• mid t of a
wonderful fi hing ancl Came.• c:ounlry
ju t far c.·nough from the: ht•att:n trark
to ht• still to a gn:nt cxtt-nl an unexplored, an1l rt·rlninly completely unspoll <d
re&l~ n . (;uod Ii hing 1111 summt: r ; mav.nilircnt in prin~~- Ourcamp an• 1ww,
dl'an arHI rornfortahle. Tt11·v <·lustt-r
round thl' homt·-l'amp on tht' lakt· ich·.
a kind of ca ino containinK dininJ,('·
room. larli(t• n ·;Hling or duhroom. dr.
\ 4it•an· JJrnucl of our t.1hlt_•.
l·n· h vt·ge·
tables, milk,cn·am and poultry procluds
from camp farm. and our ~ut ·st~ an·
our particular frleuds. Our motto 1 ( 'n in< •
and Comfort. Tt·rmg $11.fJ() p<·r \\Tt·k
\"ou alhtht at !\.kKt·nnt•y's S idinJ.(', n<·ar
Jarkman on tht• Can;ulian Panfu· I<. It,
nnd the fa-,rinatinK journt·y to Spt•n<Tr
I .•.akt• is hy motor hoat and lim·khc1ard.
\\'rite for our pamphkt. and Id u gin·
yuu also the rt:rommt·ndation of whirh
we arc vt·ry proud .

w·.
GEUAHll,

II. HEAN
,\ !AINI•:

+-,-----------~--- +

r.;;;f!TUATED
~ on Lung
Pon,] an..· reach·
t·d hyllw B.&A .
It H. via Monson or via C'an·
adian l'arifidly
vi a Cn·t·nville
Jrl. The ramps
arc 1orakcl on a
pond or lakt• ix
mil"·~ J on g, in
whkh trout ancl
landlm·hd salmon nc\'t·r fail
lo lake the Oy.
J) <' <: r a r (' i n
n h u n cJ a n <' c ~
'l'ht·rc l>t·ing no
otht·r <·amp~ or
holtlq 111 llu· virinity and tlw
l'aparity of tht·
•
<' a m p R IH'ing
thirty, the sport~man issurt· to find thi!lan iclt-al
t.Jlot. Pt·r ona l alkntion i. paicl to lilt' tnhlc
and t h l' rarl' of Kllt·:-. ls hy the proprietor. Th<· r<"
i11 one lug car:np with lar~t· sitting room, and
Rm all log c:alnn'.11 surrou ndJnK it. H at<·~ 2.00 per
day or SI0.00 pn wtt·k. F or furth<·r information !Wnd for bookld. Camp~ ota·n from May
20th lo V t" 15th for 1i•hi ng and hun t ing pa rties.

A. T. LEEMAN, Proprietor, MONSON, ME.

Plt·a t• \1 t·ntion B. & A. c;uiclt· in \\'riling J\dvt·rti

.n~

Big Houston Camps

~verythinl! that people come to _the Maine Woods for will be folJnd ~t
Easy of access, larl!e and beautiful lake, pure bracing mounlam air
and beautiful scenery. Fresh veg-elables from our garden. Pure milk and fres h eggs . Clean, cheerful camps and excellent table. Pure spring waler. First class Fishing and Bu nting Region, spri ng
fishing is particularly attractive, brook trout up lo four and five pounds. Individual camp for each
party. Write for booklet and rates. Heferences given. Camps open l\lay 15 to Dec. 15. P. 0. address

LYN MOORE, Proprietor, BIG HOUSTON CAMPS,

KATAHDIN IRON WORKS, MAINE

-----------------------+
Eureka Ruling & Binding Co.,
HOLYOKE, MASS.

Printers and Manufacturers
of all kinds of = = =

Blank Books

J'h·a~t·

-

:\kntion It & A. Cuidt.• in \\'riting Adv<:rti rrs
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+

"Plenty of Room and Conveniences for Everybody."

+r

Special Outing Attractions in September

=---

YOU WILL FIND IT AT
On L iltlcScboois Lake,20 minu.tes
by canoe from No. W. Pond Statton
O ECOHD Fish ing a ll the year r ound. Splendid Early T rout Fis hm g a t Branch Camp,
~ Cedar Pond. Abu ndance of Deer, Moose a n d Small Ga me Handy to Camp. Early
Brook Trout l•ishing HERE at Home Camp " Home Colony" includes 14 separate sleeping lodges, a ll comfortable and cosy. Parties m et at Northwest Pond Station (Packards)
on arrival of U. & A. trains Nos. 1 a nd 4, when noti fied in advance. Wri te us for circul ars

CAM p MOOSEHORNS

!

~~

+-HASK~~~B~W~~~rieto~S~oodicPo~Offic~M~~-

r
f

Lakeside

1

Camp~-=- Schoodi; Lake

I
f

Offer Exceptional Opportunities For
Hunting and Fishing =-

l

l

Attrad ive Central Camps and Outside Camps for Private Partie

l
+------------·----·--------SEND FOR BOOKLE JI'

N. W. McNAUGHTON,

J

~choodic, Maine

l

CAMP GRACE-------------+
C o od IIuntin J.r, Fi shin J.r und Ca noei n g.
T he
Ca mps arc ne w , n ice be ds, J.rOOd food. Mountai n s

I

WeSt Se boo is Lake

oll aro un d, v iew is fine. Good Bathi ng-.
M R . N.
P A RK , w1,sT sEn oo1s. MAJNR

c.
---------------------------

Camp F1·ve Isla-nds-;c~;-.;.c-.:~E.
~~l+
For Boys and Their Parents
J UNE .10th TO SEP TEMBER 8th

Wild Luke nn<l Forest Country. Jloatinr:. Swimming , Fi•hing , Woodcraft, Athletics,
Gymna tic , 'I utoring Scvt·nth St·a•on. For booklt-l addn•os
1-·. ff. DODGE, NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J .

----------------------Pica c Mention ll. & A. Guide in Writi ng Advt!Itiscrs
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Hunter's

Paradise
McNally Brothers' Camps are in the Heart of a
Great Virgin Forest and Control the Sporting
Rights on 60,000 acres. The Finest
Game Preserve in this section of the continent
Main Camp on Machias Lake
is easily reached from Ashland.
Twenty outlying camps afford
Supreme Opportunities for !!anting and Fishing.

All our Camps are Modern and
Comfortably Furnished.
We have Fresh Milk, Cream
and Vegetables and Fish and
Game in Season.

Numerous Canoe Trips for wh ich we furnish
Canoes, Guides and Camping Outfits

For the Best Hunting and Fishing in
Aroostook come to McNally's
Our Booklet Gives Further
Infonnalion

McNally
Brothers
ASHLAND, MAINE
l'lea.e Mention l!. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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Burch Point Lodge
On Upper Shinn Pond, 12 miles from Patten, over excellent road. You can come to within
!hrt•e miles of camp by automobi le. Our camps and table fare are unexc<·ll<•d. I• ly-fishing for
trout and lan<llorkl'd salmon holcls g-ood :ill summer. The camps are on a high point almost
surroundtd by walt'r so th(·rc is al\\.'ays a cool hrt·('zc and flit:s and mo~Quitoes arc a rarity.
8ix out~lying camps offer our gul·~ts unexcellecl moo-;<•, deer, bear and partridge hunting.
Boats and canoes arc fn.·c and ('Xp('rienced g-uidcs arc furnishl·cl. For r<'st or sport our cnmps
arc unexcdkd. Hates $2.00 per day or $12.IJO 1><·r W('ek. Private cabins moot comfortably
furnished, open fin·<, $11.00 pcr week. Write for circular and references.

W. S. McKenney,

capen's
Moosehead Lake

II

Patten, Maine

The Ideal Summer Home

II

Up-lo-dak Comfort and Convenience grafted upon
the Charms of Li f<· on the Farm

Table Unexcelled. Our own Garden, Farm and Dairy.
No Better F'l~hlng or Hunting in MaJne
A postal-card will bring our Descriptive Booklet

H. E. CAPEN, Proprietor
BROMIDE ENLARGING

Capens, Maine
CAMERAS AND SUPPLIES

Ar<' you lookinK for vinvs ,,f the Maine\\. ood~.
tht•n ftt•1ul ~!Ile tor mu·~half <l"zt·n ph11to finislwd
pirtun qm• ~n·nt·~ on po. l ('an.I~. or $1.f)O for fot1r
5x7 mollfllt•d vin\'l', assorlt'cl. Wt• nl o whoi<·~alc
all kinds of 110 l <··1rd , photo fini lu·cJ, stam1H:<I or
l'llV'ra\.1·cl. 1 will makt' 1000 no . t ("ard~ from your
own nnmtivt-. t·ngravi:d for h.00. \\'t• g-uuranlt-rall work in amalt'ur finbhing-, sl·ncl alonK your
Hrownit• film • film packs or Jtlah • Brmvni1· filnu
<l<"vt·lowd lll<". all sizt'S, film '""·ks 21Jr, JJlaks 2~c
dot.t:n, 11~111ls 4c t'a<·h up lo .1~.x5 1 :incl up nr<·orcl·
ini.c to !1zt·. 'l'o r.tmp o" 1wr , hott-ls and ton . I
will 1·11 Jlli<t rnrd ht'autifully photo fini lwd for
.,., Ci() 1wr thou and nr 2.50 Jlt'r hnnc1rc·d. afli·r first
onlt-r :10.IJO JJt·r thou nnd or 2."5 11<·r hundrt•(I.

Elm and ~fain Stn·pt

BILLINGS & COMPANY
Ph.:·l e llt nt on B. & A. Cuult• i'l ' ' ntin..: A<ln·rli t·r

MILO,

MAT

E

-~~~~~~~~
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Camps- Supplies
COME TO SEBOIS BRIDGE CAMPS

The Finest Hu nti ng and Fishing in America is in the Famous Patten Country. Hall's Cam1)s are a t
Sebois Brid11:e, 17 miles from Patten. They arc new, commodious and up-to-date in every particu lar.
Outside camps,

inic~~~i:iii~J:shing sectio~ii~~~~~K-r

-

SA WT ELLE BROOK

Hates: $2.50 per day; $14 per wtek; Write for llooklets to

LUTHER HALL,

-

Patten, Maine

We Know All About Outfits
LONG EXPEHIENCE IN FURNISHING

Guns, Tackle, Moccasins, Mackinaws,
Rubber Goods and other Woods
Needfuls has made us Experts
We solic it c o r r es pond e n ce. Try u s uud
yo u Jl b e un o H1 e r S atis fi e d Cus to1n e r
9

Huston Clothing Company, Patten, Maine
W.

W. WOODBl"RY, Mgr.

FRED ROBERTS

Livery, Feed and Sales Stables
MECHANIC ST., PA.TIEN, M E .
Tu.LrlloNE CoN'<tTTION

Special atll'ntion given to Hauling Sports dur
ing the Summtr and Fall months. Good
Sinid<' and Double l!itchc. for pltasure.
Am always r<"ady with a good lt-am
to carry Travelling ~kn to any
1>lace on a minute's notice.

Automotll1 Service. Parties m h met at Sherman fromthe early train by Auto or Team and carried to all points In the Woods.
Reasonable Rates. Write for parllculars.
!'lease Mention 13. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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A Circuit of Sple ndidly Equip1rnd Camps in the Wilderness of
the Aroostook Headwaters, reaching to Milli magassett, Mill nockett
and Munsungan Lakes and includ ing the famous Atkins Camps.
T he Fishing is w· OlHlerful. D eer a nd Moosc-Iluutiug simply
U nsurpa s s e d. Prices Moderate. Wri te for B oklct.

LIBBY BROTHERS,

0

Oxbow, Maine

BY WAY OF MASARDIS

Fisl!ING "No better Pon d and Str eam Brook Trout Fi•hi ng i n the Slate of Maine." Brno SnoOTrNG
"Never found so good Partridge shooting in Canarla or (•lsPwher(' in Maine. Your Wild Hkc and
Celery Pond was alive with t he finl'; l Duck' I ever found a nywhere." ll EER AND Moos>: "G<-tting
t wo fine Bucks, o n<• Moose within 8 days in Nov<·mber (1912) a nd see ing three other m oose , two o[
w hich wnc within 5 rods of the camp'{ , ac.i.su r t"R me your l ocation is all a sportsman can ask." BEAR
"Not g-ctting my Bt'ar was a di~appointml'nt but I saw "sig ns" cnoui;?.h to fct l sure if next SC'ason ,
(191.1) I can be with you in October. ! will besurceS'ful." Just a frw li n<•s from our 1911 and 1912
patrons. Plan your 1913 Fi s h ing orll unlingTrip with'" and havt' just w hat you want. Telephone
ron ncclions. Nt'w Camp . Jll ustrat<•d B ooklet mai led u pon r<' <1u csl.

HENRY RAFFORD, Registered Guide and Trapper

FORKS OF THE MACHIAS CAMPS

ASHLAND, MAJNE

CAMP WAPITI

DA VI S POND

A home cnmp cspcciutly designed

for family pur t ics.

Fishin" 1 hunt-

ing, cnnocing or trumping offcr a

choice of sports in the Big O ut of
Doo r s. U nusua l trou t nnd sstlmon
fishinlt in the lake, while the sur
rounding forCht is
t he natural
huunt of d(•cr nnd moose.

Comp ond

cui~inr

under t'>crsonal

supervision ofrnanugcrs.

For terms address,

CAMP WAPITI ASSOCIATION
PATTEN , MAINE
Before M oy lat, Norwalk, Conn.

P lease Mentio n Il. & A. Guide in Writi ng Advert isers
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Cam ps, Supplies, Etc.

·:·-·ST~·-FR

1

I

I
I

01MD c'AMPs--·;·
0

On B e autiiul St. F roid Lake

Way Up in God's Country

WHY? B E CAUSE
The Location i s ideal- accessibl e, lwo miles across lake from B. & A. Stati on, yel in th e heart
of the North Wood s-telephone and telegraph al station- mail every day.
The Camps are roomy log cabins, comfort ably furnished, with wide verandas which command
a magnificent vi ew.
The Table is s<rved with fresh milk, eggs, fruit s, vegetabl es and m eats- good, old fashioned
hom e cooking satisfi es the keen appetite which this tonic air creates.
The Fishing for trout, togu e a nd salmon can't be beaten anywh ere, spring, summ er or fall .
The Hunting is lh e best Maine affords for moose, deer, bear and all small g am e.
The Terms are moderate-send for booklet.

It's the P lace fo r Men with Red B lood in their necks

ST. FROID CAMPS,

QUI M B Y,

MAINE

GEO. W. Low, Prop.

1

I
I

•:•-----------------~~c--.~~u~~rt-!•

't>------·-------<f
Makes a specGeo. F. Egan, ialty of plan-

I

1

•;•._ _ _ _ COME TO - - - - • : •

I

1

ning Hun ting
ASHLAND._MAINE:. or Fishing
Trips. Will
make all necessary arrangeir..ents
and furnish equipment and supplies. Can suggest a variety of
J trips in either Maine, New Bruns-

'i

i

I f•
i
I I

Il
!l

SYLY A N

LAKE

H unting, fishin g , mou ntai n climbing
life in t he real woods. High elevation .
Near (B.& A. R.R. ) yet on edge of miles of
unbroken forest. Many lakes and streams
near.
C O TT AGES AN O C A MPS TO LE T OR SELL

l

l

~
]
[
]
{

Board furnished if desired . Autos run to ]
door. Trips plann ed and equipment furnished. Correspondence promptly ans wered .
f re dG. Hay den, Reg. Gm"de AbbotTel.Village,
con. Me. 1r

!l

·:..---·------..------·!·
l~::.::_:::~----1 r~AN~ CAMP~~;~·1•
j

•:•-®- U::;:;;;;E:-;-~;;;;-l
~~E:i!~~~~~~=

[
I

I 11

Trout are plentiful in the differe nt ponds
and fine brook fishing. Moose, deer,
birds and other small gam e in abundance. Cream, Milk, Eggs and Vegetables from ou r farm. Terms $2.00 per
day. For further information a nd our
booklet. Addres s

1

1l
i

~ ____.._..._..___._._..:.
...-..-·-----------··· ·=·--·.._.
Ask rour D•aler.

Write us for free
Portfolio Ho. 16

I SAMUEL WARD CO., Boston, Mass.

Dl·01•0g Cars

A U E

f

C. H. RANDALL,

KOK AD.JO,

RUN ON T HE

l[l

[

1\-IAINE

B&ARR

=
'
===

••••

:For furth e r Iu(oruwtiou see Uungor & A roos took R. R. Tiine F olde r s

The Camper Who Cooks ~·::, 0:,::·.. r
Saver a whol e lo t o f trouble , and r.tu .,., hat
he cook s w htn he w a nu H. Alcoh ol ii .a most
h ig hly conan1ra 1cd f<1cl. T he re 11 more coo k·
1n g hu1 1n 8 pounds ( gallon ) of Alcoriol, tb .1n
Jn 100 pounch o f wood.
We wlll 1c ll you .ill
abou t 11 fo 11i thc asking. W rit e 10-day.
l1fl.1hd to a oy a.ddrn 1 on r tet 1pt or $ 1,,0
HOWE & FR ENCH ,297 Fruklu1 S1.. Bo1too, M.au.

Pl ease Mention B. & A. Guid e in Writing Advertisers
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CAMP IVERSE N
Best of Spring Fishing, Splendid Hunting
At PORTAGE LAKE, the gateway lo Fish !li ver wal -rs a nd hig Fish Lake. Three camps
and farm buildings, five minutes walk from depot. Dest of accommodations; running spring
waler in house; fresh vegetables, butler, milk, etc.; table service personally supervised by
Mrs. Iversen. For dales, etc., address

0. IVERSEN, Manager

Portage P. 0., Maine

+·- ----

+

Beautiful Lake St. Froid
Is the location of the famous R ·d River Camps. This is in a section unsurpassed for Fishing and Moose and Deer Hunting. Other attractions are the
Canoe Trips available in this region. Write for booklet and references.

Guides, Outfits and Canoes Furnished and all
A rrangemenls Made

RED RIVER CAMPS,

WI NTERVILLE, MAI E

T. H. TWEEDIE, Prop.

+
+

Bancroft & Martin Rolling Mills Co.
Manufacturers of Merchant Bar Iron and S teel also
S teel for Reinforcing Concrete Construction
SPJ·:C"IALTIES

U>OM CRANK IIWN , SCREW IUON
l'ro1npt D e li v eries

l'lt·a

t·

:Mill s untl OHic-c , Portlund, :Main e
Mention I!. & A . (;uidc in Writini.: Advertisers
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Square Lake Camps iu:1~::r Resorts

12 Cabins with open Fires. 14 Outing Camps for Hunt·
ers. Maine 's larcest Square-tailed Trout and land·
locked Salmon are Here! Also unequalled
moose hunting. No better home in all
the Maine woods for those seeking rest
and renewed health. An ideal fami ly
resorL
Special accommodations for
ladies. V cgctables from our own garde n; milk from our own cows. Fine
cooking a feature. Bracing air; med icinal springs close by. Splendid view.
Daily mail service. Guides, canoes,
boats and telephone. Guests met at
Stockholm on B. & A. R H. and conveyed to camp, l l miles over turnpike
road; thence 6 mi les by water. Leave
Boston at night; arrive at Stockholm
the following noon . For rates, circulars
and further i nformation, address

J. P. YERXA, Prop. , LUDLOW, MAINE

Square lake Camps, Aroostook County, Me., after May ls!.

BUCK HORN CAMPS

Enjoy your Vacation at Jo Mary Lakes

Easy of access from Norcross Station and you can get Hesl and Hecrealion here. Cabins built
rustic in a large Pine Forest on shore o[ lake, furnished with Bough and Spring Beds, well lighted,
good tahle, open fires and bath. lligh elevation and fine view of Katahdin and J o Mary mountains,
good canoeing streams lo several Trout Ponds. Special rates lo Summer Parties. Telephone connection. II ay Fever unknown in this rej..rion. \Vrite for descriptive Circulars.
The Best Fly F ishing in Maine during entire season. Square Tailed Speckled Trout that Fight to
a Finish.
BERT HA YNES & SON
P. 0. Norcross, Maine

E. W. NASH CO.
Importe rs, Manufacturers and Dealers in

PAINTS, VARNISHES, GLUES, SHELLACS, AND GUMS
EASTERN DISTRll3UTORS FOR JOH

W. MASURY & SON

559-561 Atlantic A venue, BoSton, Mass.

Establi s he d 1872

+..-...-..-...---..-...-....-...-.-..·-·-...----....-...-.-..-..-·---+
t·
I
1 STAR BRAND R.R. Track Tools I

~

"Iron City" Mining and Quarrying Tools

~

I Try Star Brand Shovels and Scoops I

~

BEST MADE

-

!

l.:.::.~:2.:~~:~:_.~:.~..:__::~::~.:.~a.:_.l
0-----------..·-------..._--..-.-·-...--o

The Baughman Stationery Co.
Railroad Printers, Blank Book
Makers.
Paper Dealers and
Manufacturing Stationers

~

RICHMOND,

VIRGINIA

I
I
I

II
(

~--------.------------.._.----..---b
Pita. c hltnlion D. & A. l.uidc jn Writing Advertisers
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HAY LAKE SPORTING CAMPS
Situated in Virgin Wil derness, 25 miles a om Patten, M aine. Unexcelled M oose, Bear, Deer and
Partridge Hunting, Salmon and Trout caught weighing from 2 to 5 l bs. Homelike Camps, Best
of Food, Pure W ater and Ch arming Scenery. The ideal place fo r Hunte rs , Fishermen, and for
others who delight in getting into the GUEAT MAJ:NE 'VOODS.
Correspondence solicited. F or information in r egard t o my Ctunps, Rates, Circulars, e t c. Add ress

ELIJAH ARBO, Proprietor

PATTEN, MAINE

~~Gm~
INSTANT
€€ . . . .~
..

Coff

Absolutely pure coffee refined like
sugar- use it as you do sugar
~,2 to ; [' teaspoonful in a cup
pour on boiling water sugar and
cream to taste the flavor
is alwr1;;s perfect-yo u control the strength.
In 2 size

30c

tins

85c

Plc-u r ~lcntion ll. & .\. Cuidt' in Writing ,\dvt,rti '"'"

Made in
the Cup
at the
Dissolves
Inslantlg
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May We Help You
T o Land Your Fish ?
We originate most of the new
tackle imitated by others.
We make the Free Spool Reels, the
ANTI- BACKLASH- self thumbing
Reels and others.
Our latest is the ONLY multiplying
FLY REEL in the world.
We make the only Level Winder.
Lock Reel Seat Rod Handles, and
the Best Flies, Baits and Lines.

Before y ou buy for Maine waters
get our beautifu l FREE
Catalogue
-

THE -

Redifor Rod & Reel Co.
WARREN, OHIO
Q JllllUllllllOllllllJllllJCllllllllllllClllJlll11111Dllll1111011111111tlllll1UUlllOOUllJUlll[9

i__

The Home Puriiier ;

=

"'

The greatest safeguard against dis·
ease that can be established in any
home is the systematic u se of C-N disinfectant, which is five times stronger
bactcriologically, than pure Carbolic

==-g

Acid, but non-poisonous. C-N not only

§

~

kills germs but in stantly relieves and

§

a_=;

I"=

§ quickly heals wounds and hruis s. C-N il
a

~

drives out in sects and destroys dis·
agreeable odors. Use

~

C-N Disinfectant

~
s
i
~

~
!!_

a
~

0

~

~
~

from uccllar to garrd" in all deaning
water, put it in drains. toilets, cuspi~
dors. Use C-N in th<' sick-room to prevent the SJ>n·ad of dbc•as<•. Use C-N in
lhe wl'll-room lo prevent the outbreak of
disease.

e
~

i~a

Sold Everywhere

~

§

~ Prices: lOc. 25c. 50c. $1.00 ~

II!_~~

e

West Disinfecting Company ;
_

145 No. Washington Street
BOSTON,

MASS.

BRANCHES IN ALL LARGE CITIES

Q JllllllJllllJClllllJllllllOlfllllllCllllllllllllOlllllllllJllDllllllllDl/llllllltllOlll/llllllli[ Q

~

~

Ia William Sellers & Co., I
~

~

Incorporated

5

PilILADELPIIIA

~

~

I Labor Saving I
I
I
~

~

l
C

~

~

Machine Tools

Slotters
Wheel Lathes
Axle Lathes
Planing Machines
Drilling Machines
Boring and Turning Mills
Steam Hammers
Tool Grinders
Drill Grinders
Crane,
Turn Tables

I
I
~

~
-=_i

9
~

'.
I C~i T>o ,m:,::~:•SoU ::::,. t.oo- 1
~

0

;

s

0lflJIJIUllllO!lllllll/11/DllllllJllJllDll!!11111tll[ill10lll!JltlllllOlllllllllHIOllllJlllllllCQ

i

motive Jnjcctor, Ee. Etc.

0

~

&JlllllltltlHOlllDlltlllllllllOlllllllMlllOllllllllllllOllllllllllllClllllllll11JOIUlllllllllC&
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Laundering

I

I

SPORTSM EN WHO WOl LJ)

l>IU ~ SS

Cleansing

JUGIIT

should note our s1iecialties al the four torn!'r. of thi • acl
and "leave it lo us" lo do the ri1<hl t hinl{ with T II E! J{
wt•uring appard. The II. & A.H. H. and most of its
loca l officials and employees arc among our completely
sati ·fied patrons. You'd better "join lb(· crowd."

At The White Star,
Pressing

Trrn PORTER -PARSONS co.
18-20 Cro»s Street, Bu ngor, Mc.

I

I
UNION

Dyeing

IRON WORKS

BANGOR ,

MA I NE

-----BUILDERS O F - - - - -

Engines, Boilers and General Mill Machinery
- - - - - D EA L ER S I N - - - - - -

MILL SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS
l'k:• c .Mt·ntion H. & A. Guide in Writing Adnrtiscrs
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r

Th;;;.;He;Jib~b::~-;::;-;;:i:;~7;~7e;-~'"7;-;;:~I
for th e seeking. Buy a lig ht, strong, durable and
easily managed

l

!~= ,:::,: :::,.,,::g,~~ To?i1lf:.~n £~~!?i~,::nful I
~

of new energy and happiness.

Ma ke y our ca noe a n investm e nt f or th e years t o com e-an u Old Town " will las t a lifetim e.
Most graceful of a ll designs. Made by ca noe craftsmen b orn to ca noein g. Write for our illustrated cata log. It tells th e whole story of hon es t canoe co nstructi on.

Agents Everywhere

L

Our i llustra ted catalog, fu ll of canoe pictzir es a nd can oe f acts, sent free fo r a postal
L D TOWN C AN O E C O. 10 l\Ii<l d l e l':; tree t , Old T own, Maine , U . S . A .

~----·--------.-...---.---..__..._,._.,_.,.-.._,...,....

WE ARE

Headquarters
FO R

SPORTSMEN'S
SUPPLIES
If interested, visit our store or write for our catalog as follows:
FALL- Firearms of every description. Sportsmen's and Campers'
Clothing and accessories- Fall and Indoor Athletic Goods. (250 pages.)
TACKLE- Everything for the Angler. (140 pages) .
SPRING- Base Ball, Tennis, Golf and all outdoor Athlet ic Goods. (120 pages).
WINTER- Ice Skates, Winter Sports and accessories. (100 pages).
Agents for CHARLES DALY Guns
SAUER & S ON Guns and Rill es

Cor. Duane St.

302-304 Broadway, New York City
0

i~HiLDRErH VARNISltCOMPANY'i
~

~

Manufacturers of

i • w•~~~T~~de Varnishes a::w ~~:~ i
cn v

~

Fact ory, B rooklyn, New York

~

Q <:::::>c><:::::>c><::::>O<::::>O<::::>O<=x>Q <=x><::::><><:::x><=x>Q <=x><=x><=x><=x>--===:;oo<=>oQ
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J

ACCIDENT POLICIES
Our accident policies arc famous the world over, and are the best that
can be purchased.
Over 567,000 payments under our accident policies testify as to their
value and popularity.

GUARANTEED LOW COST LIFE
Our Guaranteed Low Cost Life Insurance policies arc demanded by the
majority of business men. Every feature and figure guaranteed. No
estimates. No possible disappointments.
WRITE FOR INFORM A TJON

THE IRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY
HARTFORD, CONN.

!.
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Woodstock Lu1nber Co.
~fnnufu<"turl"'rfl

nucl Wlaof{'I ul("rs o(

SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, PINE
f'..-dnr Shingles
If you want to buy or sell you should consult us
We solicit YOUR patronage
t:H STATE ST.
•••••••••

ti

Hoo1u 710

BOSTON, MASS.

. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mease

~lcntiun

B. & A. (:uidc in Writing Advnti era
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Make the Camp Cosy by Installing a

FRANKLIN
STOVE ....
They have double folding
doors in front and are fitted
with andirons or grate as
ordered. Made in two sizes.
Write for circu!ars and
prices.
We are headquarters for campers' and lumbermen's supplies.

Noyes & Nutter Manuiacturing Co.
Dutton Street

Bangor,

Maine

1---------------------------------------------------·
+
ROGER STAPLES
Fancy Groceries at Wholesale and Retail
Sportsmen and

S11ortrn~

Camps Supplied

- - - - S O L E AGENCY IN MAINE FOR - - - -

VERMONT CLOVER-LEAF BUTTERINE
Buy your supplies at the Eureka Market. Most up-to-Oate Market in the
Pine Tree State
BANGOR, MAINE
Correspondence Solicited.

+--....------~----~--...,----,__....~--~--~---------------·4
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Sprague's New River Coal
=== THE ===

STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE
Lowest In Ash

Highest In Heat Units

Shipments to all the World's Ports
VIA

NEWPORT NEWS, VA.

SEWALLS PT., VA.

(C. & O. R.R.)

(Virginia Ry. )

C. H. SPRAGUE & SON
70 KILBY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
Sole Tide Water Agents

THE NEW RIVER COMPANY
OFFICE

WIIARVE
Liverpool Wharf,
Boston: 300 C ongress

Main Office,
t.

"L" Street Wharf,
So. Boston: E. Fir<it St.

70 Kilby Stree t
Sprague Building,
cwport

ew'l, Va.

938 Chap ·l Street,
cw Haven

Seaconnet Coal Co.,
Providence, R. J.
Penobscot Coal &WharfCo.,
Searsport, M .

I

5 Exchange Street,
Providence
Mack's Point,
Searsport, Main

l'lt'.l ,. ~1 .. nt io n Jl. & A. (;uid<" i n \Vntin K A d vc 1 list"r~

1
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Bdif RO~tt
• ;·

He is looking at "BRISTOL" Bait Rod No.
11, admittedly the finest all-around rod made.
Fine for everything from perch to muscallonge.
Measures 81 feet long. Weighs 10 ounces.
Has three 32-inch joints. Price with cork
handle, $5.50. In handsome glove-leather
case, $7.50. Take a look at this rod
at your dealer's. No. 13 is a bit
shorter, but will give the same long
reliable service as the No. 11.

The New Adjustable
Telescopic Steel Rods
No. 34 has made a big hit with every fisherman who
has used it. It is 9 feet long, telescopes down to 33
inches. Joints are locked in place by a very ingenious
arrangement of the guides. Guides are detachable and
interchangeable. Prices $4.50 to $5.50, according to
handle.
N o. 35 is 8~ feet long and telescopes down to 311
inches. Glove-leather cases for either of these rods are
$1.75 each.
Every" BRISTOL" can be used for many kinds ot fishing,
but there is a specia l " BRISTOL" for each kind of fishing. All
nre guaranteed thr ee years. Your deu1er has thfr exact
"BRISTOL" you want. If not, we will supply you. 'BRISTOL" Steel Fi ahina- Rod s won thirteen prizes in the Field &
Stream 1912 Prize Fishinf! Contest.

Send for the

Diii

ART CATALOGUE-FREE. It d!scribes all "BRISTOLS" for mry kind of
fishlnr.

TIIE llonroN MFG. Co.
Bristol, Conn.
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rSTA~L~;-1
~ GRIFFIN ~

~

!l

l

!
!
~

~

and Pine ..

~

CASH
GROCERS

.

I

PILING, ETC.
OAK PILING
RED OAK A SPECIALTY

55, 57, 59 PICKERING SQ.

•

L~:R, ~.~~~-1
r-:~~--·-~~~----·~-·-·--·------·r

lRussell, Burdsat!:.~:~:.~~J:~:!~

Nut

Company j

IIIGIIEST GRADE OF HOLTS AND NUTS
[or J,oc·omoliv<1 1111tl General Ruilroud lJs<'s

Cust<"llutNl Nuts. Semi-finished Nuts, I~'iuisbed
Cus<" llur<lt•nNl Nuts and I•~unc·y Nuts n Spt•dulty

t
l
~

I

"'----·-··-··--.-.-··-·----··-·---·-·-·--·-..--.-..&.tr
r·----·-·-··-·~-··-·-·-·-·-·-··-··-·---~-~~·-1

I
(

l

I<;

The Bc!>l Paint Made.

l
t

CIIIL1."()N I> AINT
Used Throug ho u t The Country By

Railroads, Factories and Householders

l
I

Manufac tured ll y

l
l-~-·--·---·---~--~~--·-·------·
Chilton Paint Co1npany

• Es ta bli sh ed 1886

COLLEG E POI NT,

I'll-a c M('Jllion ll. & A. (;uidc in Writing AdV!'rfo('n

. Y.

Taxidermy-Supplies

William Cooper,
Licensed Taxidermist
MILO,

MAINE

Bears, Foxes and Game Animals
mounted as Rugs. The Best of
Dressing and Tanning.
My
method of Mounting Bear Rugs
with raised feet and claws set
out even and firm, has been
much praised. Ink-wells, Gun
Racks, Pincushions and Stool
Legs made up from feet of
Moose, Deer, Caribou, Etc.
Game Heads and Trophies for
Sale. 40 years experience. All
work moth proof. Pupils taken.
Interested parties have stated I
had left Milo, I simply removed
from my old stand, at depot.
Removed to C li n ton Street

M~RBLE'S GAME ·GETTER

2
GDDS
In

1

Marble Arms & Mfg. Co.
176 Delta A11., Gladstone, Mich.
Successors to
Marble Safety Axe Co.

LINOLEATE
The Periect Reducing Varnish Oil
ior Railroad use
MADE BY

Louisville Varnish Company
"INCORPORATED"

Louisville,

OUN

Upper barrel (rifled) shoots 22,
lower (smooth) shoots 44, shot
or round ball. Lengths, 12, 15
and 18 inches.
The Game Getter is a gun of
full proportions-as true, as
steady, as reliable as any gun
made, but it hangs on your
shoulder, over or under coat,
always ready for instant action.
You can get large game, do
wing shooting, or enjoy small
game shooting and target practice without using expensive
ammunition. You always have
the "other" gun. The Game
Getter makes possible many
times the enjoyment and experience to be had with any
other arm. It costs less
than a good revolver
and its utility is beyond
comparison.

Write for catalog of
Outing Specialities and
sample Nitro - Solvent
Oil.

Five Minutes from Depot

143

Kentucky

AK FOR WORKING SAMPLE

Pica .e Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advcrtisexs
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Established l874

Incorporated 1893

T. B. Davis Arms Co•
Portland, Maine

.Jobbers ol

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Ammunition, Fishing Tackle
and Base Ball Goods
G en eral Distributors of Remington , W inchester and M artin Rifles, Winchester and U . M. C.
A mmunition, Sporting and Blast ing Powder. Dynami t e.

+-------------------------------~------------,----~----------+

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF HOULTON , MAINE

$50,000.00

Capital,
Surplus and Undivided Profits

85,000.00
OFFICERS:
W ILLIAM C. DON N ELL, Vice President

C.H. PIERCE, President

F . D. GOUD, Cashier

+----~~~-----wc;,_._._~r-----+

Fairbanks-Morse Marine Engines
HIGH SPEED TWO CYCLE ENGINES
3 1-2 to 24 H. P.

SLOW SPEED TWO CYCLE ENGINES
7 J-2 UJl d JS H . P .

Reliable Durable Eiiicient
Write for Catalo1i No. l331 QlJ

FAIRBANKS, MORSE & CO.,
12 H. P. Type "K", Two Cycle Engine

CHICAGO

NEWYORK

CLEVELAND DETROIT

F. C. STOWELL
EASTERN

R[PA[8[ N TAT IVE

Dilworth Porter & Co. Ltd.
Ramapo Iron Works
TRACK MATE RI AL ,

S P E CIAL- BEST

178 DE V O N SHIRE STREET

BOSTON

l'lta>c i>ltnlwn JJ. & A. (,uidc

in

Wrilinl{ Advcrlistr

ST. LOUIS
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Repeating Rifles .~ ~~~

The Special Smokeless Steel barrel, rifled deep
on the Ballard system, creates perfect combustion, develops highest velocity and hurls the
bullet with utmost accuracy and mightiest
killing impact.
The mechanism is direct-acting, strong, simple and perfectly adjusted.
It never clogs. The protecting wall of solid steel between your head
and cartridge k~ps rain, sleet, snow and all foreign matter from gettiog
into the action. The side ejection throws shells away from line of
sight and allows instant repeat shots always.
Built in perfect proportion throughout, in many high power calibres, they
are quick handling, powerful, accurate rifles for all big game. Ask about
our new .33 High Power special J;ght weight rifle.
Every hunte r should know all the 7/Zor/in characteristics.
Send for our free catalo g. Enclose 3 stamps for pos ta2"e.

10 Willow Street

,. .~·:·~·~·~:i;:~:~i~~~~~~·~·~~~·~. .1
I
~

Headquarters for SPORTSMEN'S SUPPLIES

I

Including Boned Chicken, D evi led Ham, Lunch Tongue, Phillippe &
Canaud 's Sardines, Roquefort, Schweitzer, Kase, E dam, Sage, and Plain
Cheeses, all kinds of Fancy Biscuits.

J

Careful attention given to packing and shipping
to all Bunting and Fi shing Hes orts in Maine

202-204-206 Exchange Street,

Bangor, Maine

.;.,~MAU'''''''''~44/t.~~· · •·••••••••••••••••••••4AM.U'''''' '' ''c,\

't'.,.,.,~~..,.,,.,.,,,..,~············.,..,..,,.,~·························,,,,,,.,.,...,············1

Galena - Signal Oil Company
FRANKLIN, PA.
TEAM AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY LUBRICATION
Sole manufactur ·rs of the celebrated GALENA COACH, ENGINE and
CAR OILS, P ERFECT ION VAL VE and SIGNAL OILS
and RAILWAY SAFETY OIL for headlights.
Guaranteed Cost.
Expert Service

I

S. A. MEGEATH, President
If
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Ii You're Going to Camp Out
If you're going to fish, hunt, canoe or tramp,
get the things you'll need the necessary things
to make your trip enjoyable.

Send For Our
Catalog To-day

'07/e

Red
Cods
Call'

The most complete book ever
published for the Sportsman. It
contains everything for those
who camp, fish or hunt. You
really need it. IT'S FREE.
Send for it to-day.
ABERCROMBIE & FITCH CO.
The Grealest Sporting Goods Store in the World

5 7 West 36th St., New York City
Established 1892.

EZRA JI. FITCH, President

R.D. Wood & Co.
PHILADELPHIA • PENNSYLVANIA
~nginetrs

• ]ton jfounbers •

~ncbinistg

Mathews Fire
Hydrants
Single und Double V ulve
Cast Iron Pipe
Culvert and Drainage Pipe
Reduced Specials
Gate - Foot and Check
Post Indicator

Gas Ilolders • llydraulic Tools
Plea e Mention ll. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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MY BOOK IS FREE.
I have written a book that I believe will help you
realize the possibilities of nature from the stand-point of
hea lth, pleasure and comfort. I had this in mind as well
as the commercial idea; for, of course, this book is
intended to sell goods.

CAMPING AND HUNTING.
I have camped, canoed, hunted, fished and trapped
from my childhood days-often far from the usual haunts
of man. I am a baseball, tennis and golf enthusiast as
well. I ought to understand this business thoroughly;
at any rate it is my pride.

Ask for Catalog and Guide No. 57M.
All the hundreds of things this book describes are
sold under a strict guarantee. If you are not pleased
with your purchase-if any item does not measure up
to your standard, don't hesitate-send it back. My
book is free, if you mention No. 57M.

POWHATAN R. ROBINSON, President,

New York Sporting Goods Co.
15 and 17 Warren Street, near Broadway, New York

MAGNUS METAL
The Standard Metal For
Locomotive Wearing Parts
and Car Journal Bearings

MAGNUS METAL CO.
111 Broadway, New York
H. H. HEWITT, PRE:S.

C. M. HEWITT, V. PRES.

l'leace Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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of the Royal Standard Typewriter

$ 75
No Extras

Combines all the advantages of several models in one
MASTER-MODEL!
19 Exclusive Features Found in no Other Standard
Typewriter

I:JO Main Street, Bangor, Maine
Branches in all the Principal Cities of the World

VALENTINE & COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF

HIGH GRADE VARNISHES AND PAINTS FOR
ALL PURPOSES
CHICAGO

NEW YORK

BOSTON

rr~H~PHAIR~Ma~.~~f~;;POTA'fo~ ST
Lumber and Railroad Ties

Ailclf'I

--·-·----------------,---·---·-·

RESOUE. l'iLJc

Th

MAINE

:::~J~~::hlchI B.

c. M. l

~~

Manufactured by
Bangor
Cigar Manul'g Co.

toe SOLD EVERYWHERE

Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writrni.r Advtrtibcrs
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For Sale By Leading Grocers Everywhere
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~

~

The Perry, Buxton, Doane Co.
Iron and Steel ; ; : ; , Relaying Rails
Second Hand Pipe
Main Office, Boston, Mass.

Portland Office, 175 Kennebec Street

W. JI. LANE, Manu~er

!

II
I

=

;
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PITTSBURGH SPRING & STEEL COMPANY
MAKERS OF

Springs of Every Description
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Plea•e Mention B. & A. Gui de in Writi ng Advertisers
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I For

The Cheer and Comfort of the Open Fire

g~

Jn your Camp or Cottage, use one

i

of these

e

I
g~
~

Frankt·10 I;

I~

I

Stoves I
~

§

a

This is our old-fashioned pattern with
folding doors, furnished with either wood
grate or andirons-three sizes. \Ve also
make an open pattern, ornamented attractively, more particularly for hom;eu!H...._lwo
.
sizes. We can ship promptly. Please write
us for prices.

~

: : :;

~
~

~

§

WOOD & BISHOP CO.

I
~

S

0

5j

I
~a

329 Main Street, BANGOR, MAINE ~=:

e:i ESTABusmo 1839

Makers of Highest Gn:clc RANGES, TOVES, FURNACES and TINWARE
Specialists in all kinds of Cooking and Heating Apparatus for Cami> use

"=-;;

0
;

.,
§!
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A. R. DAY. Pre idcnt

II

E. H. AOAMS, Gcn'l 1111,'T. and Treas .

i~

~daIUs Dry Goods Co.

I

w~~;;s Stc~E;RgA;~ES

I

JOBBERS OF LUMBERMEN'S AND SPORTSMEN'S SUPPLIES

I

\VcM.ikc l'ENTS to order-ctn ""lllllY llLA'IKl•,TSa n<I SPRll,Al)S in ony length
dt•\in·d-gi"c ull ordt·r~ 11ron1pt and can.·fuJ nucntion
(jJmt UlllliOtllutllllllUHI 1/lllllCllJlllllllllOllllll/lllllUllllUIUUIOl/tllllllllltJIUUUUUIOtlllllllll/IOll1l111UUt0Ut!lllUlllOUlllllllUICtlllltllltlln111111111111cuw111cm11111111101111111umcQ
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PUINTING
•u•tNC.••

THOMAS W. BURR. PRU .

W. S, BURBANK, TREA S.

0

CAAo•

CIACVLAHa

THE THOMAS W. BURR PRINTING CO.

ANNOUNCEMENT•
LC TT IC A HCA O•

I

BllL 1-tllAD•

ltN\ICLOPll•,

Book and Job Printing

ltTC .

APPAOPRIATt: CUT8
P'OR aPOATINQ CAMP'W

_ PJllNTING _
Ql

27 COLUMBIA STREET, ADAMS BUILDING

ANO OUIDCa

mmoNr< 2

BANGOR, MAINE

II

1tua1l•O11 l/l Ht(l111niUJ11101a11111111murnm1111C11;JfllilHIJl!lOlmJ111a110111DlllDlllllllOU1JU"1111QJlllJUlllllUlttUlllllJJOllUllUllllOll I IUllllCQ
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~s:asJ~:,~

J-M

RAILROAD SUPPLIES .

All Ornd1•1 of Ai;bestos and Mngnc11ia Pipe Covering
K .. ~·t-lone H air Jnsu lntor
J-'f T ransit<' Asl >f'rlns Wood
,J-'1 l'1•r111a11il(l P arking
J-ll Aitht•!>o141S Fire F1·lt nnd Magnt'1;ia
,J ·~l Yulc11ht· ... ton RoJW Pnrking
J,.-)("o tn nth·(' Lagging
J -M l mprovt'<l Air Brake t'Jlin d cr .J-)l T rain Pi1w Gowririg
Rrfort Ct•nu•nb
Parking E:qlnndn }H ug
,J-;\I J,1·:i.k"Xo lUC'tallir CompourHl
C1.1n1Vlnx: W i<'k Pnt"king
J-l\f f':l'rlionn l lJndcrgruu rH1 C'o ndui t. J-.M ) l nnv i llo D r·y l>owdcr },ire F.xFl ig h P rP~ure J\!<1'.H'.Mtos PnC"king J -M 'l' ra ruii to A_sbC'11tosS 111 r1ko J arks
t in guh1h('r
Kears1tr~o
nnd
Vulcnhc11lo n J -M W ATEHPH.OOFI NG MA1' 1WIALS J.r.f Mru.t1<· .F looring
J>ump Pa<'kiug
Wri te for Caiu1'1guc No. 2:;2
J .lt J.'ihre Co ndu it, Etc., Etc.

J-M Hair r1•1t
,J-M C:i.r-n~·bt-Us ('nr H.ooflng
J- ~1 A-.hl·i;tos U.oofinl{
J- :\l A•l>f'..,tos Ct•nwnts

J-ll
J -M
J -M

J -M

H.

w. JOHNS-MANVILLE co.,

N E W YORK AND EVERY LARGE CITY

Wadsworth-Howland & Co., Inc.
BAY STATE LIQUID PAINTS AND VARNISHES
1\fun.ufn c h1re r s of

BRICK AND CEMENT COATING

STAINS FOR INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR USE
Corrod e rs of

STRICTLY PURE WHITE LEAD
Send for Color Card

84 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON, MASS.

CHAS. H. GLASS & COMPANY
~ot ed

for th e Produd i o n of Hi !! h-Grnd e

:Qrinting

cJl'lakers 'If

F ac ilities c..A re

F ine B ooks a nd Illu s trated

U nexcelled for all kinds o f

Ca ta logue s a nd Book lets

Mercantil e and R . R. W o rk

14 1 EXCHAN GE STREET, UAN GOR, M A I N E

USE BISHOPRIC WALL BOARD
.Fon

Cottages, Bungalows and Camps
Fire

R eH istin ~ ,

:Moi s ture mul Vermin Proof, A n youe cuu ap1>l yi t.
\ Vritc for Jllu s truj e d Boo kle t.

C. M. Rice Paper Co., Distributors, Portland, Maine
GENERAL PAPER DEALERS

I

+------------------~--------~·~
. -----------------------~+
J>I nse Men ti on B. & A. Gu ide in \\' riling Adverli>ers
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Get your Rifle, Ammunition and General Sportsmen's Needfuls in Bangor, at Rice & Miller Co.
WHOLESALE

HARDWARE

We carry all kinds and calibres of Rifles and Shotguns, sell
everything in Fishing T ackle, have a full li ne of Coats,
and other Canvas Clothing, can furnish Complete Outfits all
at Lowest Prices. We arc "right on the spot," we know just
what Sportsmen need; we are pleased to advise, and will gladl y
direct parties to the best sporting regions. You'll have less
baggage- -and more sa tisfaction- if you "outfit" at our store

Lumbermen's and Railroad Supplies

RICE &

MILLER

co.,

28 AND 30 BROAD STREET, BANGOR, MAINE

Dynamite and Powder

Aients for Laflin & Rand Powder Co., and E. I. Dupont Powder Co.

HUBBARD'S
Sportsmen's and Tourist's Map of
NORTHERN MAINE
NEW EDITIO
PRI CE

E. F. DILLINGHAM,

1912

1.00

Bangor, Maine

I Pearl & Dennett Co. ( Real Estate and Insurance

I
I
I

Corr esponde n ce

Solicited on an y

Insu ran ce or R ea l Estate Maller

State Street

Bangor, Maine

~~~~~~·~~~~-~~~~'<4.

The cornbinl'd circulation of th e

Daily and Weekly Commercial
Is the largc·st in the state
1l offrrs advt·rli .t·r tht· mo t l>Owt•r(ul
infhu·nn• th at ran ht· hroug-hl to I-war
on ~1ainc lradt.·

It Will Bring You Luck

Quality Counts

J_

P. Bass Publishing C-0., Publishers,

Bangor, Maine

YOU WJT,J, HAVE TO HUNT
For

G.

more ht autiful Cigar Stun For a lanet.·r varidy of Smokinv. Co!HL
A lrul y
mt.:lropolitan ton tlt·volt-d t.'xrJu ,,.ivt·ly to Srnokt·rs ' ,.\rtirka of all kind .
G. J~ s tuhrool<'H So1u;,
No. S Hmnmontl St., Jluui::o r , Ml'.
•L

Pit-a t· ~1t·nliun B. ti\;.. A (,uidc in \\' riling ,\clvt1li t.·rn
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56 Years

1ss1

1913

We have been located here Supplying

Lumbermen and Sportsmen
With everything nee ded for camp
Why buy in the C ity, "rticles not s uited for th is section of the
country, w h e n you can obtain right on the spot just what you

need a nd at less than City prices.
Tf you 'vant a reliable guide engaged, send to us.

Hundreds can
testify to the wisdom o f sending orders a day or two in advance
o f their arrival a nd thereby saving valuable time in getting started
on their trip. Our Ca mpin g L ist wi th Map o n reverse s ide mailed

to yo u for th e asking.
Quotation from one of our many satisfied custon1crs.
" 1 am not s;?oing into the woods this year by way of Greenville,
but ·wou ld Jike very much to buy our provisions fron1 your firm,
as I have don e for four different s umme rs , for I am always sur e
o f gelling the best there is ."

D. T. SANDERS & SON CO.
Greenville, Moosehead Lake, Maine
LARGEST GENERAL STORE IN MAINE

QUEBEC CENTRAL RAILWAY
THE THROUGH PULLMAN AND DINING CAR ROUTE BETWEEN

QUEBEC
And The

WHITE

MOUNTAINS,

PORTLAND,

BOSTON,
NEW YORK AND ALL NEW ENGLAND POINTS
For Timetable Folders, Tourist Books and any information apply to

E. 0. GRUNDY, G. P. A.
Sherbrooke, Que.

P.R. NEILL, T. P.A.
Room 80, No. Station, Boston, Mas~.

F. S. STOCKING, C. & D. P.A.
Quebec, Que.

M;;~;;=~~
F a IIS an d
Ste Anne de
•

Beaupre

Visitors to Quebec-Do not fail to
lake the trip lo the celebrated MONT·
MORENCY FALLS, 274 feet high, and lo the
far-famed SHRINE OF STE. ANNE OE BEAUPRE.
Larire and commodious electric cars
run hourly. Illustrated pamphlets free
to any address on application to the
Superintendent.

J. A. EVERELL.
s.uperintendent
Quebec City

_j

i
R

v

n

+--=..,·~<:=:x><=aO--==:x>~~or:::::::>oc=>oc::::::>oc:::::>oc::::>oc::>~
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I

The Natural Charm of

a

~~

I
a

LAKE GEORGE, LAKE CHAMPLAIN 5~
and THE ADIRONDACKS
i

~

Ia

Ia

Plus THEIR ACCESSIDILITY
a from the Great Centers of Population form a combination which appeals to the a

I~ The ~~!~i,;~~M~~~~!!~MLlnes I

i
a

I=

SARATOGA SPRINGS
LAKE PLACID

i

LAKE GEORGE
COOPERSTOWN
HOTEL CHAMPLAIN, ETC.
"

I

They also serve hundreds of smaller resorts situated in
the Summer Paradise of the Empire State which appeal especially to him s
I who desires a real holiday at a more reasonable price.
-=I
as every one knows.

-=_

Write today for our free summer book Edition 1913 rendy
Moy 1st (360 pages). sending six cents postug-e to

~

§§

A. A. HEARD, G. P.A.,

Albuny, New York

~

~

§
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Norcross Transportation Co.
Our Steamers
connect with B. & A. Train which
arrives about lO A. M. from Bangor
and Western Points, for Ambajejus
Falls, Millinocket Carry, Joe Merry
Stream and Nahmakanta Stream,
and Special Boats to connect with
any B. & A. Train at Jkasonable
Hates. Special Fares for Excursion
Parties.

Our Supply Store
Cives Special Attention to Fitting
Out Parties for Camping Trips.
We arrange for Guides, Canoes,
Supplies. Write us, and we'll have
everything ready just as they
shoukl be when you arrive.

~
I

I
II"

1
1
I
0

OUR NEW HOTEL
Will be opened about May]. It will lw fitted throughout with Stram Heat,
Hoc and Colcl Water and Bathrooms. Abo Private Baths with Rooms.
Parties making the West Branch Trip from Mooschead can have their
baggage forwarded by Express in our care to Norcross where it will be waiting for them to clean-up before starting City-ward. Parties going into
camps rnn lt:ave their Town Clothes here and don their Woods Hags.
For further information write or wire

F. A. FOWLER, Gen. Mgr.

NORCROSS, MAINE
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Transportation

Coburn Steamboat Co.
U.S. MAIL STEAMERS

Moosehead Lake,
"Katuhdin"
"Con~ei"

Maine

§!>teamers
''Moosehead''
''Marguerite"
"Louisa"
"Twiligbi"
"Reindeer" "Priscilla"

~

I

1

STEAMER " KATAHDIN"

Offices an d Waitin g R oom o n B. & A. R . R. ~'harf at Greenville Jun ction, on
Co mp any's Wharf at Kinco. Ticke t Offices at a ll r e!?"ul ar la ndin gs .

Passenger and Freight Service Between Greenville Junction, Kineo Station
and All Points on Moosehead Lake
The staunch and comfortable steamers of this line afford an agreeable
change from the hot and dusty rail roads to the cool breezes of this magnificent Lake, the scenic beauties of which arc unsurpassed.
Steamer service convenient for automobile parties wishing to take an all
day sail or part of a day's sail around the lake. Fine new garage located
near docks at Greenville.
Skamers make clo~e connections with trains of the Bangor & Aroostook
RR. at Greenville Jun ·lion and the Somerset Ry. at Kineo Station.
Special Boats for Fishing and Pleasure Parties can be secured at any
time.
N1·11• and 111odrr11 Y. M. C. A . b11ilding near company's 1d1arf at
(;rN'111·11/e J1111rli11n Ito:; bern opened to the public and affords a con1'c11ir11t and co111j'ortoble }llace for/ 1·a 1·elers.

C. J. ROBINSON, Gen'I Manager,

GREENVILLE JUNCTION, MAINE

Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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Tran sportation

Suppl ies

This Way To Maine
Fall River Line Steamer irom New York
to Boston thence by Rail
It's the vacation route to the vacation places in Maine. The night
voyage on Long Island Sound aboard one of the Fall River Line's
splendid steamers is a pleasant experience one that will linger in
your memory.
Plan now to go by

The Fall River Line
when you go down in Maine. Fall River Line steamers maintain
service between New York and Boston the year around . And it's
every bit as pleasant and comfortable traveling this way in winter as
in summer.

Resta urant, barber shop, valet service and a
good orchestra aboard each steamer all the creature comforts that
you wou ld have if you were in a hotel or club.
Send for "A Little Voyage of Enchantment." It
pictures and describes the trip hy Fall Hivcr Linc
steamer from New York to Boston. Write Adv<-rtising Bureau, Hoom 708, South Station, Boston, Mass.

The New England Steamship Company

t
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F OR RESULTS FISH AT
llt·hron. Onawa, Mon,on, (;re<·nwood or othtr m·arhy 1><md or II NT in the adjan•nt
forests. A gn:al vacation n:~ion, ca~ily n·ach{'(I. .Many familit·s " s ummt·r hen'. " Iks l
of accommodations. As k for particula'" 1111d l'ri<·<·'·
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H . E . MORRI L L
Superintt.·ndtnt

Gt·neral l\tanalo{t'r
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DANA H . DANFORTH

JOHN W . MARSH

DANFORTH & MARSH
Lumber, Standard Ties
and Telepho ne Poles
FOXCROFT,
.j:.J1t1111U1111or

II

MAINE
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ALLAGASH FALLS, MAINE

\lrbe ;ftlaine <!entral l\ailroab
Jiii

LEADS

r.

To Moosehead Lake, the Rangeley Lakes, the Dead River
Region, Grand Lake and Grand Lake Stream
Belgrade Lakes, Sebago Lake
The Upper Kennebec
New Brunswick,
Newfoundland

•

'I'IlllOr(;IC

('A RS

FRO'.'l

XE"'

YORK

A:-ID

•

FRO:\I

HOSTOX

'J'JJE BEST OF l'AllLOH, SLEEPINC; A:"IJ> Dl:-11:-.'(; CAR SEllVICE

Write For Booklets
Vacation Board and Summer Tours in Maine and New Hampshire.
The Lakes and Woods of Maine
J-go-a Fishing. Fishing and Hunting in Maine.
The Upper Kennebec and Moosehead Lake Region.

A T wo ( «n l Stam p w ill brin g th em. Let us advise you Wh ere l o go, What l o l ake, Wh at
t he Jaw all ows. Address

PASSENGER TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT
MAIN!\ CENTHAL RAILHOAD CO.

l'ORTLAND, MAINE

P lease Mention B. & A. Guid e in Wri tin g Ad vertisers
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JasilheSporlForYou
The leaping tarpon is the grandest fish that swims. You
can find him and other big fish in the waters about Florida,
Mexico, Porto Rico, and the Gulf. The trip is comfortably and
inexpensively made if you go by the

AG WI Steamship Lines
Write any one of them today and get the
whole story. Address

Clyde Line

TO FLORIDA, calling at Charleston and
Jackson ville with connections for all
leading Southern Resorts. "The Best Way South."
f'ri;m Pier 36, North River, New York

Mallory Line

TO TEXAS, all points Southwest and Pacific Coast; Galveston, Key West, Tampa, St. Petersburg
and Mobile. Only route New York to Texas
without change.
l•'roni Pitr 45, North River, New York

Porto Rico Line

Leaving New
Saturday for
direct. S. S. BRAZOS, 10,000 tons,
large steamers in service. Send
and information.

York each
San Juan
and other
for booklet

Gu11 rat O.UiceH, 11 !Jr(l(1dway. Nnu York

Ward Line

TO BAHAMAS (Nassau), Havana and Isle of Pines, Cuba, Mexico and Yucatan, with rail connections lo all
important interior cities. Write for booklets
Gcntral OUic<R. l'i1r 14,
Nnu York

l>'astltivo-.

l 'lca>c Mention 11. & A. Lutdc in Writing Advertisers
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I International Railway of New Brunswick !
~~
~

!=

_
a

Uniting Campbellton, at the head of navigation on the
Baie de Chaleur with St. Leonards on the St. John River.
At Campbellton, connection is made with the Intercolonial
Railway for all points East and West. Also with the Campbellton and Gaspe S. S. Co. for Baie de Chaleur ports. And

i-_=~_ ~i=~~;f ~~~%;~~::ee~~~ni~~er~~~~a~o~0tin~'.th
:
1
;~eN;:n~;: ::~:~!:ts~ith
"

0

-_-=1
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_____
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theCanadian
Quebec
At St. Leonards connection is made with the
Pacific Ry. for points along the St. John River, and the New
England States. And by stage from St. Leonards connection
is made with the Bangor & Aroostook Ry. at Van Buren

for
MO?.se, Deer, Caribou, Bear
and Partridge, making it a veritable Sportsmans Paradise."
Express trains daily except Sunday.
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R. B. HUMPHREY, Freight & Passenger Agent,
A . A. A DREW,
41 Pugsley Duildmg, St. John, N. B.
Traffic Mgr. Campbellton,N.B.
E . H. ANDERSON, Manager,
THOS. MALCOLM, Gen'! Manager
Campbellton, N. B.
Campbellton, N. B.
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THE NORTH COAST
A VACATION PARADISE
The north shore of Massachusetts
and the sea coast of New Hampshire and Maine provide a wonderful
variety of summer recreations.
The yachtsman, the angler and
the golfer find here their fill of
sport.
The tonic air, the sparkle of the
sea and the beauty of the landscape,
give zest to whatever form of amusement you like best.
Summer time is play time along
this north coast.

BostoN

~"a MAINE
! RAILROAD.

A dip in the sea in the morning
brings a hearty appetite for lunch.
Then golf or tennis or riding or
driving in the afternoon. In the
evening, a dance at one or the other
of the hotels or golf clubs.
The social life is just delightful.
You will meet congenial peoplemake many pleasant acquaintances.
The hotels and boarding cottages
offer a wide range of accommodations. You will find just the place
to suit you at just the price you
want to pay.

Read about this beautiful vacation region in
"Along New England Shores," a richly illustrated book fit for a place on y.:-ur library
table.
Write Vacation Bureau, Room 708,
South Station.
C. M. BURT, General Passenger Agent.

Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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Bank

NO. 112

THE

First National Bank
OF BANGOR, MAINE
The First Na l ional Bank org-ani;:c:l in l\[ain c an<l mrnilwr
] 1Q in list in l Tni led States

$300,000.00
325,536.00
300,000.00
$925,536.00

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits
Stockholders' Liability
Total Security for Depositors
ORGA

IZED A

ATIONAL BA

K

186~

Safe Depo it Boxes for protection of Securities and Valuable
Papers for rent at $4.00 and upwards per annum
Vault Doors equipped with Baker's El edric Protective Devi ce
with out-door alarm gong

U !TED STATES GOVERNMENT DEPOSITORY
DIRECTORS
I SA IA H

K.

ll EN l<Y M c L AUC HLIN

Srnrso:-.r

J Clll N \V Jl-';() N
A u mN P. W1-:usTEH

C11A nr.i-:s If. WOOD
C HAS.
I RV I NG

w. COFF l:-.1
G.

STET ·oN

I .\ IAI! K. STETSO. ·, l' rc" i<lcnt

IRVING (;.STET. o:-.r, Vice l' rcsicknt

E. C. W YMAN, Cashit·r
Accounts of Individuals, Corpo ra t ions, E. tatt-s and Trustees invited and
eve ry accommoda t ion con sistent wi t h co n. er vali vc banking cxtcndecl

NHillT WATCHMAN

l'lc::sc • ltnlion B. & ,\ , <;uid<• in \\'riling AdV«rli•cn

!!! PEN ET RAT I 0 N !!!
THROUGH 17-7/ 8 INCH BOARDS WITH A

Stevens "High Power" Rifle

The ammunition makers only claim, a .35 Calibre Auto Loading cartridge bullet will penetrate 13 such boards, but
if u ed with a STEVENS "HIGH POWER" Rifle YOU IN -

CREASE THE
KILLING FORCE

II

30%
0

TRY IT AND PROVE
IT FOR YOURSELF

BIG ENOUGH FOR THE BIGGEST
GAME OF NORTH AMERICA

II

Our General Catalogue o. 53 contains considerable interesting information. ' end for it.

J. STEVENS ARMS &TOOL CO.
153 MAIN STREET

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASSACHUSETTS
LARGEST MAKERS SPORTING FIREARMS IN THE WORLD

AM llCAM

cou1nrn co1

H.Y. •

c

W/NffHESTER
Rifles and Cartridges
A man who travels the distance and incurs the expense gPnerally necessary to get into big game hunting country should
not run the risk of having his time, money and effor all go
for naught by taking a rifle or cartridges that may fail him at
the supreme moment. The surest way to guard agains t such a
disappointing experience is by equipping with a Winchester
lifle and Winchester make of cartridges.
They cor.1e as
near to being infallible as guns and ammunition can be made.
Not only are they dependable, but they are made in calibers
suitable for hunting all kinds of game.
Remember

THE RED

W

BRAND NEVER DISAPPOINTS

